
Summary Highlights of NRC Training Session for Prospective Parties Who Plan to
Submit Documents to the High-Level Waste Proceeding

July 22, 2005
Las Vegas, Nevada

Description of Meeting

This meeting was the first training session provided by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) to potential parties on submitting documents electronically to the
High-Level Waste (HLW) proceeding. The purpose of this meeting was to discuss:

* Document submittal requirements and the guidance attached to the last revision
of 10 CFR, Part 2, Subpart J

* Desk reference guide prepared by NRC on converting files to Portable Document
Format (PDF)

* The types of support that NRC will provide
* The types of problems encountered to date.

The NRC also discussed its requirements related to submitting documents with
hyperlinks and the preferred options for electronic signatures. Action items are detailed
in the last paragraph of this document. The agenda and attendance list are provided as
Attachments 1 and 2, respectively. Copies of the presenters' handouts and related
materials are provided as Attachment 3. Highlights of the training session are discussed
below.

Meeting SummarV

1) Introduction

The NRC provided an overview of the session and the information to be presented. The
staff explained the training was geared to actual submitters and invited attendees to
participate in testing, provide feedback, and ask questions. The training was conducted
by the NRC's Office of Information Services staff and focused on the general process of
submitting adjudicatory documents during the pre-hearing and hearing phases of the
Department of Energy's (DOE) License Application (LA) review, should an application be
submitted and accepted.

2) Overview of the Document Submission Process

The NRC staff provided a presentation consisting of background information and an
overview of the submission process. The staff provided a high level graphic
representation of the submission process entitled, "Electronic Submission Process".
This graphic identifies the process as well as the Information Technology (IT) systems
involved at each step. As part of the background presentation, NRC staff provided
additional documentation that included 10 CFR Part 2, Subpart J and its revision.

3) Electronic Information Exchange (EIE) Submittal Process

The NRC staff provided a presentation on the EIE submittal process that allows the NRC
to exchange material electronically with stakeholders and other Federal agencies via the
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Internet. The staff discussed where potential parties can get instructions via the web
site, how to request a digital ID Certificate, how to download the viewer for EIE forms,
and how to submit documents. The staff presented examples of EIE forms, how to
attach documents, how to check the service list, how to sign the document electronically,
and how to submit the document. The staff then discussed receiving acknowledgement
of service distribution messages and then how to retrieve documents using EIE.

The DOE asked a number of questions concerning EIE including:
* The number of messages being received from the Pre-Application Presiding

Officer (PAPO)
* Who establishes the service list
* Access to Sensitive/Unclassified information
* Electronic signature
* Viewing a log of submitted documents
* The use of EIE for responses to request for additional information during the

review of any potential license application.

The NRC staff stated that the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel (ASLBP) order
establishes the service list for submitted documents and then the judge will issue a
specific order identifying individual access to Protective Order Files (POF). Staff also
explained there was no log of who submitted which documents on EIE. All documents
could be searched using the Electronic Hearing Docket (EHD). (See Action Items)

The State of Nevada and participating local governments had questions concerning:
* The deadline for submittidg documents
* When all information would be available to the public
* Whether the NRC is using the same process involving submission of HLW

adjudicatory documents via EIE
* Would the license application be placed on Licensing Support Network (LSN)
* Additional training.

The NRC staff stated that documentary material will be made available through the LSN,
the NRC will be using the same process, and the (LA) will be submitted both on paper
and Compact Disc (CD). (See Action Items)

The Las Vegas Paiute Tribe was concerned with compatibility of Macintosh computers to
our systems for document access. (See Action Items)

Several participants questioned whether all documents submitted on EIE would also
need to be submitted on the LSN. (See Action Items)

4) How to Submit Large and/or Complex Documents

The NRC staff provided a presentation on submission of large and complex documents.
The staff provided a definition and also discussed file size limitations, multiple
transmissions through EIE, courtesy copies of submissions and the content of large and
complex documents. The NRC staff presented examples of transmittal letters and
stepped through the process for submitting large and/or complex documents. The NRC
provided copies of the rule and the accompanying guidance.
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The State of Nevada and local governments had questions concerning public access to
information on CD. The NRC staff stated that the public can request information through
the NRC Public Document Room (PDR).

The DOE asked questions regarding the distribution of documents submitted to the NRC
to those on DOE's "Courtesy Copy" list. The NRC staff stated that the submitter is
responsible for ensuring copies were sent to anyone on its distribution list who are not
NRC employees.

5) Guidance for Submission of Electronic Docket Materials

The NRC staff provided a presentation on its Guidance for Submission of Electronic
Docket Materials. This presentation included the framework for information usability and
the reference for electronic document preparation. The NRC staff presented referenced
file specifications, PDF requirements, byte serving, PDF parameter settings, PDF output
options, alternative file format, file linkages (i.e. hyperlinks), resolution and size.

The DOE had questions on whether:
* JPEG was an acceptable alternative compression method
* The NRC will guarantee the integrity of a submission containing Sensitive

Unclassified Information
* It is acceptable for a submission to contain hyperlinks to other documents.

There was also discussion concerning electronic signature. The NRC staff stated that
we did guarantee the integrity of documents submitted using the PDF format. The NRC
staff explained that the submitter should clearly identify Sensitive Unclassified
Information in the transmittal letter and mark the information accordingly. Furthermore, it
bears noting that Safeguards Information (SGI), classified information, and Restricted
Data may not be submitted via EIE. NRC staff explained that the person who signed the
document had to be the submitter if "Electronically Signed By" was included as part of
the document. If "Original Signed By" was included as part of the document, then the
submitter had to keep the original signed document. (See Action Items)

The State of Nevada and local governments asked if the (PDF) settings were the same
for the LSN as those for EIE. (See Action Items)

6) Conversion of Files to PDF and NRC Support

The NRC staff provided a presentation on the Desk Reference Guide to assist document
submitters with converting documents to PDF in conformance with NRC's "Guidance for
Submission of Electronic Docket Materials under 10 CFR Part 2, Subpart J". This guide
provides correct configuration settings for different software applications used to
generate a PDF file. The staff presented the software set up and configuration for
Adobe Acrobat Distiller/PDFMaker and Adobe Preflight for Adobe Acrobat 7
Professional. The Desk Reference Guide also contains the configuration settings for
Adobe Acrobat 5 and Adobe Acrobat 6 Professional. The NRC staff presented
conversion information for Microsoft Word, searchable text (hidden text), and Preflight
error tests. The final part of this presentation included Support and Contact Information.
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7) Meeting Summary

The NRC staff reviewed the action items. The staff also encouraged potential parties to
participate in testing the EIE submission process and thanked everyone for their
feedback and participation. The staff informed meeting participants and members of the
public that a follow-up to the action items and the meeting summary would be provided
to attendees. The meeting summary also will be posted on the NRC Internet web site.

The DOE, the State of Nevada, and local governments thanked NRC for providing the
training and stated they would like to test the submission process.

8) Action Items

1. Find out if JPEG compression is an acceptable alternative to ZIP compression.

2. Determine if navigational links between segmented files are acceptable to the
NRC.

3. Confirm the NRC staff response that submitters are responsible for providing
courtesy copies of submitted documents to individuals or agencies on submitter's
distribution lists.

4. Additional training sessions:
* Schedule an additional training session for potential document submitters

in the Washington, D.C. area, and invite staff from the Nuclear
Information Resource Services, Public Citizens, and the Natural
Resources Defense Council.

* Coordinate with the Lincoln and other Nevada counties to schedule
additional training sessions for potential document submitters

* Coordinate with the Local Paiute and Shoshone Indian Tribes to
determine if there is a need for additional training.

5. Provide a response to DOE regarding the use of EIE for responses to requests
for additional information during the review of any license application.

6. Check to see why parties on a service list were receiving dual emails with an
attached PDF during the recent PAPO proceeding.

7. Check Macintosh compatibility for viewing documents from our web site.

8. Create a change history for the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission Desk
Reference Guide for PDF Document Generation and a procedure to inform
parties and potential parties of the changes.

9. Post Adobe and Pre Flight job options file on NRC's web site.

10. Provide additional information on the'extent to which documents submitted via
EIE may also need to be submitted to the LSN and provide further guidance on
electronic signature process.
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11. Determine if the PDF settings for LSN are the same as those for EIE.
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AGENDA

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION (NRC) TRAINING SESSION FOR
PROSPECTIVE PARTIES WHO PLAN TO SUBMIT DOCUMENTS RELATED TO THE

PROCEEDING FOR THE PROPOSED HIGH-LEVEL WASTE REPOSITORY AT YUCCA
MOUNTAIN

July 22, 2005

Pacific Enterprise Plaza
Building No. 1

3250 Pepper Lane
Las Vegas, NV

9:30 AM - 3:30 PM (Pacific Time)

INTERESTED PARTIES MAY PARTICIPATE IN THE MEETING VIA TELECON BY CALLING
1-800-638-8081, Passcode 7290# or 301-231-5539, Passcode 7290#.

1. Opening Remarks - Introduction

2. Background

3. 10 CFR Part2, Subpart J, Document Submission Requirements and Guidance

4. Desk Reference Guide for PDF document generation

5. Discussion of problems encountered to date, and any perceived problems

6. Questions

7. Necessary follow up actions

Attachment 1



ATTENDANCE LIST FOR NRC
NRC Training Session for Prospective Parties Who Plan

to Submit Documents to the High-Level Waste Proceeding
July 22, 2005
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ATTENDANCE LIST FOR NRC
NRC Training Session for Prospective Parties Who Plan

to Submit Documents to the High-Level Waste Proceeding
July 22, 2005
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U.S. NRC Training Session for Prospective
Parties Who Plan to Submit Documents to the

High-Level Waste Proceeding
July 22, 2005
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Information contained herein is for
informational and educational purposes
solely and is not an endorsement of any
product contained in these materials. Any
copyrighted materials, referred to herein,
are subject to the protections of copyright
law.
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Opening Remarks and Introductions

John J. Linehan
High Level Waste Business and Program

Integrator
(301) 415-7780
JJL2@nrc.gov
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Agenda
* Overview of the Document Submission

Process
* EIE Submittal Process
* How to Submit Large and Complex

Documents
* Guidance for Submission of Electronic Docket

Materials
* Conversion of Files to PDF and NRC Support
* Discussion of Submitters'

Concerns/Q&A's/Public Comments
* Closing Remarks/Follow-up Actions

Attachlment 3 July 22, 2005
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Overview of the Document
Submission Process

Lynn B. Scattolini
Office of Information Services

(301) 415-8729
LBS@nrc.gov
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Office of Information Services (OIS)

* Responsible for assuring integration of all
Information Technology/information
Management elements necessary to support
the high-level waste (HLW) licensing process

* Provides help desk services to document
submitters

* Processes adjudicatory documents in support
of the HLW proceeding

Attachment 3 July 22, 2005
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Background

The Commission's regulations in 10
C.F.R. Part 2, Subpart J, provide for the
use of an electronic information
management system to provide
documents related to the high-level
radioactive waste (HLW) repository
licensing proceeding

Attachmeint 3 July 22, 2005
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Overview of the Process

* Party makes its documentary material available
to the LSN for discovery

* Party converts its filing(s) to Portable Document
Format (PDF)

* Party submits its filing(s) electronically via
Electronic Information Exchange (EIE), if
practical; otherwise, on optical storage media

Attachment 3 July 22, 2005
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0 . Overview of the Process

* E-mail, with link to EIE file(s), sent to service list
for immediate access

* NRC enters submittal into its document
management system and copies it to the
Electronic Hearing Docket (EHD) and the Digital
Data Management System (DDMS)

* Submittals are made available to the participants
and the public through EHD, as appropriate

Attachment 3 July 22, 2005
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Overview of the Process

* Majority of the documents can easily be
transmitted via EIE

* NRC has a help desk to support parties who are
submitting documents; during pre-licensing
phase, # is 1-800-397-4209

* NRC has reference librarians to assist the public
in retrieving documents (the PDR)

Attachment 3 July 22, 2005
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Agenda
* Overview of the Document Submission

Process
* EIE Submittal Process
* How to Submit Large and Complex

Documents
* Guidance for Submission of Electronic Docket

Materials
* Conversion of Files to PDF and NRC Support
* Discussion of Submitters'

Concerns/Q&A's/Public Comments
* Closing Remarks/Follow-up Actions

Attachmnent 3 July 22, 2005
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EIE Submittal Process
Ron Deavers

Office of Information Services
(301) 415-7301

RXD@NRC.GOV
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EIE Submittal Process

* Instructions provided on the NRC web
site at www.nrc.gov/site-help/eie.html

* Request a Digital ID Certificate
* Download the viewer for EIE forms
* Quick Start Guide
* How to submit documents

Attachment 3 July 22, 2005
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How to Submit Documents

* On the NRC web site at www.nrc.gov/site-
help/eie.html, choose the link titled High-Level
Waste Hearing Submittals Under 10 CFR Part 2
Subpart J (under the "Document Submittal sub-
heading)

* Enter your private key at the prompt
* Select the ASLBP number from the list

presented

Attachlment 3 July 22, 2005
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How to Submit Documents
Complete the EIE Form

- . - - . .1 .. . '

High Level Waste Submittal Form

Hearing Form

ASLBP I I E2E Test I

Author Name I

Author Affiliation

LSN #

Document Date

I I

I I
DocumentTitle

Document Type I Select a Type I
.

Party Identifier I I

Panel Judges O Check if this is part of a mulipart submission

Select A Bundle I New Burne

El Check if this is the final pan of your multi-part submission.
(For example. Part 3 of 3)

Service List CIF; * For SeryG4T1IR

|-iWAttihWFWile,!W 1,_

c S uAbth Dounmen

Submit Document

Allachinent 3 July 22, 2005
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ILY~, UI How to Submit Documents

Attach the File(s)

'.±J..j . _ ;. , I , V!I'.UWER ED 1 .

Author Name I

Author Affiliation | -

'&

I
Document Type

Panel Judges

Service List

LIZ
Form Done

7 Attachm ents
Ce. s .,;t I. .

Folders:, . - : ' Attachments,: .

;.DI_53§ ~17I~'I'

CI
art submission

ew Bundle

your multi-part submissic
I.

I .Fille.. S ei.. E R E

_3ikQ .lg.z rrsmsiI

- -1 I -~ -

Attaclhnent 3 July 22, 2005
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IW \ 9 How to Submit Documents
Check the Service List

I B a c SrM i n .orm ICheck All SpellingI

Service List Recipients * Note: All EIE submittals are sent to the Office of the
Secretary and NRC's Document Processing Center

Last Name First Name Email

|Crouse [R-Ray

|Deavers | |Ron

|DeWoody IBeth

|Hall |Pat

Hearing Docket Hearing Docket

|Hung I |aaniel

IJ rwc2@nrc.gov

] Irxdenrc.gov

] jecd~nrc.gov

] Ipth~nrc.gov

] Ihearingdocket~nrc.gov

I Idhungiasys.com

Notify

1 0

10W
12

10
JOR

l1shmael | FBill | wfi@nrc.gov
|Julian | Emile ||elj@nrc.gov

|Pomykala I |Dan I ldpp~nrc.gov
, . . _ - , , . , . S

-1-7 ,.,: -.. ~ 1 -- --,- -- ---. ; -. . .. :.,~ .

Attachmnent 3 July 22, 2005
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C How to Submit Documents

Sign the Document

Ly..

IType I

I � M M ---
I. .. . .- . I I 1. I .. W . I I I., . I .

II

i

I

. _

Signature Is Valid
'Signer: RonaldEDeavers, ri dnrc.gov , :'. ..

VerifyEngsne:CryptoAPL . '..
.CSP: Microsoft BaseCrypto graphicProvider v.0. . ..

.'Hash Algorit shal"-

Certificate Information: . . ..

U.S. Nucler Regulatory Co nuissionADD/OCIO,
.."wwwverisigmncowlrepository/CPS Inc'orp by Ref.,UABlTD(c)96" '.
Inforimation Mna'gement Sp'ecia ist'' Ronald E Deaves, r d nrcgov;

Ver~ig, Vri~gn Cla'ss 2 OnSite Inidividual CA

F 76. Adane Deet

=_
_ _ . _ _

33LIaG | CSB Home Pal -.

l

i-part submission

New Bundle | V |

of your multi-part submission. I .

_ Iik =t56Aaiz WiralssoIN

_--,

~-~-- -- S i

Attachmnent 3 July 22, 2005
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How to Submit Documents
Submit the Document

Hearing Form

ASLBP R

Author Kame

Author Affiliation

Document Type

- E2E Test

jAuthor name I

,NRC I

LSN*

Document Date

Document Title

I07n2t2 t o04

|Demonstration Document l

F- Legaloard Notification 71
Party Identifier

Panel Judges o Check if this is part of a multi-part submission

Select A Bundle I New Bunre l

[E Check if this is the final part of your multi-part submission.
(For example. Part 3 of 3)

Service List I -I _____rS______

, _I
nral l Dave I~~

I__

': -"- r-, :-.-. , - -,7� ; - --- r7-.- . .. - . I - . .; .r . �--- 7-- 77- - -I . . I . . I I . . .-- ,.- . - . - . I I I - I I . . . I .L�&.%.YJA.ln RIF---z-" "' - . .. .
: : r

Allacl Gent 3 July 22, 2005
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4** How to Submit Documents
Receive Acknowledgement Message

7 T . ...

File Edit View Favorites 'Tools Help : . -. .I ~ . ... , . . . .. . .. I I . A y

0 Back - e j ., Soarch Favorites Media - m I - --
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~`v,:..-- -...... . . ._,__

Address 1 J https://eie.nrc.gov/cgi-binihlweie.exef-hlwsubmit ,v~LEI . 1 ,_I gO'. - . e . ..
1 t I i , CSB Home Pai-I -

As an individual on the service list of interested parties for ASLBP #E2E Test, you are hereby notified of the availability of
the document 'Test only - do not process". This document was received by the agency at 07/12/2005 11:30:32 EST. To
retrieve the document, please visit the following URL:

https:fleie .nrc. Rov/cpi-bin/hlweie. exeft=retrieve&docid=7 55

(Note: File size is 5392 KB)

Sending email to:
hearingdocketenrc.gov,aslbp-hlwadjudicationwnrc.gov,JAS 1 @nrc.gov,dhungeiasys. com,rxdbnrc.gov.

Documenet Submintted.

Email Notification Sent Successfully.

Done - . . I l LolInrane .

. .. *I

Allachlnent 3 July 22; 2005
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Receive Service Distribution Message

*-s fl *g *. .44

vile ~Et ViewActions .>Tol Windowi,- Hel I .. : :s>.x~:~ii~i:~;> :

~ - -E0
..

From: .; ' "hearingdocket@nrc.gov" <hearingdocket@nrc.gov>| rCC . -_|_ - -

To: I "rwcpnrc.,ov".NRGWIAO1.NRGWDOO1@nrc.go(.......... .
. ........................... - Close.

Subject. JEIE document available: E2E Pre-Test 2 -

.Sessage - hs an individual on the service list of interested parties for ASLBP #E2E Test, you are hereby notified of the
.. availability of the document "E2E Pre-Test 2". To retrieve the document, please visit the following URL: 2L1 JI

.httos-n//eie.nrc.aovicai-bin/hlweie.exe?f=retrieveadocid=407 Reply

- (Note: File size Is 132 KB)

:Forward

Delete

*X'''" ''" ' 
'4'i''"'''''"

.": .' .. :}: . .
�1-____.____ _-.-__.__.____� .. . . - .. I..'' I - . -- , --.- -. ��,__ -- L", ___j
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EIE Submittal Process Summary

* Process developed and implemented
provides:
- Secure, consistent document delivery
- Complete or partial service for the proceeding

Attachment of single or multiple files
- Electronic Signature

Atiachiene 3 July 22, 2005
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0 How to Retrieve Documents

Using EIE

* Click on the uri
LFjiae Edit -Vie ''Act!on Tools Window,. Help_,!,

From: j,,,.,,fhearigdocket(~nrrc.gov" <hearingdocketG~nrc.gov>'V: cc:

llw~~r~o'NGIO.NRGWDOOIG@nrc.go(. .. .* ls

i5lbject: F EIE documeont avaiiable: E2E Pro-Test 2

r~ies~ge *' 4s an individual on the service list of interested parties for ASLBP #E2E Test, you are hereby notified of the I
availability of the document "E2E Pre-Test 2". To retrieve the document, please visit the foliowing URL I
https:JHeie. nrc.iovical-binihkweie, exe?f -retrieve~docid=407 Reply

(Note: File size is 132 KB)

Forward

Delete

* Enter your private key at the prompt
Allaclhment 3 July 22, 2005
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0 -11, u How to Retrieve Documents

Using EIE
* Click on "View" to display the file online
I Hearing Form

ASLBP I

Author Name FAfhorname

Author Affiliation N

Document Type |-

E2E Test - | -NG

Document Dale

DocumwntTitle

I o

I Demonstration Document l-

l l

Legal-ioard Notirmaticn

Party Identifier

Panel Judges O Check it this is part of a multi-part submission

Select A Bundle | New Buncle

El Check if this is the fhal part of your multi-part submission.
(For example. Pan 3 of 3)

Service Ust I Ff 'S irv l aid 5YU1

| ;Saw al e - ... [. .. I .- l la m a i

'I I I io c u a e

* Click on "Save File" to save the file to your computer

Allachlment 3 July 22, 2005
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* Overview of the Document Submission Process
* EIE Submittal Process
* How to Submit Large and Complex

Documents
* Guidance for Submission of Electronic Docket

Materials
* Conversion of Files to PDF and NRC Support
* Discussion of Submitters'

Concerns/Q&A's/Public Comments
* Closing Remarks/Follow-up Actions

Attachment 3 July 22, 2005
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How to Submit Large and/or
Complex Documents

Lynn B. Scattolini
Office of Information Services

(301) 415-8729
LBS@nrc.gov
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I CI-C How to Submit Large and/or
Complex Documents

* Rule issued on 4/14/89 required that all filings
be "transmitted electronically"

* Majority of the documents are small, textual files
that can easily be transmitted via EIE

* A small number are either large and/or complex

Attachment 3 July 22, 2005
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I- 0 Large Documents

* Large documents consist of electronic files
that, because of their size, create challenges
for both the NRC staff, potential parties and
the public when transmitting, viewing, or
downloading the document

* Could contain embedded photographs, tables,
and other graphics

Attachment 3 July 22, 2005
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* Complex documents consist (entirely or in part)
of electronic files having substantial portions that
are neither textual nor image in nature, and are
very large files that cannot be logically divided.

* Could include maps, executable programs and
audio or video files

Attachlnent 3 July 22, 2005
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Complex Documents

* Due to their file size, complex documents may
preclude easy transmission, retrieval, and use;
or

* May require specialized software and/or
hardware for faithful display and subsequent use

Attachment 3 July 22, 2005
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0Oj I , How to Submit Large and/or
Complex Documents

* NRC performed electronic submission,
download, and retrieval
file size standard

tests to establish optimal

Attachment 3 July 22, 2005
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Large Documents

* Textual- or graphic-oriented files
* Greater than 50 Mbytes (cumulative)
* Use multiple EIE transmissions <50

Mbytes each and include transmittal
letter with first transmission

* Provide a courtesy paper copy of the
transmittal letter and the complete
submission on optical storage media via
delivery service

Attachiment 3 July 22, 2005
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Complex Documents

* Combination of electronic objects
* Any size

* Use dual submission method
- Transmittal letter and all electronic PDF

files <50 Mbytes
- Paper copy of transmittal letter with entire

submission on optical storage media via
expedited deliver service

Attachment 3 July 22, 2005
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Content of Transmittal Letter

Basic Information - First Paae
* Organization and/or individual name/address

(author)
* Docket number (WM-0001 1)
* Subject line
* Request for withholding from public

disclosure (if appropriate)

Allaclhment 3 July 22, 2005
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Content of Transmittal Letter

Basic Information - Last page
* A complete listing of the document

components that make up the submittal in the
order in which they appear in the document

* If applicable, the total number of optical
storage media submitted

* A detailed statement of any deviation from
PDF

* A disclaimer statement for each file that may
have links to another file(s) or the Internet

* A list of parties served with the submission
Allaclhnient 3 July 22, 2005
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Content of Transmittal Letter

List of Document Components
* Include filename and size of file
* Sensitivity level (e.g., publicly available,

proprietary)
* Indicate if component submitted via EIE

and/or optical storage media
* Associated LSN number (if applicable)
* Description for alternative file formats (audio,

video files, etc) or physical objects
Attaclment 3 July 22, 2005
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Format Description

004 Analytical Code Used for DOE Site
Characterization Plan, Chapter 4
Groundwater Level Analysis (Description
submitted via EIE) LSN-DEN004567823

This enclosure provides the analytical code used for the
analysis of information presented in Chapter 4 of DOE's
Site Characterization. Code is run on a UNIX PC
utilizing ABC operating system.
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Example of Physical Object
Description

005 Core Sample 3, Area 16 (Description
submitted via EIE

Core Sample 3 was taken from Area 16 on the
southeastern slope of Yucca Mountain and displays
strata from . . ..

Allaclhient 3 July 22, 2005
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2 Example of Alternative File
Format Description

006 Videotape of MMDDYYYY Meeting to Discuss Core
Sample Evaluations (Description submitted via EIE, video file
submitted on optical storage media) LSN-DEN000987654

This is a video recording of the MMDDYYYY meeting between the U.S. Department
of Energy, the Center for Nuclear Waster Regulatory Analyses, and the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission to discuss procedures used to perform core sample
evaluations of Area 22 on the southwestern slope of Yucca Mountain.

Technical Parameters/Special Instructions
This video file was created using XXX software running on a 900 MHz personal
computer utilizing Windows XP Video Viewer 123, which is widely available for free
on the Internet. File size is 236 MB. Total run time is approximately 1 hour and 20
minutes.
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Large Submittal Transmittal Letter Example
United States Department of Energy

Office of the General Counsel
Hearing Division

Washington, DC 20585

September 18, 2005

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission WM-00011(PRE)
Atornic Safety and Licensing Board
Attn: Document Control Desk
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

Enclosed are DOE's Response to Interrogatories Related to Quality Control Procedures

Questions concerning this submittal may be directed to:
US Department of Energy
Hearing Division
Attn: S. Smith (202) 555-xoxx
e-Mail: SESmith@usdoe.gov
Washington, DC 20585

J. Doe, Attorney for DOE

cc: Provide list of parties served

Document Components:
001 DOE Transmittal Letter.pdf 1024 bytes (EIE)
.002 Evaluation Quality Control (1 of 4).pdf 48,321,678 bytes (EIE)
003 Evaluation Quality Control (2 of 4).pdf 47,421,178 bytes (EIE)
004 Evaluation Quality Control (3 of 4).pdf 49,223,167 bytes (EIE
005 Evaluation Quality Control (4 of 4).pdf 37,522,178 bytes (EIE



Complex Submittal Transmittal Letter Example

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of the General Counsel

Hearing Division
Washington, DC 20555

September 30, 2005

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission WM-00011(PRE)
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
Attn: Document Control Desk
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

Enclosed are NRC Motion in Support of DOE's Site Characterization Plan - Estimates on
Groundwater Travel in Area 16 of the Yucca Mountain Facility and Notice of Appearance for.J.
Jones, Esq.

Questions concerning this submittal may be directed to:
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of the general Counsel
Hearing Division
Attn: Jane Doe, (301) 415-xxxx
e-Mail: )x@nrc.gov
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

Jane A Doe, Attorney for the NRC

cc: Provide list of parties served



Complex Submittal Transmittal Letter Example (Cont.)
Document Com pone nts:
001 NRC Transmittal Letter.pdf 1024 bytes (EIE)
002 NRC Motion in Support of DOE Analysis.pdf, 15,679,411 bytes (EIE)
003 Notice of Appearance for J. Jones, Esq.pdf, 1,056,911 bytes (EIE)
004 Description Analytical Code DOE Site Plan.pdf, 142,846 bytes (EIE), LSN-########
005 Description Core Sample 3.pdf, 1,032,116 bytes ( EIE), LSN-########
006 Description Video - Jan. 21, 2003.pdf, 156,936 bytes (EIE), LSN-########

OSM#1:

Located in the OSM root:
000 Table of Contents.pdf

Located in the "documents" folder:
001 NRC Transmittal Letter.pdf 1024 bytes (EIE)
002 NRC Motion in Support of DOE Analysis.pdf, 15,679,411 bytes (EIE)
003 Notice of Appearance for J. Jones, Esq.pdf, 1,056,911 bytes (EIE)
004 Description Analytical Code DOE Site Plan.pdf, 142,846 bytes (EIE), LSN-########
DocumentComponents: cont'd

005 Description Core Sample 3.pdf, 1,032,116 bytes ( EIE), LSN-########
006 Description Video - Jan. 21, 2003.pdf, 156,936 bytes (EIE), LSN-########

OSM#2

Located in the OSM root:
000 Table of Contents.pdf

Located in the "Analytical Code" folder:
001 DOE Site Characterization Plan Analysis.exe 123,311,123 bytes, (Description submitted via
EIE) LSN-########

Located in the "Video" folder:
002 Video Recording of Jan. 21, 2003 Meeting.wmv, 236,561,440 bytes, (Description submitted
via EIE), LSN-######
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I. LI0 How to Submit Large and/or

Complex Documents
* A filing of a complex or a large document is not

complete until all portions of the document have
been submitted
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Other Submission Requirements

* Must have a minimum resolution of 300 dots per
inch, with limited exceptions

* Must be in the appropriate PDF output formats,
with rare exceptions

* Must not rely on hyperlinks to other documents
or web site or to another PDF for completeness
of a filing.

* Must be free of author-imposed security
restrictions
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Other Submission Requirements

* NRC considered comments from LSNARP in
developing proposed rule changes that
incorporate submission requirements and
accompanying guidance document

* NRC issued proposed rule changes and
accompanying guidance on 11/26/03 and final
on 6/14/04
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Content of Rule

* Commission stated most important technical
standards for participants in Section 2.1013c(1)
of the final rule, while including the majority of
the detailed technical specifications in the
guidance document
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Agenda

* Overview of the Document Submission
Process

* EIE Submittal Process
* How to Submit Large and Complex

Documents
Guidance for Submission of Electronic
Docket Materials

* Conversion of Files to PDF and NRC Support
* Discussion of Submitters'

Concerns/Q&A's/Public Comments
* Closing Remarks/Follow-up Actions
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Guidance for Submission of
Electronic Docket Materials

Ron Deavers
Office of Information Services

(301) 415-7301
RXDc@NRC.GOV
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Overview

* "Guidance for Submission of Electronic
Docket Materials under 10CFR Part 2,
Subpart J" available at NRC's Web site
(www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/ehd/mIO41560341 .ipdf)

* Framework for information usability
* Reference for electronic document

preparation
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File Specifications

* File format
- Portable Document Format (PDF)

* Byte serving

Alternative formats

* File size and segmentation
* File naming and content
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o Portable Document Format
(PDF)

* Freely available format integrated with
popular document authoring applications

* Content and pagination are "locked-down" to
provide an exact image of the document

* Full-text searchable
* Accepted by National Archives for records

retirement
* Generally smaller file size in comparison to

other graphic file formats
* Supports byte serving technology

Allachmneni 3 July 22, 2005
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0, Byte Serving

* Technology implementation
- Optimize PDF files
- Configure web server
- Enable Acrobat® Reader options

* Information is "served" to user's computer on
as-needed basis

* Time required for initial display of information
is significantly shorter

* Download of information after display is equal
to non-byte serving configurations
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I -, IL C~- I PDF Parameter Settings

* Optimize for fast web access - byte
serving

* Embed all fonts
* 300 dpi minimum resolution
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- Lfe a PDF Output Options by File Type

* Formatted Text and Graphics
- Textual documents (text files with

embedded graphics) output from native
applications

* Searchable Image (Exact)
- Textual documents converted from scanned

documents

* PDF Image Only
- Graphic, image, and forms-oriented documents
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Alternative File Formats

* Oversized image files
Maps, photographs, charts

* Spreadsheets
- Excel, Quattro Pro, Lotus
- Versions

Attaclhment 3 July 22, 2005
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Alternative File Formats

* Video/audio
- Windows Media Player compatible
- Popular playback devices

* Executable programs
- Computer simulation, data files

* Commercially available software
- Provide all information necessary to review

submission

* Non-commercially available software
- Fully distributable run-time version
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E File Parameters for All File

Formats
* Compression

- No "zip" files
- PDF compression acceptable

* Security
- Full access required
- Encryption not necessary or acceptable

* File linkages
- Links between files not maintained
- Links within a single file acceptable

Aitachment 3 July 22, 2005
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File Linkages - Hyperlinks

* Electronic submissions to the hearing
docket cannot rely on the use of any
hyperlinks to other electronic files or
websites for completeness of filing

* Any such documentary material must be
submitted as a filing or attachment to a
filing
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File Linkages - Hyperlinks

If a submittal contains hyperlinks, then it
must include a disclaimer
- This submittal contains PDFs, one or more of

which contains hyperlinks to other PDFs or to the
Internet. These hyperlinks are either inoperable or
are not essential to the use of the filing. Any
material referenced by hyperlinks to the Internet
that was essential for use of this filing has been
submitted as part of the filing. Any material
referenced by a hyperlink to another PDF that was
essential for the use of this filing has either been
included by reference or submitted as part of this
filing.
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4 z Resolution

* Minimum 300 dpi
- Conforms to National Archives guidelines

for records retirement

* Limited exceptions
- Scanning process for a large, one-page

image that will not successfully complete
- Images scanned before January 1, 2004
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* File size analysis focus
-Minimize burden on parties and

participants
Maximize information usability

* As the file size increases, so does the
time necessary to transmit, retrieve, and
download
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Transmittal Total lOOm 640k 220k 56k
__ Pages

5 MB 1,699 7 sec 1 min 11 sec 2 min 7 sec 11 min 48 sec

25 MB 9,205 19 sec 5 min 18 sec 14 min 13 sec 58 min 13 sec

50 MB 18,410 39 sec 10 min 9 sec 30 min 14 sec 116 min 27 sec

100 MB 36, 920 56 sec 20 min 12 sec 60 min 12 sec 235 min 39 sec

* Submission of documentary material using
Electronic Information Exchange proved consistently
successful
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Comm Network DSL Cable Modem
Link (100 mps) (640 kps) (220 kps) (56 kps)

File Byte , No Byte Byte ! No Byte Byte , No Byte Byte INo Byte

Size Serving I Serving Serving I Serving Serving I Serving Serving I Serving

5 MB 3 sec 8 sec 5 sec I min 8 8 sec 2 min 15 sec 11 min
sec 8 sec 46 sec

25 MB 4 sec 19 sec 6 sec 5 min 10 sec 14 min 21 sec 58 min
i _ 19 sec I11 sec I15 sec

50 MB 7 sec 38 sec 9 sec 10 min 18 sec 130 min 10 35 sec I116 min
6 sec sec 24 sec

100 MB 10 sec 55 sec 14 sec 20 min 27 sec 60 min 48 sec 235 min
7 sec 9 sec 37 sec
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File Network DSL Cable Modem
Size (100 Mbps) (640kbps) (-220kbps) (56kbps)

5 MB 6 sec 1 min 2 min 11 min
2 sec 37 sec

25 MB 17 sec 5 min 14 min 58 min
2 sec 7 sec

50 MB 36 sec 10 min 30 min 116 min
15 sec

100 MB 52 sec 20 min 60 Min 235 min
30 sec
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50 MB File Size

Allows the file to contain substantial content
- Up to 11,000 pages of formatted text with minimal graphics
- 1 to 120 pages of graphic content

* Content creation method, color, resolution

* Retrieval time for 50 MB file significantly enhanced by
use of byte serving for on-line display

* Download and submission time of 50 MB file is
manageable and tests were consistently successful

* Large documents will require fewer segments
- More efficient document creation, processing, retrieval,

download, and submission via EIE using a 50 MB file size limit
resulting in fewer files
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> 50 MB

* Segment at logical breakpoints
Use chapters, sections, or parts to
determine the logical breakpoints

* Make maximum use of the 50 MB segment
for efficient distribution and use of the
information
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Conventions

* 49 Characters including the extension
* Reflect the document content
* First three characters
* Retain format extension
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I9., n Files with Special Printing
Requirements

* Require paper sizes larger than 1 1 x1 7
* Special Features
* Software and configuration

I. Allachmnent 3 JIuly22. 2005
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Sensitive or Classified Information

* Sensitive unclassified (trade secrets, privacy,
confidential information)
- Clearly mark and identify in a transmittal letter

* Classified (i.e., National Security Information or
Restricted Data)
- May not be submitted via EIE
- Requirements in 10 CFR 95.37, 95.39, 95.41
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Applicable Submittal Types
Submittal Type Submittal File Characteristics Method

Size
Simple Less than 50 megabytes One or more textual or graphic-oriented Use a single EIE transmission to

(MB) electronic files in Portable Document Format submit the file(s).
(PDF)

Large Greater than 50 MB Textual or graphic-oriented electronic files in -Use multiple EIE transmissions
PDF that can logically be segmented into 50 (s50 MB each) to submit the files
MB files with a transmittal letter

- and-
-Deliver a courtesy copy of the files
submitted via EIE on OSM.

Complex Any Any combination of the following electronic Use the Dual-Submittal Method:
object categories:

-Use one or more EIE
-Textual or graphic-oriented electronic files in transmissions (s50 MB each) to
PDF submit a transmittal letter and (if
*Electronic files that can not be segmented applicable) single or multiple
into 50 MB files segmented PDF files

- and -
*Other electronic objects, such as computer -Deliver the balance of the
programs, simulations, video, audio, data files, submission, together with all
and files with special printing requirements associated files transmitted via

EIE, on optical storage media for a
complete submission. Note: if
documentary material is only being
submitted on OSM, the transmittal
letter is still sent via EIE.
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Document Signing

* Scanned signature pages
- PDF Searchable Image Exact

* Preferred Options
- Original Signed By

* Submitter keeps the original

- Electronically Signed By
* Digital signature using Electronic Information Exchange

- PDF Formatted Text and Graphics
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Summary

* 50 MB adopted as the optimal file size
* PDF adopted as the optimal file format

- Supports universal file access and document
integrity

- Freely available format integrated with document
authoring applications; content and pagination are
"locked-down"

- Full text searchable
- Generally smaller file size in comparison to other

graphic file formats
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Summary

* Byte Serving
- Time required for initial display of information is

significantly shorter

* PDF Parameter Settings and Output Options
* Alternative File Formats
* File Linkages - Hyperlinks

- Within a single PDF file only
- Disclaimer
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Summary

* 50 MB Optimal File Size
- Minimize burden on parties and participants
- Maximize information usability

* File Naming Conventions
- One document may include more than one file

* Sensitive or Classified I nformation
- Clearly marked
- 1 0 CFR requirements

* Document Signing
- PDF Formatted Text and Graphics
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Agenda
* Overview of the Document Submission

Process
* EIE Submittal Process
* How to Submit Large and Complex

Documents
* Guidance for Submission of Electronic Docket

Materials
* Conversion of Files to PDF and NRC

Support
* Discussion of Submitters'

Concerns/Q&A's/Public Comments
* Closing Remarks/Follow-up Actions
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Conversion of Files to PDF and
NRC Support

Kenny Nguyen

Office of Information Services
(301)415-2046

KDN@NRC.GOV
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1 - 0Z Conversion of Files to PDF and
NRC Support

* Introduction
* Brief description of the Desk Reference Guide

for PDF document generation
* Support and Contact Information
* FAQs
* Open Discussion & Questions
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Introduction

NRC prepared this Desk Reference Guide to:
* Assist its customers and Federal agencies to

generate PDF documents that comply with NRC's
"Guidance for Submission of Electronic Docket
Materials under 10 CFR Part 2, Subpart J" and the
E-Rule (specifically Section 2.1, 2.5, 2.6 and 2.9)

* Provide correct configuration settings for different
applications to create a PDF document

* Answer any questions or concerns relating to
converting native application files to PDF
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Desk Reference Guide

Guide contains information on:
* Software/hardware requirements for

- Windows
- Macintosh

* Software set up and configuration
- Setting up and configuring Adobe Acrobat Distiller/PDFMaker and

setting preferences
* Adobe Acrobat 5
* Adobe Acrobat 6 Professional
* Adobe Acrobat 7 Professional

- Setting up and configuring Adobe Preflight
* Adobe Acrobat 6 Professional
* Adobe Acrobat 7 Professional
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Desk Reference Guide

Conversion Information
- Converting MS-Office Suite 2002/2003 to PDF

* MS-Word
* MS-Access
* MS-Excel
* MS-PowerPoint
* MS-Project
* MS-Publisher

- Converting Corel Office Suite 2002 to PDF
* WordPerfect 10
* Presentation 10
* Quattro Pro 10
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Desk Reference Guide

* Conversion Information (continued)
- Converting TIFF image to PDF

* Conduct self-test & verification, checks for...
- Fast Web View
- Hidden text error
- Embedded fonts
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Desk Reference Guide

Software/Hardware requirements for
- Windows

Adobe Acrobat Distiller 5.0/6.0/or 7.0
MS-Office Suite 2002/2003
Corel Office Suite 2002 (if applicable)
Intel Pentium Processor
MS-Windows 95 OSR 2.0, Windows 98 SE, Windows Millenium

Edition, Windows NT 4.0 SP5-, Windows 2000 and XP
Minimum 32MB of RAM
Minimum 24MB of available hard-disk space
1024x768 screen resolution
CD-ROM drive
Scanner
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Desk Reference Guide

Software/Hardware requirements for
- Macintosh

Adobe Acrobat Distiller 5.0/6.0/or 7.0
MS-Office Suite 2002/2003
Corel Office Suite 2002 (if applicable)
PowerPC G31G41G5 Processor
Mac OS 8.6,9.x or OS X
Minimum 32MB of RAM (64MB is recommended)
Minimum 24MB of available hard-disk space (130MB is

recommended)
1024x768 screen resolution
CD-ROM drive
Scanner
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+0, Conversion of Files to PDF

Demol

* Setting up and configuring Adobe Acrobat Distiller 7
- While in Adobe Acrobat 7 Professional, select Advanced/Acrobat Distiller
- The Acrobat Distiller window pops up.
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Conversion of Files to PDF

Demol

* Setting up and configuring Adobe Acrobat Distiller 7
- Change the settings by going to the pulidown menu and
Adobe PDF Settings. __ _ _

IrIj

bd Aet 70
2amd. Thday. .pr.4 .205 10.4735

Mobe Po*tSII* sdtwae va PRI: 3016.102

selecting Settings * Edit
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I a Conversion of Files to PDF

Demol
* Setting up and configuring Adobe Acrobat Distiller 7

- The Standard - Adobe PDF Settings window pops up. On the default General folder, change
the following settings.

* In the Description section enter: Use these settings to
create Adobe PDF documents suitable for compliance with
NRC regulation. Created PDF documents can be opened with
Acrobat and Adobe Reader 5.0 and versions.

*From the dropdown menu, set Compatibility to Acrobat 5.0
(PDF 1.4)

* Keep Tags only as the Object Level Compression default.

* Set Auto-Rotate Pages to Off.

* Keep Left as the Binding default.

* Set Resolution to 300 dots per inch.

* Verify that All Pages is selected.

* Verify that Optimize for fast web view is checked.
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Demol

* Setting up and configuring Adobe Acrobat Distiller 7
- Select the Images folder and change the fields for all sections as follows:

I.,* o,- x

* Color Images
Downsample: Off
Compression: ZIP
300 ppi

* Grayscale Images
Downsample: Off
Compression: ZIP
300 ppi

* Monochrome Images
Downsample: Off
Compression: CCITT Group 4
Anti-alias to gray: Off
450 ppi

a NfI-10URI

D FM
Ej Colo
a3 Bdyuxd

HE3sadr

I ' -, L i, ': , i .. a i m
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Demol

Setting up and configuring Adobe Acrobat Distiller 7
- Click on the Fonts folder and-.*1

* Verify that the Embed all fonts box is checked. °i

* Verify that Subset embedded fonts when percent of Ho
characters used is less than is checked and set at 100%. ___________g -"MUM

* Keep Warn and continue as the default for When
embedding fails.

* In the Embedding section, verify that Font Source is set to
C:\WINDOWS\Fonts\ and remove everything in Never Embed
(if there is anything) by selecting everything in the Never
Embed field and clicking on Remove. A"MTU-Ld

I
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Conversion of Files to PDF

Demol
* Setting up and configuring Adobe Acrobat Distiller 7

- Click on the Color folder.
In the Adobe Color Settings section-

* Make sure Settings File is set to None.
* Change Color Management Policies to Tag Everything for
Color Management.
* Keep Document Rendering Intent set to Preserve.
* For the Working Spaces subsection-

- Set Gray to None.
- Keep RGB set to sRGB IEC61966-2.1 .
- Keep CMYK set to U.S Web Coated (SWOP) v2

In the Device-Dependent Data section-
* Click on Preserve under color removal and black
generation option and make sure it is checked.
* Set When transfer functions are found to Preserve.

1 ' ' TX
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Conversion of Files to PDF
Demol
. Setting up and configuring Adol

- Click on the Advanced folder and make sure
section are selected and checked:
* Allow PostScript file to override Adobe PDF settings

* Convert gradients to smooth shades.

* Preserve Level 2 copypage semantics.

* Preserve overprint settings.

* Overprinting default is nonzero overprinting.

* Save Adobe PDF settings inside PDF file .

* Save Portable Job Ticket inside PDF file.

- Checked and enabled the following in the
Document Structuring Conventions section:
* Process DSC comments.
* Preserve EPS information from DSC.
* Preserve OPI comments.
* Preserve document information from DSC.
* Resize page and center artwork for EPS files.

be Acrobat Distiller 7
the following items in the Options

NX-10 R:

E3 ffwd

El Cdi
E3aidmu

-C* ,p ~ 1
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Conversion of Files to PDF
Demol

Setting up and configuring Adobe Acrobat Distiller 7
- Click on the Standards folder. Leave everything as is in the Standards Reporting
and Compliance section and verify that Compliance Standard is set to None.
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I- 0f Conversion of Files to PDF

Demol

* Setting up and configuring Adobe Acrobat Distiller 7
- Click on the Save as button in the bottom left corner of the window to save the
changes.
- In the File Name field, enter NRC-10CFR1.ioboptions as a new profile name (or
whatever name you want to call it.
- Click on the Save button to save the newly configured profile.
- Click on OK to get back to the Distiller window.
- Select File/Exit or click on the X button to close Adobe Acrobat Distiller.
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Conversion of Files to PDF
Demo2
* Setting up and configuring Adobe Preflight

- While in Adobe Acrobat 7 Professional, select Advanced/Preflight.
The Preflight window pops up.

- From the Preflight window, select any profile and click on Edit from the menu bar.
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Conversion of Files to PDF

Demo2

* Setting up and configuring Adobe Preflight
- In the Preflight: Edit Profiles window, click on the F!iI icon to create a new profile
designate to NRC.

- Give the new profile a name, e.g. "NRC-10CFR1".
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Conversion of Files to PDF

Demo2

* Setting up and configuring Adobe Preflight
- Edit the subcomponents as follows:

Click on OK. \
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a**+a Conversion of Files to PDF

Demo3

* Convert MS-Word to PDF
- Launch MS-Word
- From the main menu, select Adobe PDF/Change Conversion Settings
- The Acrobat PDFMaker window pops up. In the Conversion Settings field of the PDFMaker Settings

section, click on the dropdown arrow and select the newly created profile, e.g., 'NRC-1QCFR1"
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Conversion of Files to PDF
Demo3
* Convert MS-Word to PDF

- To ensure fonts will be embedded during the conversion process, from the main menu, select
Tools/Options

- Click on the Save tab in the Options window and enable Embed True Type fonts and Embed characters
in use only options.

- Disable Do not embed common system fonts option.
- Click on OK to proceed. _

I
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Conversion of Files to PDF
Demo3

Convert MS-Word to PDF
- Open a Word document by selecting File/Open from the main menu.
- Disable all hyperlinks to other PDFs, email addresses, or to the Internet.
- From the main menu, click on the Adobe PDF/Convert to Adobe PDF

or from the E icon.
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Conversion of Files to PDF
Demo3

* Convert MS-Word to PDF
- A Save Adobe PDF File As window pops up. Enter the name you want in the File Name field, then click on

the Save button
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Conversion of Files to PDF
Demo4

Searchable text (hidden text)
- Verify that OCR (Optical Character Recognition) has been applied correctly to the image-only scanned pages.

* Open the PDF document in Adobe Acrobat Professional.
* Click on the Select button to use the Select function.
* Place the cursor at the first character of the page. Hold down the left mouse button and drag downward

through the page.
* If all the text is highlighted as you move the mouse cursor down over it, the images have been OCR-ed correctly (or have

'hidden text"), figure a.
* If the image is not set for searchable text, only whole pages or whole areas can be selected similar to the figure b.
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Conversion of Files to PDF

Demo4

Searchable text (hidden text)
Follow these steps to ensure the images will have hidden text, or OCR-ed correctly.
* Open the PDF document in Adobe Acrobat Professional.
* From the main menu, select Document/Recognize Text Using OCR/Start.
* The Recognize Text window pops up. Make sure Downsample is set to 3OOdpi
* Click on the OK button to start the OCR process.
* Once the process is completed (the cursor is back). Make sure you save the file over the existing file.

Follow the instructions on the previous slide to verify if the text is searchable.
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Conversion of Files to PDF
Demo5

Preflight Error Tests
- Verify that the newly PDF file will comply with NRC's E-Rule by follow these steps:

* Open the PDF document in Adobe Acrobat Professional.
* From the main menu, click on Advanced/Preflight.
* Select the correct profile use for testing, i.e. NRC-1 OCFR1.
* Click on the Execute button to start checking the docu nt for errors

* Co-phtwt uh PDF/A O(Ehft)
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Conversion of Files to PDF

Demo5

* Preflight Error Tests
- Below is an example of an output error that the document contains poor quality images and does
not meet the 300dpi requirement specified in the E-Rule.
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Support and Contact
Information

* Problems with EIE Web related issues, contact the Web group by
completing the form request at http://www.nrc.cov/site-
help/feedback.html

* For EIE-EHD related issues, contact the technical support group via
the Web at http://www.nrc.cov/readinq-rm/ehd/contactus.html

NRC will continue to assist HLW submitters with any technical questions or
concerns during the pre-licensing, pre-hearing and actual hearing
phases.

- Pre-licensing phase: 8:30 am - 4:15 pm eastern time, Mon-Fri (except
Holidays). Contact PDR (Public Document Room) at 1-800-397-4209

- Pre-hearing phase: 24 hours, Mon-Fri (except Holidays) Contact
information will be provided when appropriate.

- Hearing phase: 24x7 (except Holidays) Contact information will be
provided when appropriate.

July 22, 2005
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. FAQs
1. '/ received email notification from NRC support staff telling me my recent EIE submittal was rejected

because it was not set for Fast Web View. How do / fix that?"

- Follow the instructions in Section 4.1, "Setting up and configuring Adobe Acrobat Distiller/PDFMaker and
setting preferences" of the Desk Reference Guide for PDF document generation, and make sure under the
General tab, the Optimize for fast web view option is checked. Then recreate the PDF document. If you
don't want to recreate the PDF document, take the following steps if you're using Adobe 6 or higher.

* Open Adobe Acrobat Professional.
* From the main menu, select Advanced and click on Batch Processing.
* In the Batch Sequences window, select Fast Web View and click on Edit Sequence.
* In the Edit Batch Sequence window, click on the Output Options button and then click on the Fast

Web View option to enable the feature.
* Click on the OK button to get back to the Batch Sequences window. With Fast Web View option

selected, click on the Run Sequence option.
* You are prompted to choose a PDF document to process.
* Go to the main menu and click on File/Document Properties and verify that Fast Web View is set to

Yes.

- Take the following steps if you're using Adobe 5.
* Open Adobe Acrobat.
* From the main menu, select File and click on Batch Processing.
* Select Fast Web View, then click on the OK button to bring up the Select Files to Process window.
* You are prompted to choose a PDF document to process.
* Go to the main menu and click on File/Document Properties/Summary and verify that Fast Web View

is set to Yes.
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FAQs
2. "I'm using MS-Word. I followed your instructions in Section 5.1 to embed all fonts, but am / still

getting rejection notifications saying that fonts are not embedded in my document when I use
FileiPrintlAdobe PDF?"

- If you use the Print to Adobe PDF feature, follow the instructions in Section 5.1, Convert MS-Word
document to PDF. Remember to uncheck Do not send fonts to "Adobe PDF" in the Adobe PDF
Document Properties.

3. 'Why can't I submit my document using the EIE's High-Level Waste Hearing form. The button
Submit Signed Documents to NRC button is grayed out?"

- You must first click on Secure Transmission Authorization (a required field). This will enable the
Submit Signed Documents to NRC button so you can submit your document

4. "I just scanned several images and converted into PDF. I have no way of checking the images to
ensure that they meet the 300 dpi requirement. Any suggestions?"

- You can run a resolution test yourself by using Preflight (bundled with Adobe Acrobat 6/7
Professional ONLY). If you're puzzled or if this is your first time trying to convert images to PDF,
send a several-page PDF document to our technical support staff at kdn(anrc.qov. We will tell you
by email whether the document meets the 300dpi requirement.

5. "Your guide has no information about scanners and the preferred method of scanning. Will you be
adding instructions to support scanning?"

- No. There are too many different scanners with proprietary software. Submitters may use any
scanners and scanning software with the resolution set to scan no less than 300 dpi.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

In accordance with the provisions of Title 10, Part 2, Subpart J, of the Code of Federal
Regulations (10 CFR Part 2, Subpart J), the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) maintains an electronic docket for the adjudicatory proceeding associated with
the anticipated application for a license to receive and possess high-level waste (HLW)
at a geologic repository at Yucca Mountain. The High-Level Waste Electronic Hearing
Docket (HLW-EHD) will contain the official record of documentary and other materials
submitted in the pre-license application phase and post-docketing phase of the Yucca
Mountain licensing proceeding, in accordance with the provisions of 10CFR 2.1010(d).
and 2.1013(c). 'Specifically, those provisions require that all filings submitted and all
orders and decisions issued during the course of the proceeding must be transmitted:'
electr6nically to participants in, the proceeding, the presiding officer, and the Office of
the Secretary of the Commission (SECY).

The NRC has analyzed and evaluated the capabilities of current information
technologies and the various document and record management processes executed
by the Agency to handle the anticipated submittals. Based on those analyses,-'the NRC
anticipates that many electronic submittals in the HLW adjudicatory proceeding will be
"large documents" consisting of hundreds of pages of textual a'nd graphic-oriented
materials with electronic file sizes more'than several hundred megabytes(MB)... ;

To provide for the integrity and accessibility of the large and complex electronic'
documents in the HLW proceeding, the NRC is providing this guidance document to.:
facilitate 1) submittal processing, 2) ready access to, and use of, "such submittals by
participants in the HLW proceeding, 3) public access to the HLW-EHD, and 4) the
eventual transfer of these docket materials to National Archives and Records
Administration (NARA). (Attachment B to this guidance presents a glossary of related
terms.)

1.2 Scope

This guidance document addresses the electronic transmission and submission of
documentary materials to the NRC by all participants in HLW adjudicatory proceeding
conducted under 10 CFR Part 2, Subpart J.'

Electronic submittals may be textual documents, graphic-oriented documents (e.g.,
maps, photographs, charts, handwritten documents), or other large or complex

'The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) should also use this guidance in submitting its license
application and related materials for NRC review. DOE need not submit its license application via
Electronic Information Exchange.
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electronic objects (e.g., computer programs, computer simulations, spreadsheets, audio
and/or video files, data files). Examples of documents submitted in the pre-license
application and post-docketing phase of the adjudicatory proceeding include:

* Licensing Support Network Certifications and filings challenging those
certifications

* Other adjudicatory documents (e.g., intervention petitions, motions,
responses, transcripts, exhibits, decisions, and orders)

* DOE License Application and supporting materials
* DOE Environmental Impact'Statement
* DOE responses to NRC requests for additional information'

Generally, this guidance provides for service of adjudicatory'docket materials via the
Internet using the. NRC's Electronic Information Exchange (EIE) (see Section 46) 'ifi an'
electronic format that "locks down" the content and pagination of documentary material
for ease of citation in the proceediing, thereby ensuring document integriy when
accessed on computer desktops. This guidance also provides instructions for
electronic submittals (including large submittals segmented into manageable file sizes)
via (a) the Internet (Section 4{0) and/or (b) physical delivery 'n Optical Storage Media
(OSM) (e.g., CD-ROM (Compact Disk, Read Only Memory)) (Sectionri5.0).

Physical delivery of OSM is permitted, in part, in recognition that it may not be practical
to submit some lar'ge'And complex electronic files via the Internet.2 Any OSM delivered
to the NRC should contain a complete copy of the electronic submission, including any
and all associated files that were also transmitted by EIE.

Failure to comply with this guidance may result in a submittal being rejected.

2 The following electronic files may not be suitable for submission via the Internet:
* multimedia files (e.g., audio and/or video files, simulations);
* executable programs, including database files, spreadsheet;
* data files specific to commercially available software
* data files specificto non-commercially available software

Attaclo ent 3
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2.0 APPLICABLE SUBMITTAL TYPES

The NRC anticipates that electronic documentary submittals will fall into three general
categories based on the submittal type, size, and characteristics. The following table
describes these categories and summarizes the applicable submission methods.

Submittal Description Table

SubmittalType-Submnittal Slze .',i; File Char teristic ' ethodi -'-

Simple Less than 50 MB One or more textual or graphic-oriented Use a single EIE
electronic files in Portable Document transmission to submit the
Format (PDF) file(s) with a transmittal

letter.*

Large Greater than or Textual or graphic-oriented electronic * Use multiple EIE
equal to 50 MB files in PDF that can logically be transmissions (•50 MB

segmented into 50 MB or less files each) to submit the files
with a transmittal letter.

-and- -
* Deliver a courtesy copy

of the files submitted
via EIE on OSM

Complex Any Any combination of the following Use the Dual Submittal
electronic object categories: Method:

* Textual or graphic-oriented * Use one or more EIE
electronic files In PDF transmissions (•50 MB

* electronic files that can not be each) to submit a,
segmented Into 50 MB or less files transmittal letter and (if

* Other electronic objects, such as applicable), single-or
computer programs, simulations, multiple segmented
video, audio, data files, and files with PDF files.
special printing requirements' -and-

* Deliver the balance of
the submission,
together with all
associated files..
transmitted via EIE,
on OSM for a complete
submission. Note: if
documentary material
is only being submitted
on OSM, the transmittal
letter is still sent via
EIE.

A submittal of a single file less than 50 MB does not require a transmittal letter.
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3.0 PARAMETERS FOR ELECTRONIC FILE SUBMISSION

This section describes how documentary material should be constructed for submission
to the NRC.

3.1 File Formats

Electronic documentary materials submitted in the HLW. adjudicatory proceeding should,
be submitted in PDF (a freely available format) or otherwise meet the specifications
delineated in this section. Scanning of the best available copy of a paper document to
create a Searchable Image (Exact) PDF file creates an-accurate electronic copy of the
original document.

The following table defines the particular PDF output file formats and their use when
submitting electronic documents to the NRC:

Preferred PDF Output File Format General Information Table

File Format - Version, Filename Recommended Use
___ __ __ ___ ___ -_ _- _ _-- _- _-- _ _- E xtensloni L iz

Adobes Acrobat Portable Document Format Current or 2 previous pdf Textual documents'
(PDF) Formatted Text and Graphics converted from native
(Formerly known as PDF Normal). Options applications only *, ̂ -
should be set according to the settings
described in Attachment A

Adobe' Acrobat PDF Searchable Image Current or 2 previous pdf Textual documents
(Exact) [formerly known as PDF Original converted from
Image with Hidden Text]. Options should be scanned documents
set according to the settings described in
Attachment A .

Adobe' Acrobat PDF Image Only. Options Current or 2 previous pdf Preferred format for
should be set according to the settings graphic-, image-, and
described in Attachment A forms-oriented

documents
. _(not for capture of text)

* Textual documents scanned from original paper copies converted to PDF Formatted Text and Graphics
result in capture of only a text file that contains OCR conversion errors. This inaccurate representation of
the original document is not acceptable for capture by the NRC as an archival record. If the native format of
a document is not available for creating a PDF file, the NRC recommends that Searchable Image (Exact)
PDF be generated from a scanned image of the document. This will create a PDF file that contains a 100%:
accurate representation of the original document which will be acceptable for transfer to the National
Archives.

** AdobeP PDF Formatted Text and Graphics files that contain embedded images of text will not be accepted.
These files are usually a result of cutting and pasting images of text instead of the text itself, from one
document to another while creating documents using word processing applications. This practice results in
a picture of the text being created that is not full text searchable. However, images of text that are intended
as a graphical representation only and are not meant to convey the information contained in the text will be
accepted

The acceptable versions of PDF output files include the current market (non-beta) version distributed by the
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software vendor, the version distributed directly previous to the current version, and the version distributed
two versions previous to the current version.

Note: Adobe has recently established a fourth PDF output file format (PDF Searchable
Image (Compact)) that uses compression techniques to reduce file sizes of images.
This is not an acceptable format for submission to the NRC.

Adobeo Acrobat 5.0 provides four default optimizations when creating the Formatted
Text and Graphics PDF. These are eBook, Press, Print, and Screen. The NRC has
reviewed these optimizations and has established a custom'optimization that'strikes a
balance between print and screen' optimizations. This custom optimization provides
adequate retrieval response time for viewing online while providing sufficient clarity and
resolution for printing. The settings contained within this custom optimization are in
Attachment A and can be saved locally for use on all submittals to the NRC. The
parameter values listed in Attachment A are specific to Adobe® Acrobat 5.0, however,'
when PDF creation software other than Adobe® Acrobat 5.0 is used, the PDF creation
software should be' configured with parameter values equivalent to: those' listed in
Attachment A. All fonts should be embedded in the PDF file to ensure complian&e'with`;
NARA guidelines.

Images originally created in a Tagged Image File Format (TIFF)' that are primarily''
graphic-oriented in nature should be converted into PDF for submission to NRC using
the PDF Image Only format as described above.

When submitting an electronic file using one of the acceptable formats listed in the 5
tables above, the file name should contain the three-character default extension in,.
which the file was created (e.g., a document prepared as ulicenseamendment.pdf:-
should be submitted with the ".pdf" file extension).

Spreadsheet Formats

The NRC requires that the results of spreadsheet applications be converted to one
of the acceptable PDF file formats'. The NRC staff may also request spreadsheet data to
perform additional calculations/analyses. Spreadsheet data may be submitted using the
following acceptable formats.

Acceptable File Extensions General Information Table

File Format .Version . Filename Preferred Use -
..________ ______ _ ._._ _-_--_-_--_._- Extension

Microsoftt Excefl ' Current or 2 previous x^ s Spread Sheet calculations

Corers QuattroPro Current or 2 previous * wb3 Spread Sheet calculations,

Lotus 1-2-3 Current or 2 previous * wk3/wk4 Spread Sheet calculations

* The acceptable versions of spreadsheets include the current market (non-beta) version distributed by the
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software vendor, the version distributed directly previous to the current version, and the version distributed two
versions previous to the current version.

Graphic-oriented and Large and Complex Electronic Objects

To the extent practical, textual files, graphic-oriented files, and other electronic objects
(e.g., spreadsheets, audio and/or video files) should be submitted electronically
as PDF files. In rare instances PDF conversion may not be successful due to technical
reasons (e.g., fatal hardware, software, or operating systems errors that prevent
completion of the conversion). In addition, if the applicable file size and resolution
restrictions (see Sections 3.2, 3.7) cannot be met for a given graphic-oriented file or
other electronic object; do not submit that file or object in PDF. Submission of non-PDF
files should include a detailed statement for each file that explains why PDF is not
practical.

The NRC recommends submitting oversize image files that, for technical reasons do
not successfully convert to PDF, in a non-proprietary format that does not utilize lossy
compression (e.g., tagged image file format, also known as TIFF). Similarly, the NRC
recommends submitting video and audio files in a format compatible with commercially
available playback devices.

Electronic objects specific to highly specialized software applications such as special-
purpose computer programs, simulations, and data files are acceptable in their native
file format. Submission of these specialized electronic objects that are specific to
commercially available software should include the following information about the
software:

* software title and version
* compatible computer operating system
* hardware requirements (including the minimum recommended hardware

configuration).
* a list of user-controlled parameters used with the software.

Submission of these specialized electronic objects that are specific to non-commercially
available software should include (1) a freely distributable "run-time" version of all
software components that the submitter used to create the files, and (2) the following
information:

* validation reports on the software used to create the files
* compatible computer operating system
* software and hardware installation/configuration parameters
* hardware requirements (including the minimum recommended hardware

configuration)
* other information to ensure seamless access to and review, duplication, and

printing of the files.
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3.2 File Size Limitations

Large files create challenges for users when transmitting, viewing, or downloading
documents. Submitters'should limit file sizes to 50 MB for electronic submittals and
divide larger electronic files into segments of 50 MB or less at logical breaks in the
document (e.g., at individual chapters) as described in Section 3.3.

Compression techniques that are not inherent in authoring software used to produce
PDF or TIFF files may not be used.

The 50 MB file size will allow participants in the adjudicatory proceeding and the
general public to access electronic files in the HLW-EHD via the Internet. Test results
indicate that 50 MB is a reasonable file size for downloading files across wide area
networks or from the Internet via phone lines. In addition, larger files (greater than 50
MB) are difficult for end-users to navigate.

While we do not recommend a minimum file size, small files that are components of a
larger document should be combined into one file to facilitate' efficient distribution and
use of the documentary material. For example, if a document consists of 15 separate
2 MB files, those 15 files should be combined to result in one 30 MB file.

3.3 Segmentation of Large Documents

Large documents with file sizes greater than 50 MB should be' divided in file segments
of 50 MB or less at logical breakpoints such as:

a. Chapters
b. Sections
c. Subsections
d. Appendices
e. Exhibits or attachments
f. Charts, Tables, Formulae
g. For large transcripts, the end of a6witness' testimony or session recess

If the recommended file size cannot be achieved, consider moving the graphics (which
are often large files) to an appendix or attachment. Any graphic or other Binary Large
Object (BLOB) that exceeds the 50 MB limit and that cannot logically be divided, should
not be segmented. In this case, the graphic or BLOB cannot be sent via EIE (see
Section 4.0) and shouldbe provided on OSM in accordance'with guidanc6 in' S6tion
5.0.

When OSM are submitted, use electronic folders to organize the contents at the
chapter level consistent with the file name guidance outlined in Section 3.5. In addition
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to the limit on file name length, the Joliet Extension to ISO 9660 allows an overall limit
on length of path of 255 characters, including the file name and extension. The numeric
portion of the file name should be sequential across all folders. Therefore:

* Each Chapter will have its own folder which should then contain all files
associated with that Chapter, including sections, subsections, and graphics
(either embedded within those sections/subsections or provided separately).

* The sections/subsections should be placed in logical sequential order within a
folder.

* Separate folders may be created for appendices, exhibits, or attachments. Each
item should have the file name reflect the folder where it resides, if practical in
conjunction with complying with the file name guidance in Section 3.5.

If multiple OSM are submitted (either alone or as a supplement to an EIE submission),
place the Table of Contents for the entire submission on each OSM in a multi-set
submission. Place all files submitted via EIE on the first OSM and as many additional,
OSM as required to store those files submitted via EIE. Submit other electronic objects
such as computer programs, simulations, video, audio, data files, etc., on separate
OSM and include any special software components, their configuration parameters, and
any hardware configuration requirements, as applicable.

3.4 Transmittal Letter

Include with each submittal, a transmittal letter3 (see Attachment C) that provides
explanatory information that will enable the NRC to ensure the completeness and
integrity of the submission. On the first page of the transmittal letter submitters should
include the following information:

* Organization or Individual Name/Address (Author)
* Docket Number (WM-0001 1)
* Subject Line (a non-sensitive brief, but descriptive narrative of the subject of the

submission)
* Any requests for withholding from public disclosure in accordance with 10 CFR

2.790, 2.1003, 2.1006.

On the last page of the transmittal letter, submitters should provide:

* the name, mailing and e-mail addresses, and phone number of a point of contact
that can resolve discrepancies in document submittals should they arise

3A submittal of a single file less than 50 MB does not require a transmittal letter.
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a complete listing of the document components (electronic files and/or physical
objects) that make up the submittal. The components should be listed in the
order in which they appear in the document, and if applicable, the total number
of OSM that are submitted by expedited delivery (e.g., same day courier,
overnight) (see Section 3.5)

* a detailed statement of any deviation from PDF (see Section 3.1)'
* a disclaimer statement for each file that may have links to another file(s) or the

Internet (see Section 3.9)
* a list of parties served with the submission

Each of the listed components should indicate the following information:

* The filename (as defined in Section 3.5, including file extension)
* the size of the file
* Sensitivity level (e.g., publicly available, proprietary, classified, etc.)
* an indication of whether the component is being submitted via EIE and/or

submitted on OSM
* the associated LSN number (if applicable)
* a file that provides a non-sensitive description of all electronic components

characterized as "BLOBS" or other physical objects4.

The NRC will reject any submittal if there are any inconsistencies, including omission,
between the transmittal letter and the files or physical objects received. In such
instances, the NRC will inform the submitter of the rejection. In addition, if one or more
of the optical storage devices contain classified information (i.e.', National Security'
Information and Restricted Data); sensitive unclassified information; or non-public
documents, additional Sensitive Information requirements apply as described later in
Section 3.13.

3.5 Electronic File Naming Conventions

OSM identified in a transmittal letter submitted via-EIE should meet the ISO 9660
format.' The Joliet Extension to ISO 9660 should be followed.' The'file naming
conventions, for consistency, are applicable to files transmitted via EIE as well as PDF
files submitted on OSM.

The Joliet Extension allows file names of up to 64 characters; however, documents

Include any special instructions or information necessary to view or use the information, such
as special instructions regarding the use of OSM, computer operating system or software requirements
for data files, computer models, etc. (See Attachment D.)
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submitted via EIE are programmatically provided a unique sequential number assigned
to each of the files contained in the submission and a date of receipt for each file. This
is a 15-character unique number. Documents submitted to the NRC should therefore
have filenames that are limited to 49 characters in length (including the ".", spaces, and
the three-character filename extension). This 49 character limit is subject to the
following criteria:

The first three characters of the file name should always be used to identify the
sequence of the file in the organization of the document. For example, a
document may be comprised of 3 separate files. The name of the first file for the
document would start with "001," the name of the second file that comprises the
document would start with "002" and so on for as many files as necessary to
comprise the document. For consistency, if a document is comprised of only
one file, the file name should still begin with "001."
The filenames should reflect, to the extent possible within the remaining
characters, the section number and title of the file/segment being submitted, per
the following:

'section number 'title'.pdf

(Where 'section number' reflects the lowest level of document
breakpoint and 'title" is a meaningful reference to the actual
document title.)

The default three-character file extension associated with the format in which the
document was created needs to be retained (Example: for files created to
conform to PDF, ".pdf").

File Naming Example Table:

s r . , .. ,.Document Title File Name,,

. Multiple File Documents --

Chapter 1, Section 1 Estimate of Long-Term Geo- 001_1.1 Estimate of Long-Term Geochem Behavior.pdf
chemical Behavior

Chapter 2, Section 2 Estimate of Long-Term Geo- 002_2.2 Estimate of Long-Term Geochem Behavior.pdf
chemical Behavior

Appendix A Estimate of Long-Term Geo-chemical 003-Ap A Estimate - Long-Term Geochem Behavior.pdf
Behavior

.-. -Single File Documents, *;.-

Attachment II, CAL-EBS-NU-000017 Rev 003 001_Att 2 CAL-EBS-NU-000017 R003.pdf
Calculation, Radiolytic Specie Generation from
Internal Waste Package Criticality

List and Schedule for Model Validation Reports 001_List_Sched for MVRs related to Criticality.pdf
related to Criticality I
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3.6 Security/Access Settings

Submissions should not contain any security settings, password protections, or any
other attributes that will exclude full NRC access to and use of the files. NRC's internal
security and archival processes will maintain the integrity of the materials that are
submitted. . ''

Encrypted documents are not acceptable for submittal to the NRC and will be rejected.

3.7 Resolution

To meet the expectations of the document users, and to comply with NARA Standards,
PDF documents should be created using the following resolution guidelines:

* Bi-tonal (black and white) PDF resolution, not less than 300 dpi
* Color PDF resolution, not less than 300 dpi
* Grayscale PDF resolution, not less than 300 dpi

Also see Attachment A for additional guidance on Adobe Acrobat settings.,

Adobe5 Acrobat "downsampling" (an optimization option available in Adobe Acrobat)
may result in images with resolutions less than acceptable for submission to the NRC.
Therefore, its use is not recommended.

The 300 dpi minimum resolution also applies to non-PDF graphic-oriented electronic
files (e.g., TIFF images).

In special situations, the submitter may use flexibility with respect to the minimum
resolution for color and grayscale images.

Resolution Flexibility

Special Situation . . . - Bi-tonal 'Color ,Grayscale

. , .. . . - Resolution Resolution Resolution

A document created after January 1, 2004 contains an image scanned 300 dpi 150 dpi 150 dpi
before January 1, 2004 ____

A document created after January 1, 2004 will not successfully scan 300 dpi 150 dpi 150 dpi
color and grayscale images at 300 dpi resolution 3 0 ________

A document created before January 1, 2004 300 dpi 150 dpi 150 dpi

In these cases, the submitter should maintain the integrity of the scanned image, the
quality of the graphic presentation, and a readable representation of the original work
capable of being duplicated and/or reproduced.
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3.8 Files with Special Printing Requirements

Documents that contain electronic files with special printing requirements, such as
requiring the use of a plotter or other special equipment to print, oversize drawings or
graphics that require a paper size larger than 11 inches by 17 inches, or other
enhancements such as 3D images, etc., may only be submitted electronically via OSM
as separate files. If special software components (e.g.; printer drivers) are
necessary, include those components, their configuration parameters, and any
hardware configuration requirements on the same OSM.

3.9 File Linkages

Files containing objects (e.g., pictures, tables, spreadsheets, and images of text) using
link protocols such as Object Linking and Embedding (OLE), Dynamic Data Exchange
(DDE), or any other object linking between electronic files are not practicable for the
NRC to accept because the relationships among links in multiple file submissions are
lost when captured in ADAMS or other agency electronic record keeping systems.

However, links within a single electronic PDF file are acceptable, if those links are
created using PDF authoring software. Multiple linked PDF files may be combined into
a single PDF file using utilities often included in PDF authoring software.

Electronic submissions to the hearing docket cannot rely on the use of any hyperlinks to
other electronic files or web sites to generate additional documentary material. If the
submittal contains such hyperlinks, then it must include a disclaimer to the effect that
the hyperlinks are either inoperable or are not essential to the use of the filing.
However, hyperlinks within a single electronic PDF file are acceptable and require no
disclaimer provided that such links are created with PDF authoring software.
Attachment E illustrates the various types of hyperlinks and the need for disclaimers.

If the submittal relies on Internet based material, then the Internet based material must
be submitted as part of the filing. If the submittal contains hyperlinks to material in
another electronic file, and such hyperlinks are necessary to access that material, then
either a reference to the material must be provided or the material itself must be
submitted.

Required Disclaimers

For a submittal that consists of a single PDF of less than 50 megabytes, include the
following in the body of the submittal if the PDF contains hyperlinks to other PDFs or to
the Internet.

"This PDF contains hyperlinks to other PDFs or to the Internet. These hyperlinks
are either inoperable or are not essential to the use of the filing. Any material
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referenced by hyperlinks to the Internet that was essential for use of this filing
has been submitted as part of the filing. Any material referenced by a hyperlink
to another PDF that was essential for the use of this filing has either been
included by reference or submitted as part of this filing."

For a submittal that consists of more than one PDF, include the following in the
transmittal memorandum if one or more PDFs contain hyperlinks to other PDFs or to
the Internet.

"This submittal contains PDFs, one or more of which contains hyperlinks to
other PDFs or to the Internet. These hyperlinks are either inoperable or are not
essential to the use of the filing. -Any material referenced by hyperlinks to the
Internet that was essential for use of this filing has been submitted as part of the,
filing. Any material referenced by a hyperlink to another PDF that was essential
for the use of this filing has either been included by reference or submitted as
part of this filing."

3.10 -Viruses

Files received by the NRC will be checked for viruses prior to acceptance. Macros in
files such as Microsofto Excel are sometimes detected as viruses. Therefore, the use
of macros should be limited because a file identified as having a virus will be rejected
and the submitter notified of the rejection.

3.11 Copyrighted Information

Submitting information electronically to the NRC shall be deemed to constitute authority
for the NRC to place a copy of the information on its public document database and to
reproduce and distribute sufficient copies to carry out its official responsibilities. NRC
use of the information specified herein does not constitute authority for others to use.
the information outside applicable requirements of copyright law.

3.12 Accessibility (Section 508)

Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act and the accessibility standards set forth in
implementing regulations requires that Federal Agencies' electronic and information
technology is accessible to people with disabilities. Tools and plug-ins are now available
to allow PDF files to comply with Section 508, but care must be taken in developing
documents and converting them to PDF to ensure that the author has constructed the
documents and used the appropriate tools with accessibility in mind. The submitter
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should consider accessibility issues during document authoring. The use of simple
layouts, consistent application of styles, accessible table formats, and the inclusion of
alternate text for images improves the ability of people with disabilities to use the
information.

3.13 Sensitive or Classified Information

If a document contains information that is deemed sensitive unclassified, specifically
proprietary (e.g. trade secrets, privileged, company confidential or financial information),
personal privacy or other official use only information, it may be submitted via EIE. The
document must be clearly marked (e.g., watermark) and the transmittal letter must
indicate the sensitivity for each document.

If it is not practical to submit a large document containing sensitive unclassified
information via EIE (see Section 1.2, 3.3, 3.4), submit the document via OSM.
Submissions made on OSM must be accompanied by a transmittal letter (see section
3.4) that contains information regarding the sensitivity level of the transmitted
documents. This letter should contain a listing of each file contained in the submission,
with a description and the sensitivity for each file clearly marked.

When submitting documents via OSM that contain both publicly and non-publicly
available files, all of the files should be included. In addition, separate OSM must be
provided that contains only the publicly available files. Each OSM must be clearly
labeled indicating its availability. Files contained on OSM labeled as "Publicly
Available" will be released to the public.

OSM containing classified information must be processed and produced on systems
approved under the provisions of 10 CFR 95.49. Each OSM must be clearly labeled as
containing classified information.

The mailing package containing OSM with documents comprised of Safeguards,
Proprietary, or Privacy Act Information must be processed, marked and transmitted in
accordance with the requirements set forth in 10 CFR 2.790(b), 73.21 (e), 73.21(g), and
73.21 (h), as appropriate. Documents containing Safeguards Information may not be
submitted via EIE.

OSM containing Classified Information (i.e., National Security Information or Restricted
Data), must be packaged and submitted to the NRC in accordance with the
requirements contained in 10 CFR 95.37, 95.39, and 95.41. Documents containing
classified information may not be submitted via EIE.

If sensitive unclassified or classified documents are appended to filings in the
adjudicatory proceeding, the submitter shall seek an appropriate order from the
Presiding Officer pursuant to 10 CFR Part 2, Subpart J, or follow the procedures for
Classified Information in 10 CFR Part 2, Subpart I.
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3.14 Document Updates

Document component updates will not be accepted. If changes to the submitted
document are necessary, the entire document (including all of the electronic files and
electronic objects that comprise the document), and all OSM sets in their entirety
should be re-submitted as that version will become a new document. The subsequent
transmittal letter should indicate the part(s) (e.g., chapter, section, or graphic) that has
been changed as well as the general scope of the change. The submittal guidelines
given in Section 3.4 of this guidance should once again be followed. The document
should be identified as a new version and file identification information submitted
accordingly.

4.0 EIE SUBMISSIONS

Each individual that plans to transmit electronic documentary materials via EIE needs to
obtain a digital signature certificate (Digital Certificate) and software plug-ins
downloaded and installed on the user's computer. The NRC EIE web page (located on
the Internet at www.nrc.gov by choosing uSite Map" followed by Electronic Information
Exchange") has detailed information about EIE.

* All EIE users will be assigned a Digital Certificate in order to use EIE. A Digital
Certificate is used to submit and digitally sign the form used to submit
documents and will be required in'order to access the EIE external server to
retrieve documents, if appropriate. The EIE system requires the use of an NRC-
issued Digital Certificate.

* All EIE system users will need to download and install software plug-ins. The
specific plug-ins required are the Internet Form Viewer, which is a required plug-
in regardless of the browser used, a'signaturing plug-in for Netscape users, and
a separate viewer plug-in for Microsoft®) Internet Explorer users.

* Submission of documents via EIE in 50 MB or less segments is done using the
NRC's EIE form.: The EIE form is a document based on Extensible Mark-up
Language (XML). It'allows participants to sign, enclose, submit, .and verify
documents via the' Internet. The document to be submitted or transmitted must
be presented as an attachment to the form. Once the form is displayed, users
will need to fill in the fields on the form and attach the document(s) for
submission to the NRC. Once the fields have been filled in and the intended
documents are attached, tlhe form must be digitally signed.
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NRC regulations require that some documents be filed under oath or affirmation.
There are currently two acceptable methods for providing this oath using the EIE
processes.

1. Documents requiring oath or affirmation may use EIE to digitally sign the
affirmation on the document. Using this process, the document must
conclude with a statement to this effect:

"I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and
correct. Executed on [date]".

The electronic document must be digitally signed by the person affirming
this statement. This person may then transmit the document directly to the
NRC using EIE or may forward the document to someone else for
transmission to the NRC. In the latter case, the transmitter must also sign
the document to authorize the electronic transmission.

Except as set forth below, multiple documents requiring individual digital
signatures by different persons cannot be sent in a single EIE
transmission. The current EIE process only allows two persons to digitally
sign a single transmission. Therefore, the NRC recommends that the
method described below in item 2 be used for submissions that require
multiple oath and affirmations.

Note: When digitally signing a document, the submitter is actually digitally
signing the EIE transmission form, not the document. Signing the form is
the equivalent of signing the document.

2. Oath or affirmation affidavits may also be created in hard copy and
physically signed. The original paper copy may then be scanned to create
a PDF Searchable Image (Exact) file of the original signature page. This
page, with the rest of the PDF file of the entire attachment, may then be
submitted via EIE.

Note: Although there are other methods available to electronically sign
documents using word processing and other software, these are not
currently acceptable for use in signing documents for submission to the
NRC because they do not provide the levels of authentication,
certification, and non-repudiation that are present in the EIE process.

* Verification of Receipt - The NRC EIE form is the equivalent of signing a FEDEX
receipt for shipping the document and must be digitally signed. Any submission
sent via EIE that is successfully received will receive a date/time stamp and EIE will
return a "message received" confirmation. In the absence of this confirmation, it is
the submitter's responsibility to follow-up and verify that the submittal was in fact
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received. The NRC will compare the files delivered to the list identified in the
transmittal letter to ensure that all files have been delivered. Where discrepancies
are found between the transmittal letter and the actual files:

If a period of 8 hours has elapsed between the beginning of the transmittal
of the first file of a given EIE submission and notification of receipt of the last
file of the same EIE submission, and the EIE system has not yet received all
files, the NRC will reject the submittal and notify the submitter. The NRC
does not anticipate that thisltime limit will address the transmittal of a single
EIE form and its attachments; rather, this time limitis intended to address the
transmittal of multiple EDE forms and their attachments in situations where
'the size of the submission requires more than one EIE transmission to
accomplish delivery of all attachments that comprise the submission.

* In the event that the NRC identifies discrepancies between the transmittal
letter and the files actually received via EIE (e.g., a file is listed, but not
included; an unidentified file is sent; or the total number of attachments
stated does not equal the number actually received), the NRC will reject the
submission and notify the submitter. '

* If the OSM received do not contain all of the files described in the transmittal
letter, the NRC will reject the submittal and notify the submitter. Similarly, if
the OSM do not arrive within the time specified in Section 5.0, the NRC will

-reject the submittal and notify the submitter.

The processes and steps described above are specific to both Netscape
Navigator/Communicator 4.6 or higher and Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0 or higher.
The recommended workstation configuration requires a Pentium 900 MHZ processor
(or higher) with a minimum of 128 MB of RAM, adeqiuate available disk space', a device
for creating and/or reading OSM, and access'to the World Wide Web (Web) through an
Internet Service Provider (ISP). The operating system should be either Windows NT or
Windows 95 (or higher). Other browser types, such as AOL or Mosaic, are not currently
supported for use in the EIE system.

5 The requirement for disk space is dependent on the volume of material the participant intends
to submit and/or retrieve. To calculate required disk space, multiply the size of the submittal or retrieval.
by 2, for example, a 33 MB file will require 66MB of available disk space.
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5.0 OPTICAL STORAGE MEDIA SUBMISSIONS

OSM should be used in the following circumstances:

* The documentary material cannot be transmitted via EIE (e.g., file size, complex
document)

* The EIE submittal exceeds 50 MB and is comprised of multiple segmented files
* A document segment cannot be submitted via EIE although the remaining

document portions could be transmitted via EIE
* The document contains sensitive unclassified information (i.e., Safeguards

information) or classified information (i.e., National Security information and
Restricted Data).

In addition:

* The transmittal letter should be included on the OSM (see Section 3.4 for
transmittal letter guidelines)

* NRC regulations require that some documents be filed under oath or affirmation.
If such a document is submitted on OSM, either the transmittal letter or the first
page of the document contained on the OSM must contain the oath and the
signature of the person swearing to the accuracy of the information submitted.
Specifically, the letter must include the following statement with the signature of
the person affirming it:

"I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and
correct. Executed on [date]".

If the oath or Affirmation is submitted on the transmittal letter, it must
contain the original signature of the person swearing to the accuracy of
the information. If submitted as part of the document contained on the
OSM, the page containing the signature must be provided as a scanned
PDF Searchable Image (Exact) file along with the PDF version of the
entire document being submitted.

* Include the entire submission (i.e., all files submitted separately through EIE and
those submitted only on OSM). Place files submitted through EIE on OSM that
is separate from the files submitted only on OSM.

Software used to produce OSM should be configured to ensure that the OSM is "read
only" prior to its delivery to NRC.

All OSM content should be readable either by commercially available software, or by
providing, where appropriate, executable programs that are located on the OSM.

The OSM should be labeled with the Transfer Media Configuration (e.g., drive transfer
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rate) as well as any numbering, exterior marking, or labeling that should reference the
submittal provided through EIE. If appropriate, the version number may also be
included.

As stated in Sections 3.3 and 3.5, the acceptable OSM format must be compliant with
IS0-9660, using.the Joliet Extension.

Submitters should transmit OSM, along with a paper copy of the transmittal letter, by
expedited delivery service. Given the paramount importance of submittal and
document integrity and fidelity, expedited delivery of the OSM is essential to ensure
proper coordination of the companion submittals transmitted via EIE and on OSM. In''
-addition, to ensure that all .intended information has been received, the NRC will not -

deem a submittal complete, "in-hand," or ready for further processing and staff review
until the agency has received the last document/segment.

Subsequent to the anthrax mailings in late September 2001, incoming mail addressed
-to the Federal government is irradiated prior to-delivery. Irradiation of electronic '
information media mray result in damage to the media and its contents. The'refore,
packages containing OSM submission should be clearly marked "CONTENTS
CONTAIN OPTICAL STORAGE MEDIA DO NOT IRRADIATE." '.

'The following address is to be used for delivering OSM to the NRC:

ATTN: Document Control Desk -
HLW SUBMISSION
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North
- 1555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852
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ATTACHMENT A - SETTINGS

The following table provides guidance on the settings to be used when using AdobeO
Acrobat Distiller 5.0.5 to produce an optimal PDF for submission and subsequent use
by NRC staff and the public. When PDF creation software other than AdobeP Acrobat
Distiller 5.0.5 is used, the PDF creation software should be configured with parameter
values equivalent to those listed below.

Options Recommendation Optimal on 5.0

General Ootlons
Compatibility 5.0
Optimize for Fast Web X

Embed Thumbnails .-
Auto-Rotate X
Binding Left
Resolution (dpi) 300

C om oresslon _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ Color Images Bicubic Downsampling (NOT SELECTED)
For images abov 300 dpi

Compression ZIP
Quali 8-bit

Grayscale Bicubic Downsampling (NOT SELECTED)

For images above 300 dpi
Compression ZIP

Quali 8-bit
Monochrome Bicubic Downsampling (NOT SELECTED)

For images above 450 dpi
Compression CCITT - Group 4

Anti-Alias to Gray Not Selected
Compress Text & Line Art Selected

Font
Embed All Fonts' X
Subset embedded fonts when percent of
characters used is less than 100 %

When Embedding Fails Warn & Continue

*--Continued on next page...

IYou must check the license(s) for any font(s) you intend to embed, to verify that embedding is allowed. In some cases, the
program will warn you if a font is not licensed for embedding, but this varies by vendor. Fonts must be embedded to comply with
NARA guidelines.
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Options (cont'd) Recommendation Optimal on 5.0

Color . _._._
Setting File None
Color Management Policy Tag Everything for Color Management

Intent: - Default
Gray None
RGB SRGB IEC61966-2.1

CMYK US Web Coated (SWOP)v2

Preserve Overprint Settincas X
Preserve Under Color Removal X

Transfer Function -Preserve
Preserve Halftone -_._____ __._.

Advanced Options
Prologue.ps & Epilogue.os
Allow PS to Override Job Options X

. Preserve Level 2 Semantics X
Save Job Ticket X

. Illustrator Mode X
Gradients to Smooth Shades X
ASCII Format
Process DSC Comments X

.____ _ Loa DSC Warnings -_._._ .
Resize for EPS X
Preserve EPS Info X
OPI Comments X
Preserve Doc Info from DSC X

. .II .

.. . . . ..

'. . . ', ' I

I . - ,

. . . - . ,

: , .-

Atr. . I
I I
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ATTACHMENT B - GLOSSARY

Agencywide Documents Access and Management System (ADAMS)
ADAMS is the NRC's primary records management system that contains the
bibliographic header (metadata) about a record, searchable text, and an image of a
record (either in PDF or TIFF formats). Two access methods for the public are offered
today:

* through the Citrix server (which provides client/server-type access to
ADAMS)

* a Web browser based interface to publicly available records.

Bibliographic Header
A structured description of a document, file, or object.

Binary Large Object File (BLOB)
A large file, typically an image or sound file, that must be handled (for example,
uploaded, downloaded, or stored in a database) in a special way because of its size.

Complex Document
A document that consists (entirely or in part) of electronic files having substantial
portions that are neither textual nor image in nature, and graphic or other Binary Large
Objects that exceed 50 megabytes and cannot logically be divided.

Courtesy CoMy
A non-required copy of a document provided as a useful reference copy of an official
document.

Document
A document is any written printed, recorded, magnetic, graphic matter, or other
documentary material, regardless of form or characteristic.

Documentary Material
Documentary material means any information upon which a party, potential party, or
interested governmental participant intends to rely and/or to cite in support of its
position in the proceeding.

Electronic Information Exchange (EIE)
Electronic Information Exchange is the electronic transfer mechanism established by
the NRC for electronic transmission of documents to the agency via the Internet, where
the documents are transmitted in a verifiable and certifiable mode that includes digital
signatures. EIE is a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) system using RSA Labs' 128-bit
encryption, Verisign's Public Key Certificate Services (PKCS), and PureEdge's
Extensible Forms Definition Language (XFDL) webform.
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High-Level Waste Electronic Hearing Docket (HLW-EHD)
The High-Level Waste Electronic Hearing Docket is the NRC information system that
receives, distributes, and stores the Commission's adjudicatory docket materials in the
proceeding on the application of the Department of Energy (DOE) for license to receive
and possess high-level radioactive waste at a geologic repository at Yucca Mountain.
The High-Level Waste Electronic Hearing Docket was established pursuant to the
requirements of 10 CFR §2.1013, to contain the official record materials of the HLW
proceeding in searchable full text, and for material that is not suitable for entry in
searchable full test, by header and image, as appropriate.

File Format
A file format is the layout of a file in terms of how the data within the file is organized. A
program that uses the data in a file must be able to recognize and access data within
the file.- A particular file format is often indicated as part of a file's name by a file name
extension (suffix). Conventionally, the extension is separated by a period from the name
and contains three or four letters that identify the format. Examples are: 1) word ;
processing (.doc for MS® Word, .wpd for Corel® WordPerfect), 2) spreadsheet (.xls for
MS( Excel, .wb3 for Corel® Quattro Pro), 3) "generic" (.pdf for Adobe Systems' A)
Acrobat).

Length of Path (ISO 9660. Joliet Extension))
The Joliet Extension to ISO 9660 allows filenames of 64 characters in length and is the
least restrictive interchangeable format. However, the ISO 9660 standard imposes a
limit on length of path to each file that cannot exceed 255 characters. Length of path is
the sum of the lengths of all relevant directories, the length of the file name and
extension, and the number of relevant directories.

Licensing Support Network (LSN)
The Licensing Support Network (LSN) is a web portal that provides access to multiple
document collections pertaining to the high-level waste repository. It uses "web-
crawler" technology to index those various collections. It provides web-based access to
the document collection structured information (bibliographic) and unstructured
information (content files, image files).

Macro
A macro (for "large"; the opposite of "micro") is any programming or user interface that,
when used, .expands into something larger. A macro definition defines how to expand a
single language statement or computer instruction into a number of instructions. The
macro statement contains the name of the macro definition and usually some variable
parameter information. Macros were (and are) useful especially when a sequence of
instructions is used a number of times. For example, In Microsoft Word and other
programs, a macro is a saved sequence of commands or keyboard strokes that can be
stored and then recalled with a single command or keyboard stroke.
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Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
Optical Character Recognition is the recognition of printed or written text characters by
a computer. This involves the photo scanning of the text character-by-character, the
analysis of the scanned-in image, and then translation of the character image into
character codes, such as ASCII. The scanned-in image is analyzed for light and dark
areas in order to identify each alphabetic letter or numeric digit. When a character is
recognized, it is converted into an ASCII code. OCR can be accomplished either
through software alone, or through a combination of specialized hardware and software.

Portable Document Format (PDF)
This is Adobe® Systems, Incorporated's Acrobat document publishing software
package output format. Current release is Acrobat 5.0.5. The PDF standard, though it
is proprietary to Adobe, has been published, is freely available, and the capability to
create PDF documents has been integrated into many other software applications. PDF
documents can be generated from any application that can generate Postscript printer
files (a popular printing language standard); thus anything that can be printed can be
represented in PDF. When files are converted from standard applications to PDF, the
information and pagination are "locked down" for the general user, who can access the
content through the use of PDF viewer software. The following are definitions of the
various types of PDFs:

* Formatted Text & Graphics
Formerly known as "PDF Normal". This type of PDF is a popular output
file format created when materials have been produced on a word
processing or publishing system. It contains the full text of the page with
appropriate coding to define fonts, sizes, etc. The files are relatively small;
screen display and printed version are comparable in readability of
content.

* Searchable Image
Formerly known as "PDF Original Image with Hidden Text." When a
document is created in this type of PDF, the resultant file consists of two
layers: a bit-mapped layer and a hidden text layer. The bitmapped layer
maintains the visual representation of the original document. The text
layer is created through optical character recognition software (OCR).
There are two "flavors" of this type of PDF:

Searchable Image (Exact)
Formally known as 'PDF Image + Hidden Text.' This creates the
largest file size, but is the more accurate of the two "flavors". When
the plug-in is launched, a layer of text is placed behind the image,
making the page appear exactly as it did when scanned, but now it
is searchable. Thus, the Searchable Image (Exact) preserves the
look of the original scanned image, making it an ideal format for
meeting legal requirements.
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Searchable Image.(Compact)
This captures the same image as searchable image (exact),
producing smaller files sizes than the Exact method. The general
look and feel of the image is retained and it becomes searchable.
The quality is not quite as good as the Exact method, as the
compression routines used are 'lossy" techniques. Because of the
lossy techniques used here, the NRC will not accept any
documents created in this format. This decision is consistent with
guidance from NARA.

Image Only
This type of PDF is essentially a scanned image of the page in a PDF
wrapper and contains no searchable text. There is no ability for text
searching. The image quality is dependent on the quality of the source
materials and the quality of the scanning operation.

Segment
A segment is subpart, or subunit, of a document usually created at a logical division
such as a chapter, section, or subsection of a large document.

Submittal
An information package delivered to the NRC for a specific purpose and may consist of
one or more documents

Target File
A file required by most electronic document management systems to store and retrieve
bibliographic header information.
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ATTACHMENT C - Sample Transmittal Letters and Corresponding EIE
Forms
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SIMPLE SUBMITTAL-

State of Xxxx
Office of the Governor

12345 Main Street
Anywhere, XX 56789

September 23, 2005

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission WM-0001 1 (PRE)
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
Attn: Document Control Desk
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

Enclosed are the State of XXXX's Response to DOE Interrogatories 3 and 7 and Notice of
Appearance for J. Doe, Esq.

Questions concerning this submittal may be directed to:
State of XXXX
Office of the Governor
Attn: Mary Smith (000) 555-xxxx
e-Mail: MESmith@stateofXX.us
12345 Main Street
Anywhere, XX 56789

Sincerely,
J. Doe
Attorney for the State of XX

cc: Provide list of parties served

Document Components:
001 State Transmittal Letter.pdf 1024 bytes (EIE)
002 State Response to 3 &7.pdf, 15,683,112 bytes (EIE)
003 Notice of Appearance-Doe.pdf, 1,056,011 bytes (EIE)
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High Level Waste Submittal Form
I WM-00011

Hearing Form

ASLBP #

Affiliation

Author Name

l l
John Doe

LSN #

Document Date

Document Title

09-23-2005

State of XX Response to
DOE Interrogatories 3 & 7

Document Type I Legal - Interrogatories and Response I |Clickii or Exhibit Info>>; -|

.

Issues I I Party Identifier I - E
Panel Judges

II6cki.Fo S rvic Is-

E Check box if this is part of a
multi-part submission

Unique ID ZIl

This is o nI

Service List

I Attach Fie ... ,:I Extract F&e..i View... - Fie.-...

Click to Authorize Transmission; . I.'-- i

. '. Submit Document' . a
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LARGE SUBMITTAL -

United States Department of Energy
Office of the General Counsel

Hearing Division
Washington, DC 20585

September 18, 2005

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
Attn: Documrent Control Desk
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

-WM-0001 1 (PRE)

Enclosed are DOE's Response to Interrogatories Related to Quality Control Procedures

Questions concerning this submittal may be directed to:
US Department of En6rgy
Hearing Division
Attn: S. Smith (202) 555-xxxx
e-Mail: SESmith@usdoe.gov
Washington, DC 20585

J. Doe, Attorney for DOE

cc: Provide list of parties served

Document Components:
001 DOE Transmittal Letter.pdf 1024 bytes (EIE)
002 Evaluation Quality Control (1 of 4).pdf 48,321,678 bytes (EIE)
003 Evaluation Quality Control (2 of 4).pdf 47,421,178 bytes (EIE),
004 Evaluation Quality Control (3 of 4).pdf 49,223,167 bytes (EIE)
005 Evaluation Quality Control (4 of 4).pdf 37,522,178 bytes (EIE)

Proprietary
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High Level Waste Submittal Form
WM-00011

Hearing Form

ASLBP #

Affiliation

Author Name

I I LSN #

I Document Date

] Document Title

09-23-2005

Response to
Interrogatories Related to
Quality Control
Procedures

Document Type Legal - Interrogatories and Response .Clck Fo1r Exhibit Info6 i. " :

Issues I Party Identifier I -1

Panel Judges n Check box if this is part of a
multi-part submission

Unique ID [ 1

This is part ] El
of

Service List Click For Service list '1

I77 , .. i '"'-.- ;. Ii - .. ; i

Attach Fil e .-Extract FileZ.... A Vi ''! -__ c to _- e .. . 1aenm.- ..nI_,

I ' 'u7 Click to A7uthorize Transmission ~ *

I _ - , - ' ;Submit Document ; '; - --
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COMPLEX SUBMITTAL

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of the General Counsel

Hearing Division
Washington, DC 20555

September 30, 2005

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission WM-0001 1 (PRE)
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
Attn: Document Control Desk
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

Enclosed are NRC Motion in Support of DOE's Site Characterization Plan - Estimates on
Groundwater Travel in Area 16 of the Yucca Mountain Facility and Notice of Appearance for J.
Jones, Esq.

Questions concerning this submittal may be directed to:
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of the general Counsel
Hearing Division
Attn: Jane Doe, (301) 415-xxxx
e-Mail: xxxanrc.gov
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

Jane A. Doe, Attorney for the NRC

cc: Provide list of parties served

Document Components:
001 NRC Transmittal Letter.pdf 1024 bytes (EIE)
002 NRC Motion in Support of DOE Analysis.pdf, 15,679,411 bytes (EIE)
003 Notice of Appearance for J. Jones, Esq.pdf, 1,056,911 bytes (EIE)
004 Description Analytical Code DOE Site Plan.pdf, 142,846 bytes (EIE), Proprietary
005 Description Core Sample 3.pdf, 1,032,116 bytes ( EIE), LSN-########
006 Description Video - Jan. 21, 2003.pdf, 156,936 bytes (EIE), LSN-########

OSM#1:

Located in the OSM root:
000 Table of Contents.pdf

Located in the "documents" folder:
001 NRC Transmittal Letter.pdf 1024 bytes (EIE)
002 NRC Motion in Support of DOE Analysis.pdf, 15,679,411 bytes (EIE)
003 Notice of Appearance for J. Jones, Esq.pdf, 1,056,911 bytes (EIE)
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004 Description Analytical Code DOE Site Plan.pdf, 142,846 bytes (EIE), LSN-########
005 Description Core Sample 3.pdf, 1,032,116 bytes ( EIE), LSN-########
006 Description Video - Jan. 21, 2003.pdf, 156,936 bytes (EIE), LSN-########

OSM#2

Located in the OSM root:
000 Table of Contents.pdf

Located in the "Analytical Code" folder:
001 DOE Site Characterization Plan Analysis.exe 123,311,123 bytes, (Description submitted via
EIE), Proprietary

Located in the "Video" folder:
002 Video Recording of Jan. 21, 2003 Meeting.wmv, 236,561,440 bytes, (Description submitted
via EIE), LSN-########
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High Level Waste Submittal Form
IWM-00011 I

Hearing Form

ASLBP #

Affiliation

Author Name I l

LSN #

Document Date

Document Title

I l1

09-23-2005

Motion in Support of Site
Plan

Document Type Legal - Motion
C r i . . . .. .

,Click- For Exhibit Info >> -- i- m

Issues I I Party Identifier I I

Panel Judges i Check box if this is part of a
multi-part submission

UniqueID I I

This is part r1 a
of

Service List
C i. c . .. . .. ,S vi li t, . . I

'CliIck' For Service- f1ist ".- ' .
-,I'...... - - .. -i

Attach File ...- ExtractFile . 'iw.; Remove File...'

|,; ' Click to Authorize Transmission .;_- '>. I I

:, Sbm -t - , I : . -D m .- -oc ; .u, . -. - _ -,

:;e - : : Subm t ocument: - ---:. - .--- I> ~ ,
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ATTACHMENT D - Sample Files Describing "BLOBS" or Physical
Objects
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004 Analytical Code Used for DOE Site Characterization Plan, Chpt 4, Groundwater Level Analysis,
(Description submitted via EIE) LSN-D4567823

This enclosure provides the Analytical Code used for the analysis of information presented in Chapter 4 of DOE's
Site Characterization. Code is run on a UNIX PC utilizing abcd Operating I -
system,----------_____________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________--.

________________________________________________________________________________________-- ~-

________________________________________________________________________________________-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __-- -
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005 Core Sample 3, Area 16 (Description submitted via EIE)
LSN-C456789

Core Sample 3 was taken from Area 16 on the southeastern slope of Yucca Mountain and displays strata from
- -_ -_ _ _ _- - - - - -- -- -- - - - - - - - - -_ - -_ - - - - - -- -- - - - -- - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _- -

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __--~ _-- - _-- - - - - _- - - - - - - - -- - -- - - --- - - - - - - -- - - - -

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __-- - - - - _- -_ - - - - - - - -_ _- - _ _- - - - - _-- - -_ _ - - -- _ _-- - - _ _- - _-- - - - -__ ___-- -- ____- - - - -
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006 Videotape of Jan. 21, 2003 Meeting to Discuss Core Sample Evaluations
(Description submitted via EIE, Video file submitted on OSM) LSN-V987654

This is a video recording of the January 21, 2003 meeting between the US Department of Energy, the Center for
Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses, and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to discuss procedures used to
perform core sample evaluations of area 22 on the southwestern slope of Yucca Mountain.

Technical Parameters/Special Instructions:

This video file was created using XXX software running on a 900 MHz personal computer utilizing Windows XP
Video Viewer 123, which is widely available for free on the Internet. File Size is 236 MB. Total run time Is
approximately 1 hours and 20 minutes.
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information technology security
awareness training.

E.O. 12866, Regulatory Review
This rule has been reviewed by the

Office of Management and Budget in
accordance with E.O. 12866.

Regulatory Flexibility Act
I certify that these regulations would

not have a significant economic impact
on a substantial number of small entities
because they would apply only to
Federal personnel including contractors
and other users of information systems
that support the operations and assets of
the agency.

List of Subjects in 5 CFR part 930

Administrative practice and
procedure; Computer technology;
Government employees; Motor vehicles.
Office of Personnel Management.
Kay Coles James,
Director.
* Accordingly, OPM revises 5 CFR part
930, subpart C, as follows:

PART 93D-PROGRAMS FOR
SPECIFIC POSITIONS AND
EXAMINATIONS (MISCELLANEOUS)

* 1. Subpart C is revised to read as
follows:

Subpart Colnformation Security
Responsibilities for Employees who
Manage or Use Federal Information
Systems

Authority: 5 U.S.C. 4118; Pub. L. 107-347,
116 Stat. 2899

§930.301 Information systems security
awareness training program.

Each Executive Agency must develop
a plan for Federal information systems
security awareness and training and

(a) Identify employees with
significant information security
responsibilities and provide role-
specific training in accordance with
National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) standards and
guidance available on the NIST Web
site, http.//csrc.nist.gov/publicationsI
nistpubs/,' as follows:

(1) All users of Federal information
systems must be exposed to security
awareness materials at least annually.
Users of Federal information systems
include employees, contractors,
students, guest researchers, visitors, and
others who may need access to Federal
information systems and applications.

(2) Executives must receive training in
information security basics and policy
level training in security planning and
management.

(3) Program and functional managers
must receive training in information
security basics; management and
implementation level training in
security planning and system/
application security management; and
management and implementation level
training in system/application life cycle
management, risk management, and
contingency planning.O

(4) Chief Information Officrs (CIOs)
IT security program managers, auditors,
and other security-oriented personnel
(e.g., system and network
administrators, and system/application
security officers) must receive training
in information security basics and broad
training in security planning, system
and application security management,
system/application life cycle
management, risk management, and
contingency planning.

(5) IT function management and
operations personnel must receive
training in information security basics;
management and implementation level
training in security planning and
system/application security
management; and management and
implementation level training in
system/application life cycle
management, risk management, and
contingency planning.

(b) Provide theFeceral information
systems security awareness material/
exposure outlined in NIST guidance on
IT security awareness and training to all
new employees before allowing them
access to the systems.

(c) Provide information systems
security refresher training for agency
employees as frequently as determined
necessary by the agency, based on the
sensitivity of the information that the
emplo ees use or process.

(d) Provide training whenever.there is'
a significant change in the agency '
information system environment or
procedures or when an employee enters'
a new position that requires additional
role-specific training.
[FR Doc. 04-13319 Filed 10-04; 8:45 am]
BILUNG CODE 6325-38-P

ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission is amending its Rules of
Practice applicable to the use of the
Licensing Support Network (LSN) and
the electronic hearing docket in the
licensing proceeding on the disposal of
high-level radioactive waste at a
geologic repository. The amendments
establish the basic requirements and
standards for the submission of
adjudicatory materials to the electronic
hearing docket by parties to the high-
level radioactive waste licensing
proceeding. The amendments also
address the issue of reducing the
unnecessary loading of duplicate
documents on individual participant
LSN document collection servers (Web
sites); the continuing obligation of LSN
participants to update their
documentary material after the initial
certification; the Secretary of the
Commission's determination that the
DOE license application is
electronically accessible; and the
provisions on material that may be
excluded from the LSN.
DATES: Effective Date: July 14, 2004.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Francis X. Cameron, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington DC
20555-0001, telephone (301) 415-1642,
e-mail FXCEnrc.gov.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

I. Background

The Commission's regulations in 10
CFR Part 2, Subpart J, provide for,
among other things, the use of an
electronic information management
system to provide documents related to'
the high-level radioactive waste (HLW)-
repository licensing proceeding.
Originally promulgated on April 14,
1989 (54 FR 14944), the information.
management system required by
Subpart J is to have the following
functions:

(1) The Licensing Support Network
(LSN) provides full text search and
retrieval access to the relevant
documents of all parties and potential
parties to the HLW repository licensing
proceeding beginning in the time period
before the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) license application for the
repository is submitted;

(2) The NRC Electronic Information
Exchange (EIE) provides for electronic
submission of filings by the parties, as
well as the orders and decisions of the
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
Panel (ASLBP), during the proceeding;
and :

(3) The Electronic Hearing Docket
(EHD) provides for the development and

NUCLEAR REGULATOR)
COMMISSION

10 CFR Part 2 -

RIN3150-AH31

(. .

Licensing Proceeding for a High-Level
Radioactive Waste Geologic
Repository; Licensing Support
Network, Submissions to the
Electronic Docket

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.
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access to an electronic version of the
HLW licensing proceeding docket.

The creation of the LSN (originally
called the "Licensing Support System")
was stimulated by the requirements of
section 114(d) of the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA). This
provision sets as a goal Commission
issuance of a final decision approving or
disapproving issuance of the
construction authorization for a geologic
repository for HLW within three years of
the docketing of the DOE license
application. The Commission
anticipated that the HLW proceeding
would involve substantial numbers and
volumes of documents created by well-
informed parties on numerous and
complex issues. The Commission
believed that the LSN could facilitate
the timely review of DOE's application
by providing for electronic access to
relevant documents via the LSN before
the application is submitted, rather than
the traditional, and potentially time-
consuming, discovery process
associated with the physical production
of documents after an application is
submitted. In addition, the Commission
believed that early access to these
documents in an electronically
searchable form would allow for a
thorough and comprehensive technical
review of the license application by all
parties and potential parties to the HLW
licensing proceeding, resulting in better
focused contentions in the proceeding.

The current requirements in 10 CFR
2.1003(a) require the DOE to make its
documentary material available in
electronic form no later than six months
in advance of DOE's submission of its
application to the NRC. The NRC must
make its documentary material available
in electronic form no later than thirty
days after the DOE certification of
compliance. All other participants must
make their documents available in
electronic form no later than ninety
days after the DOE certification of
compliance. Originally, the LSN was
conceived as a large, centralized
information management system
administered by what was then called
the Licensing Support System
Administrator (now the LSN
Administrator). To take advantage of the
advances in technology that occurred
since the promulgation of the original
rule, the Commission revised the rule to
use the Internet to link geographically
dispersed sites rather than rely on a
complex and expensive centralized
system (63 FR 71729; December 30,
1998).

As noted, one of the objectives of the
regulations in 10 CFR Part 2, Subpart J
is to provide for electronic submission
of filings by the parties, as well as the

orders and decisions of the ASLBP,
during the proceeding. The purpose of
this function is to reduce the time that
it takes to serve filings by substituting
electronic transmission for the physical
mailing of filings that is typically used
in NRC licensing proceedings.
Shortening the amount of time for
certain activities during the hearing
process will support the NRC's efforts to
meet the schedule in the NWPA. 10 CFR
2.1013(c)(1) requires that all filings in
the HLW adjudicatory proceeding be
"transmitted electronically" (emphasis
added) by the submitter to the Presiding
Officer, the parties, and the Secretary of
the Commission. The Commission
believes that the majority of these filings
will consist of simple documents that
can be readily transmitted by ElE.
However, after further considering the
nature of some of the documents that
may be submitted by the parties during
the proceeding, the Commission
believes that it is necessary to specify
requirements for submitting large and/or
complex documents. This need was the
reason the Commission initiated the
proposed rulemaking that is the subject
of this final rule. The proposed rule was
published in the Federal Register on
November 26, 2003 (68 FR 66372).

The proposed amendments addressed
a number of aspects of the current rules:

. The requirements and standards for
a party's submissions to the electronic
docket for the HLW repository licensing
proceeding;

. Those provisions that could result
in the loading of duplicate documents
on individual participant LSN
document collection servers;

* The provisions related to the
Secretary of the Commission's
determination that the DOE license
application is electronically accessible;.

. Those provisions related to the
continuing obligation of LSN
participants to update their
documentary material; and

* Those provisions on material that
may be excluded from the LSN.

II. Public Comments

The Commission received nine
comments on the proposed rule from
the following entities:
(1) U.S. Department of Energy (DOE).
(2) State of Nevada.
(3) Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI).
(4) Nevada Nuclear Waste Task Force,

Incorporated.
(5) Nye County, Nevada.
(6) Lincoln County and the City of

Caliente, Nevada.
(7) White Pine County, Nevada.
(8) Eureka County, Nevada.
(9) Progress Energy.

Attachment 3

These comments addressed the
following categories of issues:

1. Rule or Guidance
Two commenters (DOE, NEI)

recommended that the technical
standards in proposed section
2.1013(c)(1) be incorporated into a
guidance document rather than in the
NRC regulations. These commenters
noted that the proposed standards in
section 2.1013(c)(1) were useful
clarifications, but it was not necessary
to formalize them in a rulemaking. The
rationale for this recommendation was
that technical capabilities can change
significantly over the period of time that
the HLVW licensing proceeding will take
place and that any needed changes to
reflect new technical capabilities could
more efficiently be implemented by
revising guidance rather than by
initiating a new rulemaking. In addition,
NEI was concerned about the need for
stability in the LSN regulatory
framework as the date for submission of
the DOE license application draws
closer. NEI also recommended that, if
the NRC decides to proceed with the
rulemaking, it be done as expeditiously
as possible. NEI also requested that the
NRC provide some assurance to LSN
participants on the stability of the LSN
regulatory framework in the interim
period while a rule was being finalized.
Finally, NEI urged the Commission to
issue the final revision to NRC
Regulatory Guide 3.69 on the Topical
Guidelines that were issued for public
comment in June, 2002, See "Draft
Regulatory Guide DG-3022 (Proposed
Revision 1 of Regulatory Guide 3.69)."
Another commenter, Progress Energy,
expressed the same concerns as NEI.

Response
The Commission has tried to balance

the need for flexibility, informality, and
responsiveness, i.e., using guidance for
the technical standards, with the need
to ensure that the fundamental
compliance requirements for LSN
participants are clear, i.e., using a rule.
Accordingly, the Commission has
expressed what it believes to be the
most important technical standards in
Section 2.1013(c)(1) of the final rule,
while including the majority of the
detailed technical specifications in a
guidance document, "Guidance for the
Submission of Electronic Docket
Materials Under 10 CFR Part 2, Subpart
J", U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, (Guidance Document). The
Guidance Document is available on the
NRC Web site, httd//wliviv.nrc.gov.

The Guidance document can also be
found in the Commission's Agencywide
Documents Access and Management
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System (ADAMS) at Accession Number
ML041560341. The Guidance Document
contains essential information in regard
to the proper implementation of the
requirements of this rule.

In terms of providing an assurance of
a stable regulatory framework, the
Commission is not imposing any new
requirements that would significantly
alter the current regulatory framework.
Furthermore, the Commission does not
anticipate adding any additional
requirements beyond those in this final
rule before the repository license
application is submitted. As explained
by the NRC staff at the December 2003
meeting of the LSN Advisory Review
Panel, the only revision to the scope of
documents covered by the Topical
Guidelines in Regulatory Guide 3.69,
was a proposed new exclusion for
"congressional correspondence."
Therefore, the Commission does not
believe that the existing regulatory
framework will in any way be
"destabilized." The final revision of the
Topical Guidelines will be completed
immediately after this rule is finalized.

2. Technical standards
DOE had several comments on the

technical standards for the submission
of electronic filings to the adjudicatory
proceeding.

A. Complex Documents
Section 2.1013(c)(1)(iii) of the

proposed rule would have required that
those portions of "complex documents"
that are amenable to being transmitted
electronically as a filing in the HLW
adjudicatory proceeding be transmitted
electronically, while those parts of
complex documents that were not
amenable to electronic transmission be
submitted on optical media. DOE, in its
comment letter, questioned the
advantage of electronically transmitting
only some portions of a complex
document. If a complex document is not
amenable to submittal in its entirety via
electronic transmission through the EIE,
the advantage of submitting only
portions of it is unclear because those
portions may not be useful by
themselves. DOE recommended that the
entire document be submitted on optical
storage media, with a transmittal letter
submitted via the EIE providing
notification of the submittal of that
document.

Response'
The final rule maintains the approach

of the proposed rule to the submission
of complex documents. In terms of the
usefulness of submitting portions of the
document by electronic transmittal, the
Commission believes that this would

serve several useful purposes. First, it
provides early notification that a
complex document is coming in and
consequently allows other parties to
plan their review and possible response.
Second, there often will be substantial
benefit in receiving the text portion of
a complex document via electronic
transmission, notwithstanding the delay
in receiving the additional attachments.
Various Atomic Safety and Licensing
Boards have been issuing orders for .
several years that use this practice. This
has allowed the parties and the Boards
to review the text portion, which
contains the arguments of the parties,
while awaiting the rest of the pleading.
However, for purposes of the service
requirements in section 2.1013(c) or the
computation of time requirements in
section 2.1017, the filing of a complex
document or a large document is not
complete until all portions of the
document have been submitted.

B. Image Resolution
Section 2.1013(c)(1)(iv) of the

proposed rule would have required that
all electronic submissions to the EHD:
have 300 dots per inch (dpi) minimum.
resolution for bi-tonal, color, and
grayscale. DOE noted the inconsistency
between these EHD requirements and
the requirements in section
2.1011(b)(2)(iv) for documents placed
on individual LSN participant Web
sites. The LSN participant Web site
documents are required to have 300 dpi
for bi-tonal but 150 dpi minimum
resolution for grayscale and color. DOE
recommended that the final rule on the
EHD be consistent with the LSN
participant Web site requirements to
avoid having to convert the color and
grayscale parts of existing documents
from 150 dpi to 300 dpi. According to
DOE, this would not be "an efficient use
of resources." The Commission
interprets this latter phrase to mean that
the conversion would be not only
costly, but unnecessary because 150 dpi
color and gray scale would be fully
readable. DOE also noted that the
Guidance Document states that there is.
flexibility with respect to the minimum
resolution as long as the integrity and
quality of the document result in
readable copies. The DOE suggests that
this flexibility should be added to the
rule if the technical requirements are to
be retained in the rule.

Response

Records submitted to the NRC as part
of the Electronic Hearing Docket are
Federal "official agency records." The
National Archives and Records
Administration (NARA) issued a
standard that records scanned after
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December 23, 2002, must meet the
minimum standard of 300 dpi for bi-
tonal, color, and grayscale documents.
The NRC adopted this standard on
January 1, 2004, the effective date for
the NRC final rule on the electronic
maintenance and submission of :
information to the NRC (68 FR 58792;
October 10, 2003). The NRC has
considered the DOE's concern with
regard to the "efficient use of
resources." In response, the NRC has
modified language in the rule to: (1)
require submitters to use the 300 dpi
standard for documents created after the
January 1, 2004 effective date of the
electronic maintenance rule, except in
limited circumstances in which (a)
submitters may need to use an image
scanned before January 1, 2004, in a
document created after January 1, 2004
or (b) the scanning process for a large,
one-page image may not successfully
complete at the 300 dpi standard
resolution'; and (2) require that
documents created or scanned before
January 1, 2004, (or for those documents
in 1(a) or (b) above), meet the standards
for documents placed on' LSN
participant Web sites in section
2.1011(b)(2)(iv) which is 150 dpi for
color and grayscale documents and 300
dpi for bi-tonal documents. The
Commission is also assuming that this
document image resolution requirement
for LSN participant Web sites would
meet the criterion of "readability."

C. Image Format
Section 2.1013(c)(1)(v) of the'.

proposed rule would have required
electronic submissions to be generated
in Adobe Acrobat Portable Document
Format (PDF). DOE noted that this PDF
requirement was inconsistent with the
requirement for LSN participant Web
sites in section 2.1011(b)(2)(iv) that
allows Tagged Image File Format (TIFF).
DOE suggests that files on LSN
participant Web sites that are submitted
to the adjudicatory proceeding be
allowed to be submitted in the TIFF
format. Converting images in the LSN
that are usable in TIFF format to PDF
format for the EHD would again,
according to DOE, "not be an efficient
use of resources.",

Response
The electronic documentary material

submitted to the EHD will be entered as
official agency records in ADAMS. The
PDF became the NRC standard for -
official agency records on January 1,
2004, the effective date for the NRC final
rule on the electronic maintenance and
submission of information to the NRC
(68 FR 58792; October 10, 2003). The
NRC has adopted PDF as the NRC
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standard for this official agency records
system based on the following:

* PDF represents a "generic" format
that behaves consistently across
multiple hardware and operating
systems;

. When files are distributed in PDF,
the information is "locked down" for
the general user, who can access the
content through the use of PDF viewer
software;

* The PDF standard, though it is
proprietary to Adobe, has been
published, is freely available, and the
capability to create PDF documents has
been integrated into many other
software applications;

* PDF documents can be generated
from any application that can generate
Postscript printer files; thus anything
that can be printed can be represented
in PDF;

. PDF supports file generation
options for text-oriented files produced
on a word processing or publishing
system;

* PDF supports file generation
options for scanned image-oriented
files; and

* PDF supports file generation
options for scanned text-oriented files
capable of full text search.

In contrast, adherence to the PDF
standards for NRC official agency
records is not required for purposes of
individual LSN participant Web sites
and therefore, TIFF is acceptable under
section 2.1011(b)(2)(iv). The
Commission also believes that TIFFs
can readily be converted to PDF using
features inherent in PDF-authoring
software. In those rare circumstances
where technical reasons would prevent
the successful conversion to PDF, DOE
or any other LSN participant, can
submit the image in TIFF and include
a detailed statement of the technical
reasons that prevent conversion to PDF,
in a transmittal letter to accompany the
filing.

D. Hyperlinks

Section 2.1013(c)(1)(vi) of the
proposed rule requires that documents
be free of hyperlinks to other documents
or Web sites other than within a single
PDF file. DOE notes that some
documents may have embedded
hyperlinks that are difficult to remove.
The DOE suggests that the requirement
be revised to state that use of the
document in the EHD should not
depend on hyperlinks to other
documents or Web sites. The
Commission understands this comment
to suggest that there should be no
restriction in the rule on documents
containing hyperlinks, but that the use

of the document in the hearing may not
depend on those hyperlinks.

Response
The Commission has considered the

DOE comments and has revised the final
rule to allow hyperlinks to be contained
in documents submitted to the EHD.
The Commission believes that it will be
difficult and costly to remove these
hyperlinks. Instead of prohibiting a
document from being submitted with
hyperlinks, section 2.1013(c)(1)(vi) of
the final rule would prohibit reliance on
the hyperlinks for purposes of providing
additional evidentiary material or
completing a submittal. This would
require the submitter to review all
documents submitted to the EHD for
hyperlinks to the Internet or other
documents. Any necessary material
would need to be included in the filing
or as an attachment to the filing.

However, the Commission is also
concerned that hyperlinks in a filing
that do not function, or that link a user
to an external website that has changed
or perhaps contains some type of
offensive material, could create a
negative perception of the integrity of
the EHD database. Therefore, the final
rule requires each electronic submission
to contain a disclaimer that notifies the
reader that the hyperlinks in the filing
may not operate or may link the reader
to material that is not intended to be
necessary, or in some cases, even
related, to the use of the filing in the
proceeding. This disclaimer must either
be in the transmittal memorandum
required for filings over 50 MB or in the
body of the pleading for filings under 50
MB. The single exception to the use of
hyperlinks in a filing is when the
hyperlink connects to another part of
the same PDF file. The use of hyperlinks
in this context is permissible. This also
has implications for the minimum size
of a file that is submitted to the EHD.
The Commission encourages submitters
to combine small files that are
components of a larger document into
one file to facilitate efficient distribution
and use of the documentary material.
For example, if a document consists of
15 separate 2 MB files, those 15 files
should be combined to result in one 30
MB file. This will allow submitters to
use hyperlinks in a larger file, i.e., a
single electronic file up to 50 MB.

E. Definitions
DOE noted that the definition of

complex documents in section 2.1001 of
the proposed rule could be viewed as
inconsistent with the definition in the
Supplementary Information for the
proposed rule. Proposed section 2.1001
states that a complex document has
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substantial portions that are neither
textual nor image. However, the
Supplementary Information (68 FR
66374) states that complex documents
can also include a textual or graphic file
that cannot be segmented into 50
megabyte (MB) files. The DOE suggests
that the description in the
Supplementary Information be used as
the definition in section 2.1001 of the
rule.

Response
The Commission agrees and has

revised the definition accordingly.

3. Docketing
Section 2.1012(a) provides that the

DOE license application cannot be
docketed unless the Secretary of the
Commission determines that the license
application can be effectively accessed
through ADAMS. DOE is concerned that
this establishes a requirement on DOE
that is beyond its control. Entering
documents into ADAMS is strictly a
NRC function and ADAMS is under the
sole control of the NRC. Any
accessibility problems resulting from
entering the license application into
ADAMS would be the responsibility of
the NRC. DOE notes that, in preparing
its electronic license application, the
DOE is responsible for meeting the NRC
requirements, as well as addressing any
guidance that has been issued by the
NRC, and transmitting the license
application to the proper address and in
the proper format(s) specified by the
NRC for these actions. If the DOE meets
clearly defined specifications for such
transmittals, the NRC should be able to
make the document available through
ADAMS.

The DOE recommends that section
2.1012(a) be revised to read: "The
Director may determine that the
tendered application is not acceptable
for docketing under this subpart if the
application is not accompanied by an
updated certification pursuant to
section 2.1009(b) or if the application is
not submitted on optical storage media
in a format consistent with NRC
regulations and guidance."

Response
The Commission agrees with this

suggestion and has revised the final rule
accordingly. However, in addition to the
above two criteria, the Commission has
also added a third criterion on non-
compliance with any other requirements
in Subpart J.

4. The Continuing Need to Supplement
Individual LSN Participant Web Sites

Proposed section 2.1003(e) would
have required an LSN participant to
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supplement its LSN Web site with any
documentary material created after the
time of initial certification. NEI was
concerned that this requirement could
continue indefinitely. It is NEI's opinion
that the requirement to supplement
ends when discovery, in the form of
document production, is completed.

Response
The Commission agrees and has

revised section 2.1003(e) to specify that
the requirement to supplement ends
when discovery is complete. The
Commission anticipates that discovery
will be complete by the time set for the
second Pre-Hearing Conference at which
issues for hearing will be finalized and
schedules for prefiled testimony and
hearing will be set. See Appendix D to
10 CFR Part 2. However, it should be
emphasized that the Board could extend
discovery beyond this time period.
Moreover, although there is no
obligation on an LSN participant to add
new documents to its site after
discovery closes, an LSN participant
does have an obligation to maintain its
existing LSN collection intact and
available for the balance of the
construction authorization proceeding.
Parties will have a continuing need to
search LSN participant databases during
the evidentiary hearing and throughout
the NRC appellate process.

5. The Scope of the Congressional
Exclusion

Nye County, Nevada expressed the
view that the exclusion for
congressional correspondence in
proposed section 2.1005(i) seems overly
broad. The commenter believes that it is
entirely conceivable that somewhere in
correspondence with a member of
Congress or with congressional staff,
DOE, or any other party, may have made
relevant and admissible statements
about some technical issues affecting
the licensibility of Yucca Mountain. To
exclude all such correspondence
categorically is unwarranted. According
to Nye County, a better approach would
be to limit the exclusion to
correspondence involving such matters
as budget, and program management.

Response,
The Commission appreciates the

thoughtful comments of Nye County on
this matter. However, the Commission
continues to believe that this type of
material will not have a significant
bearing on repository licensing issues.
Much of this material either relates to
budgetary issues and schedules or is
merely a summary of information in an
agency primary document. It would
normally not be the source of material

that a party would rely on for its case
in the hearing or a source of material
that would be contrary to such reliance
information. However, most, if not all,
of the material directed to Federal
entities of concern to Nye County,
would still be available as part of the
normal Federal recordkeeping
requirements. If a particular item of
Congressional correspondence does
become relevant to a contention
admitted in the HLW proceeding, it can
be made available at that time. The
Commission does not anticipate that
any disputes over this clearly and
narrowly defined exclusion will be
brought before the Pre-license
Application Presiding Officer (PAPO).

6. The TriggerforParticipant
Certification

Three commenters, the Agency for
Nuclear Projects in the State of Nevada's
Governor's Office, the Nevada Nuclear
Waste Task Force, and Eureka County's
Yucca Mountain Information Office, all
raised concerns on the timing of LSN
participant certification in relation to
DOE's certification. The current
requirements in 10 CFR 2.1003(a)
require the DOE to make its
documentary material available in
electronic form no later than six months
in advance of DOE's submission of its
license application to the NRC. The
NRC must make its documentary
material available in electronic form no
later than thirty days after the DOE
certification of compliance. All other
participants must make their documents
available in electronic form no later
than ninety days after the DOE
certification of compliance. However,
these commenters noted that although
DOE may have all of its documentary
material available on its LSN document
server by the time required for
certification, it is possible that the DOE
collection would not yet have been
indexed and audited by the LSN
Administrator. Therefore, the entire
DOE collection would not yet be
.available" to the public. The

commenters recommended that the
Commission add an additional
certification by the LSN Administrator
that the DOE collection had been'
indexed and audited. This LSN
Administrator'certification would then
become the tolling event for the
certification by all other LSN
participants, rather than the DOE
certification.

Response
At the outset, the Commission notes

that an amendment such as that
recommended by the commenters is
outside the scope of this rulemaking.
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This issue was not raised in the
proposed rule and was not intended to
be part of this rulemaking effort.
However, the Commission also
recognizes the importance of this
concern. The NRC is pursuing an
approach with DOE to ensure that the
DOE collection has been indexed and
audited by the LSN Administrator in
approximately the same time frame as
the DOE certification. This should
ensure that an indexed and baselined
DOE collection will be available to other
LSN participants well in advance of the.
point at which the NRC dockets an
acceptable DOE license application..

7. Transportation Issues
Lincoln County and the City of

Caliente, in their comments on the
proposed rule, urged the Commission to
clarify the extent to which Yucca
Mountain repository system'
transportation related information will
be considered during licensing and,
therefore, be required for inclusion
within the LSN. The County and the
City believe that the Yucca Mountain
licensing proceeding should encompass
all aspects of the Yucca Mountain
repository transportation system.

Response.
The Commission recognizes that

issues related to the transportation of
High Level Waste (HLW) and Spent
Nuclear Fuel (SNF) to the Yucca
Mountain site in Nevada are of concern
to members of the public. These issues
are complicated by the multi-agency
coordination that is required between
DOE, the Department of Transportation
(DOT), and the NRC. As a preliminary
matter, it is important to distinguish the
role of the NRC in matters related to
transportation. The only role of the NRC
in the licensing proceeding for Yucca
Mountain with respect to transportation
issues is to review the DOE
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS),
for adoption to the extent practicable.

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of
1982,42 U.S.C.10101, et seq., as-
amended (NWPA), provides the primary
framework for issues related to the
proposed Yucca Mountain repository,
including transportation issues. Section
114(f) of the NWPA requires DOE to
prepare an EIS, part of which may
include'an evaluation of transportation
impacts. Additionally, section 114(f)
mandates that the NRC, to the extent
practicable, adopt the DOE EIS,
including those parts of the EIS related
to transportation. Such adoption shall
be deemed to satisfy the responsibilities
of the NRC under NEPA and "no further
consideration shall be required." See
NWPA section 114(f)(4). The Topical
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Guidelines in Regulatory Guide 3.69
specifically address those aspects of
transportation that are included under
documentary material for purposes of
the LSN.

III. The Final Rule

Submissions to the Electronic Docket for
the Hearing

As noted, one of the objectives of the
regulations in 10 CFR Part 2, Subpart J
is to provide for electronic submission
of filings by the parties, as well as the
orders and decisions of the Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board, during the
proceeding. The purpose of this
function is to reduce the time that it
takes to serve filings by substituting
electronic transmission for the physical
mailing of filings that is typically used
in NRC licensing proceedings.
Shortening the amount of time for
certain activities during the hearing
process will support the NRC's efforts to
meet the schedule in the NVPA. 10 CFR
2.1013(c)(1) requires that all filings in
the HLWV licensing proceeding be
transmitted electronically (emphasis
added) by the submitter to the Presiding
Officer, the parties, and the Secretary of
the Commission. The Commission
believes that the majority of these filings
will consist of simple documents that
can be readily transmitted by EIE.
However, after further considering the
nature of some of the documents that
may be submitted by the parties during
the proceeding, the Commission
believes that it is necessary to specify
requirements for submitting large and/or
complex documents.

Large documents consist of electronic
files that, because of their size, create
challenges for both the NRC staff,
potential parties and the public when
transmitting, viewing, or downloading
the document (e.g., significant delays in
transmission, uploading, or
downloading times). The Commission
anticipates that the potential license
application and some filings in the HLW
repository adjudicatory proceeding will
be of a size that will create transmission,
viewing, or downloading challenges. In
electronic format, some of these files
could be up to several hundreds of
megabytes (MB) in size. Examples of
potential large documents are:

. DOE Site Characterization Plan

. DOE License Application and
supporting materials

* DOE Environmental Impact
Statement

* Some adjudicatory documents (e.g.,
motions, responses, transcripts,
exhibits, and orders)

Additionally, any or all of these types
of documents could contain embedded

photographs, charts, tables, and other
graphics.

Complex documents consist (entirely
or in part) of electronic files having
substantial portions that are neither
textual nor image in nature, and graphic
or other Binary Large Objects that
exceed 50 MB and cannot be logically
divided. For example, these types of
specialized documents may include:

. Executable files, which can be
opened (run) to execute a programmed
series of instructions on a computer or
network:

* Runtime executable software,
which generally is operational upon
demand without being installed on a
computer or network;

. Viewer or printer executable
software that causes images to be
displayed on the computer monitor or
pages to print on an attached printer;

. Files from a dynamic link library
(.dll), which are a collection of small,
bundled executable programs that each
provide one or more distinctive
functions used by application programs
and operating systems and are available
when needed by applications or
operating systems;

* Large data sets associated with an
executable; and

. Actual software code for analytical
programs that a party may intend to
introduce into the proceeding.

As part of complex document
submittals, the NRC anticipates
receiving files that-

(1) Due to their file size, may preclude
easy transmission, retrieval, and use; or

(2) May require specialized software
and/or hardware for faithful display and
subsequent use; and

(3) May not be suitable for inclusion
in a "generic" file format such as the
Adobe" Acrobat Portable Document
Format (PDF).

Examples of files that could be part of
a complex document are:
. Maps
. Databases
. Simulations
. Audio files
. Video files
. Executable programs

There are several potential problems
presented by the electronic transmission
of these large or complex documents,
including the "time out" problems
when submitting very large documents
via the Internet, difficulty of use in the
hearing room, and Federal records
management considerations. These
potential problems are evaluated in
more detail in the regulatory analysis for
this final rule.

In response to these potential
problems, the Commission is revising
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the framework for the submission of
filings during the HLW licensing
proceeding. This revised framework is
based on segmenting large documents
using manageable file size units to
reduce the potential for interruption or
delay in transmission, uploading, or
downloading. For example, large
documents could be segmented into
pieces, which correspond to the
organization (chapters or sections) of the
document, in order to address the
transfer and retrieval performance
problems discussed above. The author
of the document would be in the best
position to break up document files into
usable segments without adversely
impacting the organization or content of
the document.

The electronic submission of filings in
the IlLW repository proceeding must be
made via the Internet using the NRC
EIE, when practicable. The EIE is an
electronic transfer mechanism being
established by the NRC for electronic
transmission of documents to the
agency via the Internet. EIE provides for
the transmission of documents in a
verifiable and certifiable mode that
includes digital signatures.

The final amendments revise section
2.1001 to establish three categories of
electronic filings for purposes of the
HLIV repository proceeding and would
revise section 2.1013(c)(1) to specify the
submission requirements for these three
categories of electronic filings.

"Simple documents" are textual or
graphic oriented material that are less
than 50 megabytes (MB) in size. These
documents are transmitted
electronically via EIE as contemplated
by the current 10 CFR 2.1011. Test
results have demonstrated that 50 MB is
a reasonable size for downloading files
across wide area networks or from the
Internet via phone lines.

"Large documents" are those that
have textual or graphic oriented
material larger than 50 MB in size.
Under revised section 2.1013(c)(1)(ii),
these documents must be submitted via
the EIE in multiple transmissions of 50
MB or less each. The large document
submission may also be supplemented
with a courtesy copy on optical storage
media to provide NRC staff, parties, and
interested governmental participants in
the HLW repository proceeding with a
useful reference copy of the document.
For purposes of the NRC staff review of
the DOE license application, as opposed
to an electronic submission to the
adjudicatory docket, the requirements
for DOE's submission of the license
application are already specified in 10
CFR 63.22 of the Commission's
regulations. 10 CFR 63.22(a) specifies
that the application, any amendments to
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the application, and an accompanying
environmental impact statement and
any supplements, must be signed by the
Secretary of Energy or the Secretary's
representative and must be filed with
the Director in triplicate on paper and
optical storage media. In addition, 10
CFR 63.22(b) requires that 30 additional
copies of the license application be
submitted on paper and optical storage
media.

"Complex documents" are any
combination of the following:

. Textual or graphic-oriented
electronic files

* Electronic files that cannot be
segmented into 50 MB files

. Other electronic objects, such as
computer programs, simulations, video,
audio, data files, and files with special
printing requirements.

Under final section 2.1013(c)(1)(iii),
those portions of complex documents
that can be electronically submitted
through the ETE, again in 50 MB or less
segments, will be transmitted
electronically. Those portions that are
not amenable to electronic transmission
will be delivered on optical storage
media. The optical storage media must
include the complete document, i.e.,
include the portions of the document
that have been delivered via the EIE.

In addition to these revisions, section
2.1013 (c)(1) is amended to require the
following:

. Electronic submissions of files
created after January 1, 2004 must have
300 dots per inch (dpi) as the minimum
resolution for bi-tonal, color, and
grayscale, except in limited
circumstances in which (a) submitters
may need to use an image scanned
before January 1, 2004, in a document
created after January 1, 2004, or (b) the
scanning process for a large, one-page
image may not successfully complete at
the 300 dpi standard resolution.

* Electronic submissions of files
created before January 1, 2004, or
electronic submissions created after
January 1, 2004, which cannot meet the
300 dpi standard for color and .. .

grayscale, must meet the standard for.
documents placed on LSN participant
Web sites (10 CFR Part 2.1011(b)(2)(iv))
which is 150 dpi for color and grayscale
documents and 300 dpi for bi-tonal
documents.

. Electronic submissions must be in
the appropriate PDF output format.
These formats and their use are:

. PDF-Formatted Text and
Graphics-use for textualdocuments
converted from native applications

. PDF-Searchable Image (Exact)-
use for textual documents converted
from scanned documents

PDF-Image Only-use for
graphic-, image-, and forms-oriented
documents
Tagged Image File Format (TIFF) images
and the results of spreadsheet
applications will need to be converted
to PDF, except in those rare instances,
examples of which are described in the
Guidance Document, where PDF
conversion is not practicable.
Spreadsheets may be submitted using
Microsoft® Excel, Corel® Quattro Pro,
or Lotus® 123.

. Electronic submissions to the
hearing docket cannot rely on the use of
any hyperlinks to other electronic files
or websites to generate additional
documentary material. Any such
documentary material must be
submitted either as an attachment to the
filing or as a separate filing. If a
submittal contains hyperlinks, then it
must include a disclaimer to the effect
that the hyperlinks may be inoperable or
are not essential to the use of the filing.:

* Electronic submissions to the EHD
may rely on the use of hyperlinks
within the same PDF file.

. Electronic submissions must be free
of any security restrictions imposed by
the author (proposed section
2.1013(c)(1)(vii)).

Additional information on the
submission of these filings will be
provided in the Guidance Document,'
discussed earlier. The Guidance
Document is available on the NRC Web
site (http.//itvw.nrc.gov). The NRC
expects parties, interested governmental
participants, and potential parties to use
the detailed instructions in the
Guidance Document to ensure that their
electronic filings 'are effectively
submitted. Areas covered by the
Guidance Document address the need
for and format of the transmittal letter
for electronic filings, file naming'
conventions, copyrighted information,
and instructions on sensitive or
classified information.

Docketing

The final revisions clarify the
responsibility of the Secretary of the
Commission, under section 2.1012(a), to
determine whether the DOE license
application for a HLW repository is in
an electronic media form and format
that is acceptable for docketing. Under
section 2.1012(a), the DOE license
application cannot be docketed unless
the Secretary of the Commission
determines that the DOE license
application has been submitted on
optical storage media in a format
consistent with NRC regulations and
guidance.,
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Documentary Material
Section 2.1003 of the current LSN rule

requires a party, a potential party, or an
interested governmental participant
(hereinafter "participant") to make its
documentary material available in
electronic form. The definition of
"documentary material" includes
material prepared by an individual
participant, for example, all reports or
studies prepared by" or on behalf of, a
participant. It also includes other
material in the possession of the
participant on which the participant
intends to rely and/or cite in support of
its position in the HLW repository-
proceeding or that doesn't support its
position. This provision can be read to
obligate a party who possesses a
document prepared by another
participant to make that document
available on its LSN document
collection server even though it is
already available on the LSN document
collection server of the' party who had
prepared the document. For example,
under this interpretation a document
prepared by DOE would not only need
to be available through the centralized
LSN Web site from the DOE LSN
document collection server, but also
from the LSN document collection
server of other participants. Without
compromising the objective of ensuring
that all documentary material is
available on the LSN, the Commission
believes that it would be beneficial to
eliminate or at least significantly reduce,
the loading of duplicate documents.
Reducing duplication will not only
alleviate burdens on the participants,
but will also make search and retrieval
of the LSN collection more efficient.
Therefore, the final amendment to
section 2.1003(a)(1) allows an LSN
participant to avoid loading a document
created by another LSN participant if
that document has already been made
available by the LSN participant who
created the document or on whose
behalf the document was created.

If, in the process of eliminating.
duplicate 'documents, an LSN
participant identifies a document which
the creator of that document has not
included on its LSN document
collection server, as a practical matter,
the participant who identified the
document should include it on its LSN
document collection server, as well as
notifying the creator of the document
that it is taking that action. Moreover, in
such circumstances, it is not apparent
what purpose would be served by
raising the issue before the PAPO unless
the documentary material has some
readily apparent significance as a Class
2 document (as delineated in the
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discussion below) or a significant
number of "missing" documents were
identified with regard to a particular
LSN participant, so as to raise the issue
of a concerted, deliberate effort not to
comply with the regulations.

The Commission is also amending
section 2.1003 by adding a new
paragraph (e) to this section. Section
2.1003(e) requires LSN participants to
supplement the documentary material
provided under section 2.1003(a) in its
initial certification with documentary
material produced after that event.
While much of an LSN participant's
documentary material will be made
available early, it is reasonable to expect
that additional material will be created
after the initial compliance period
specified in section 2.1003(a). In
addition, the ongoing performance
confirmation program required of DOE
by section 63.131 of the Commission's
regulations will generate additional
documentary material after the license
application is docketed. The
Commission has revised section
2.1003(e) to specify that the requirement
to supplement ends when discovery is
completed. The schedule in Appendix D
to 10 CFR Part 2 anticipates the close of
discovery to occur near the time of the
second pre-hearing conference held to
finalize issues for hearing and schedules
for prefiled testimony and hearing.
However, during the proceeding, the
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board can
always direct that additional discovery
or discovery supplementation must take
place. Moreover, it should be added that
while there is no obligation on an LSN
participant to add new documents to its
site after discovery closes, an LSN
participant does have an obligation to
maintain its existing LSN collection
intact and available for the rest of the
proceeding. Parties will have a
continuing need to search LSN
participant databases during the
evidentiary hearing and throughout the
NRC appellate process.

Finally, the Commission is providing
further information and a clarification
on the responsibilities of LSN
participants in regard to the three
classes of documentary material in
section 2.1001. These three classes are:

1. Any information on which a party,
potential party, or interested
governmental participant intends to rely
and/or cite in support of its position in
the HLW repository proceeding;

2. Any information that is known to,
and in the possession of, or developed
by the party that is relevant to, but does
not support, that information noted in
item 1 or that party's position; and

3. All reports and studies prepared by
or on behalf of a potential party,

interested governmental participant, or
party, including all related "circulated
drafts" relevant to the application and
the issues set forth in the Topical
Guidelines, regardless of whether they
will be relied upon or cited by a party.

The first two classes of documentary
material are tied to a "reliance"
criterion. Reliance is fundamentally
related to a position that a party in the
HLW repository proceeding will take in
regard to compliance with the
Commission regulations on the issuance
of a construction authorization for the
repository. These compliance issues
take the form of "contentions" of law or
fact that a party has successfully had
admitted for litigation in the HLW
repository proceeding under the rules of
practice in 10 CFR Part 2. The third
class of material, "reports and studies
prepared for or on behalf of the
potential party" has meaning
independent of any contentions that
might be offered. The material in this
class must be available on the LSN
regardless of whether it has any relation
to a contention offered at the hearing. It
is also a likely source of the material
that a party would use to develop its
contentions. "Reports" and "studies"
will also include the basic documents
relevant to licensing such as the DOE
EIS, the NRC Yucca Mountain Review
Plan, as well as other reports or studies
prepared by a LSN participant or its
contractor.

To fall within the definition of
"documentary material", reports or
studies must have a nexus to both the
license application (emphasis added)
and the Topical Guidelines contained in
NRC Regulatory Guide 3.69. This dual
requirement is designed to ensure that
LSN participants do not have to
identify, and include as documentary
material, reports or studies that have no
bearing on the DOE license application
for a geologic repository at the Yucca
Mountain site, such as reports or studies
on other potential repository sites or on
issues outside of the NRC licensing
criteria. In addition, § 63.21 of the
Commission's regulations requires that
the DOE Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) must accompany the
license application. Therefore, reports
and studies relevant to issues addressed
by the DOE EIS must also be made
available as Class 3 documentary
material. This is also consistent with the
coverage of the Topical Guidelines.

To assist participants in identifying
documentary material that may be
relevant to the license application in the
time period before it is submitted, the
Commission is recommending that LSN
participants use the NRC Yucca
Mountain Review Plan (NUREG-1804,
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Rev. 2, July, 2003) as a guide. The Yucca
Mountain Review Plan provides
guidance to the NRC staff on evaluating
the DOE license application. As such, it
anticipates the form and substance of
the DOE license application and can be
used as a reliable guide for identifying
documentary material.

The Commission also notes that the
history of the LSN and its predecessor,
the Licensing Support System, makes it
apparent it was the Commission's
expectation that the LSN, among other
things, would provide potential
participants with the opportunity to
frame focused and meaningful
contentions and to avoid the delay
potentially associated with document
discovery, by requiring parties and
potential parties to the proceeding to
make all their Subpart J-defined
documentary material available through
the LSN prior to the submission of the
DOE application. These objectives are
still operational. Nonetheless, the
Commission is clarifying that, because
the full scope of coverage of the reliance
concept will only become apparent after
proffered contentions are admitted by
the Presiding Officer in the proceeding,
an LSN participant would not be
expected to identify specifically
documents that fall within either Class
1 or Class 2 documentary material in the
pre-license application phase.

In this regard, the Commission still
expects all participants to make a good
faith effort to have made available all of
the documentary material that may
eventually be designated as Class 1 and
Class 2 documentary material by the
date specified for initial compliance in
section 2.1003(a) of the Commission's
regulations. Thereafter, in conjunction
with its license application submission,
DOE would be required to supplement
its Class 1 and Class 2 documents to the
degree the application makes it apparent
the scope of the DOE documentary
material in those classes had changed, a
process that might well be repeated by
all parties following the admission of
contentions. Finally, as part of the
regular post-contention admission
discovery process under section 2.1018,
a party could be required to identify the
specific documents that comprise its
Class 1 and Class 2 documentary
material. As a consequence, while it is
not possible to say there are no special
circumstances that would necessitate a
ruling by the PAPO on the availability
of a particular document in the pre-
license application stage based on its
Class 1 or Class 2 status, disputes over
Class 1 and Class 2 documentary
material generally would be of a type
that would be more appropriately raised
before the Presiding Officer designated
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during the time following the admission
of contentions when the NRC staffis
working to complete the Safety
Evaluation Report in its entirety.

Exclusions
The Commission has reviewed its

procedural rules for the HLW repository
licensing proceeding, including the LSN
requirements, to assess whether they
appropriately reflect the evolution of the
relevant technology, law, and policy
since the rules were originally
promulgated in 1987, being mindful of
a recent report by the House Committee
on Appropriations (Committee), issued
July 2003, expressing concern on the
extent of documentation that DOE may
be required to provide as part of the
LSN. The Committee encouraged the
Commission to review its regulatory
requirements regarding the LSN to
ensure that they do not require the
duplication of information otherwise
easily obtainable, focus on information
that is truly relevant to the substantive
decisions that will have to be made, and
establish a time frame in accord with
the traditional conduct of an
adjudicatory proceeding." Based on our
review, the Commission has determined
that the LSN rule could be further
revised to address the Committee's
concerns, while still maintaining the
overall purpose and functionality of the
LSN.

The Commission is revising section
2.1005 of the rule to specify an
additional category of documents,
.,congressional correspondence," that
may be excluded from the LSN. Section
2.1005 of the Commission's regulations
establishes several categories of
documents that do not have to be
entered into the LSN, either under the
documentary material requirements of
section 2.1003, or under the derivative
discovery provisions of section 2.1019.
These include materials that are either
widely available or do not have any
significant relevance to the issues that
might be litigated in the HLW licensing
proceeding. The Commission is adding
"correspondence between a party,
potential party, or interested
governmental participant and the
Congress of the United States' to these
exclusions. This reflects the
Commission's current judgment that
this type of material will not have a
significant bearing on repository -
licensing issues. Much of this material
either relates to budgetary issues and
schedules or is merely a summary of an
entity's primary document. It would
normally not be the source of material
that a -party would rely on for its case

H.R. Rep. No. 108;lo8th cong. 1st Sess. (2003).

in ihe hearing or as a source of materifal
that would be contrary to such reliance
information. However, the
correspondence generated by Federal
entities will still be available as part of
the normal Federal recordkeeping
requirements. If a particular item of
Congressional correspondence does
become relevant to a contention -
admitted in the HLW proceeding, it can
be made available at that time. The
Commission does not anticipate that
any disputes over this clearly and
narrowly defined exclusion would be
brought before the PAPO.

Plain Language

The Presidential memorandum dated
June 1, 1998. entitled, "Plain Language
in Government Writing," directed that
the Government's writing be in plain
language. This memorandum was
published June 10, 1998 (63 FR 31883).
In light of this directive, editorial
changes have been made in these
proposed revisions to improve the
organization and readability of the
existing language of the paragraphs
being revised. These types of changes
are not discussed further in this
document. The NRC requested comment
on the proposed rule specifically with
respect to the clarity of the language
used. The Commission did not receive
any comments on this aspect of the
proposed rule.

Voluntary Consensus Standards

The National Technology Transfer
and Advancement Act of 1995, Pub. L.
104-113, requires that Federal agencies
use technical standards that are
developed or adopted by voluntary
consensus standards bodies unless
using such a standard is inconsistent
with applicable law or otherwise
impractical. This final rule would
establish requirements and standards for
the submission of filings to the
electronic docket for the HLW licensing
proceeding Although the specific
standards in the final rule are unique to
the Commission's HLW repository
proceeding, they are based on industry-
wide standards such as Portable
Document Format (PDF).

Environmental Imipact: Categorical
Exclusion

The NRC has determined that this
final regulation is the type of action
described in categorical exclusion 10
CFR 51.22(c)(1). Therefore, neither an
environmental impact statement nor an
environmental assessment has been
prepared.-
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Paperwork Reduction Act Statement

This final rule does not contain
information collection requirements
and, therefore, is not subject to the
requirements of the Paperwork
Reduction Act (44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.).

Regulatory Analysis

The Commission did not receive auiy
specific comments on the regulatory
analysis for the proposed rule. The
regulatory analysis for the final rule has
not been changed.

The following regulatory analysis
identifies several alternatives to the rule
set forth in the final rule. Subpart J of
10 CFR Part 2 establishes an electronic
environment for the adjudicatory
proceeding for consideration of a
potential license application by the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) for a
proposed HLW repository at Yucca
Mountain, Nevada. The NRC expects to
begin receiving and processing a
significant volume of electronic
documents associated with the
adjudicatory proceeding in the near
future: Some of these filings will consist
of large or complex documents.
Examples of material in these large
electronic files include maps, charts,
video presentations, computer modeling
or simulation programs with their
associated databases, and narrative
reports with extensive embedded
graphic objects. Consistent with 10 CFR
Part 2, Subpart J:

. The NRC has established the
Licensing Support Network (LSN) so
that all parties, potential parties, and
participants in the proceeding will be
able to make their documentary material
electronically available to meet
document discovery requirements.

. The NRC will direct all participants
in the adjudicatory proceeding to use
the agency's EIE capabilities to submit
their filings electronically to the NRC
when practicable.

. After processing, documents'
submitted in the HLW repository
proceeding would be available in the
Electronic Hearing Docket (EHD), which
is accessible via the Internet; electronic
objects that cannot be made directly
accessible via the EHD Web site, such as
computer simulation models, will be
described in the EHD and made
available on optical storage media.

The assessment of existing and .

anticipated technology capabilities
identified a number of potential issues
that may make it difficult to meet the
challenges of electronic submission of
large documents as specified in 10 CFR
Part 2, Subpart J. Those challenges are
driven by the following fundamental
issues:
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* Technology limitations of current
electronic document and records
transmission and management systems.

. Maintaining document and object
fidelity, integrity, and authenticity.

* Receiving source document formats
in an acceptable resolution.

. Management of and access to non-
textual information.

* Federal recordkeeping
requirements.

* General usability of the electronic
submittals.

* Potential limitations of information
technology (hardware, software, or
Internet service provider) used by the
general public.

The Nature of the Documents
Documents may be large, complex, or

a combination of both, as follows:
* Large documents consist of

electronic files that, because of their
size, create challenges for both the NRC
and the public when transmitting,
viewing, or downloading the document
(e.g., significant delays in transmission,
uploading, or downloading times). The
NRC anticipates that the potential
license application and some filings in
the HLW repository adjudicatory
proceeding will be of a size that will
create transmission, viewing, or
downloading challenges. In electronic
format, some of these files could contain
several hundred megabytes.

. Complex documents consist
(entirely or in part) of electronic files
having substantial portions that are
neither textual nor image in nature, and
graphic or other Binary Large Objects
that exceed 50 MB and cannot be
logically divided. For example,
specialized exhibits may include
computer software programs and their
operating components, large data files,
and actual software code for analytical
programs that a party may intend to
introduce into the proceeding.

Articulation of the Issues
Large and/or complex documents may

pose challenges in any or all of the
following general areas:

. Electronic Submission Process
When submitted via the Internet, very

large documents or files can cause
"time-out" problems for computers at
either end of the transfer, resulting in a
failed or canceled transfer.
Transmission times are dependent on
the speed of the sender's
communication device and the
technology used by the Internet service
provider. Very large documents or files
require lengthy transmission times
during which the potential for error
conditions or other service interruptions

increases in direct proportion to the
time the communication link must be
maintained. The time-out problems
could affect each party who receives the
documents as part of the service of a
filing. The actual transfer times for very
large documents or files may approach
24 hours using standard Internet File
Transfer Protocol (FTP) routines. In
terms of ensuring timeliness, this may
not be a significant improvement over
the use of an overnight courier to send
the files on optical storage media
(e.g.,CD-ROM).

* Access to Large, Complex Documents
in the Electronic Hearing Docket (EHD)

Keeping a large document together in
one very large file may allow users to
easily search for, retrieve, and analyze
the document in its entirety, but may
result in service interruption problems
similar to those described above. This is
particularly true if a user wants to
download the image file of one of these
large documents. Retrieval time will be
unacceptably slow, or will result in a
time-out problem with the user's
Internet connection.

Users of the EHD may encounter
comparable download delays because of
the file size of large or complex
documents and, depending on the
nature of the file, the file may not be
executable on a user's desktop personal
computer because of configuration,
memory, display, or other technical
problems.

* Use of Large, Complex Documents in
a Hearing Room

Large documents may be pre-filed as
potential exhibits in the docket;
however, in a hearing room, it is
possible that only portions of such
documents, e.g., specified chapters,
pages, or paragraphs will be offered. In
a dynamic and fast-paced hearing room
environment, it would not be desirable
to delay the proceeding to wait for a
large file to load; navigate to the desired
chapters, pages, or paragraphs; and then
extract the appropriate selection for use
in the proceeding. Complex documents
may also require specialized hardware
and/or software to execute software
program files and access their associated
data.

* Official Record and Federal Records
Management Considerations

For both large and complex
documents, the NRC must consider the
need to generate an official record of the
proceeding for use in potential appellate
environments, see 10 CFR 2.1013(a),
and for generating an Official Agency
Record (OAR) version of the docketed
materials for retirement to the National
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Archives and Records Administration
(NARA). Each of these situations
requires the ability to reassemble the
record version of the documentary
material (excluding software
executables), independent of the media
or software initially used to create it.

Coupled with the project objectives
and technical requirements (discussed
in the next section), these issues
represent the framework for potential
solutions. The NRC analysis distilled
and assessed the objectives, technical
requirements, and issues and developed
four designs.

Technical Requirements

Given the anticipated size and
complexity of individual documents,
and the quantity of submittals, the need
to transmit, manage, and retrieve
electronic documents and objects
challenges both the NRC's current
processes and its information
techlology/information management
(IT/IM) infrastructures, and the
information technology (hardware,
software, Internet service provider) in
use by the general public. Examples of
potential large documents are:

. The DOE Site Characterization Plan;

. The DOE License Application and
supporting materials;

. The DOE Environmental Impact
Statement;

* Adjudicatory documents (e.g.,
motions, responses, transcripts,
exhibits, and orders).

Any or all of these types of documents
may contain embedded photographs,
charts, tables, and other graphics that
contribute to the understanding of the
narrative.

The NRC also anticipates receiving
files that could be part of complex
document submittals that:

(1) Due to their file size, may preclude
easy transmission, retrieval, and use; or

(2) May require specialized software
and/or hardware for faithful display and
subsequent use; and

(3) May not be suitable for inclusion
in a "generic" file format such as PDF.
The PDF standard, though it is
proprietary to Adobe®, has been
published and is available for use by
software vendors. Users can access the
content of a PDF format file through the
use of the Adobe Reader® viewer
software.

Examples of files that could be part of
complex documents include maps,
databases, simulations, audio files,
video files, and executable programs.

The analysis of the challenges of
handling large documents in the NRC
and public IT environments considered
the following functional areas:
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. Transmit activities entail sending a
submittal from the submitter to the
NRC, either via electronic format
(through transmission or media) or as a
physical object (e.g., video or audio).

^ Capture relates to the receipt of
electronic objects, with notifications
provided according to an approved
service list, preferably through e-mail.
Upon receipt at the NRC, each submittal
is staged for additional processing.

* Index 8-Cross-Reference are two
distinct processes. Each submittal must
be indexed based on prescribed profile
templates. In addition, as part of the
cataloging process, a submittal may be
identified (or cross-referenced) as part of
a package or compound document.

* Store manages the storage location
of a submittal, i.e., 'within a folder or
larger collection for electronic'
submittals, or the physical media
location for submittals provided on
optical storage media (e.g., CD-ROM)
containing text, data, and objects. This
process involves applying security and
audit controls, as well as the
appropriate retention schedule.

' Search & Retrieve operations'
involve querying the bibliographic
header and content, displaying the
pertinent object(s), and, if desired,
printing all or part of the displayed
object(s).

* Create 8 Revise activities facilitate
the creation or revision of new
documents using content that has been
extracted (copied and pasted) from
original submittals.

* Copy&Distributeactivitiesinvolve
maintaining distribution (service) lists
and providing the means to copy or'
download an individual document or a
collection of documents.

These activities may also involve
reproduction when the need arises to
generate a hard copy of a submittal (e.g.,
"8.5'x"11 paper", drawings, etc.).

Finally, there was an assessment of
the existing NRC document and records
management systems environment as
well as requirements for enhancements
to support the large document business
requirements.

Assessment and Alternatives

The NRC assessed a number of
alternatives to the existing technology
infrastructure, current and planned
operating procedures for processing
documents, and regulatory requirements
to determine how the identified
objectives, issues, and technical
requirements can be addressed while
ensuring that-

* Document fidelity and integrity is
preserved (e.g. organization, accuracy,
completeness);

- . Documents are accessible to users
via commonly used computer
configurations;

* The information is available on
reliable and controllable media; and

. Unique submittals with special
software/hardware components can be
handled.

The assessment also considered that
the NRC should provide guidance to
participants in the proceeding well in
advance of when large, complex filings
are reasonably anticipated. The
guidance, as well as the underlying
technology and procedures, would
address matters such as processes, file
sizes, file formats,' document
organization overviews to facilitate
reconstruction of the complete filing,
labeling formats, and alternative transfer
media.

This section presents general concepts
and four alternatives for handling large,
complex electronic submittals in the
HLW repository proceeding.
General Concept

The overall information infrastructure
for receiving and managing HLW-related
documents involves several existing
agency information systems.
Participants in the proceeding will
primarily send submittals to the NRC in
the preferred PDF format via EIE, which
provides a Web-form (an entry form
similar to that of an overnight express
mail carrier shipping form) for the-*
submitter to accurately identify what is
being transmitted. Upon receipt, each
submittal would be entered into the'
Agencywide Document and
Management System (ADAMS). Once
captured within'ADAMS, the submittal
would be available for internal use by
agency staff, and the information would
be made publicly available (as
appropriate) via the EHD. Variations on
this general process and issues
associated with large, complex
documents are described in the
following sections.
Alternative I

Description: Documents, images, and
other submittal components are
submitted through the EIE as a single
file, and the EIE Web-form serves as the
transmittal letter. The NRC captures
large files as single units, without the
need for any manual manipulation, such
as breaking a submission into workable
pieces. Based on the service list, an e-
mail is sent to provide notification of
receipt and a link from the EIE server to
the file for immediate access by parties
and participants to the proceeding. In
addition, the file is made available (as
appropriate) to the EHD. Interested
parties can search on the bibliographic
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header information, the content, or a
combination of the two. Retrieval of a
document is directly to the user's'
desktop.

Positives: This alternative would
satisfy the electronic transmission
requirements of 10 CFR Part 2, Subpart
J. This alternative primarily benefits and
is less restrictive to the submitter. That
is, the submitter dictates the form and
format of the content, and the submittal
comes in as a single optimized PDF
format file.

Negatives: Submittal file size could be
very large (potentially several hundred
MB), particularly if graphics are widely
used. The transmission may be
problematic because of service
interruptions or time-outs attributable to
the very long transfer times required for
large files. File sizes could also make,
this alternative unfeasible for . -
subsequent users of a file, primarily
because of download delays 'and time-
outs. In addition, although any
executables contained in the submittal
could be stored in the EHD, they could
not be indexed for search and retrieval
or accessed online. The executable file
would need to be downloaded and run
locally.

Alternative 2

Description: The only object
transmitted through the EDE is the''
transmittal letter for the large" complex
document, which notifies the NRC of an
impending package submittal. All other
electronic files pertaining to the
submittal are sent on optical storage
media (e.g., CD-ROM), which is
delivered to the NRC via an overnight
express mail carrier. Based on the
service list, the NRC sends an e-mail
containing links from the EIE server to
the transmittal letter for immediate
access by parties and participants to the
proceeding. All text-based components
(e.g., narrative with embedded graphics)
are rendered as optimized PDF format
files. The NRC extracts each file from
the optical storage media (e.g., CD-
ROM) and makes the files available (as
appropriate) to the EHD as either
individual objects or a compound
document, depending on the document
organization. The NRC also links a
bibliographic header to the appropriate
optical storage media (e.g., CD-ROM)
for files or objects that are not
candidates for extraction (because of
some technical constraint): Interested
parties can search the EHD on the
bibliographic header, the content, or a
combination of the two. Retrieval of a
document or specified component(s) is
directly to the user's desktop.
Additionally, the NRC provides copies
(upon request and for a fee) of the
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optical storage media (e.g., CD-ROM)
for public access.

Positives: The NRC provides guidance
to the submitter to facilitate processing
and use within the agency. This
alternative also avoids potential
problems associated with submitting
large files via the ElE.

Negatives: This alternative does not
meet the electronic service requirements
of 10 CFR Part 2, Subpart J. There may
also be a delay in parties and
participants receiving documents. As
compared with Alternative 1, additional
processing will be required to extract,
profile, and store files in a timely
manner. In addition, use of this
alternative could adversely affect
document fidelity and integrity (e.g.
organization, accuracy, or completeness)
which could affect the efficient conduct
of an adjudication, as well as for agency
recordkeeping and eventual turnover to
NARA.

Alternative 3
Description: Documents, images, and

other components (including the
transmittal letter and enhanced Web-
form) are transmitted through the EIE as
multiple segmented files ("chunks") of
a single submittal. All text-based
components (e.g., narrative with
embedded graphics) are rendered as
optimized PDF format files. Based on
the service list, the NRC sends an e-mail
containing links from the EIE server to
the transmittal letter and the various
segmented files for immediate access by
parties and participants to the
proceeding. Upon receipt and
subsequent processing, the NRC makes
the segmented files available (as
appropriate) to the EHD as a "package"
or "compound document." Interested
parties can search on the bibliographic
headers, or content, or a combination of
both. Retrieval of selected components
is direct to the user's computer.

Positives: This alternative satisfies
electronic transmission requirements of
10 CFR Part 2 and allows submission
via the EIE. It also allows the NRC to
provide guidance to have precisely
defined segments and bibliographic
header information associated with each
segment. The segmentation facilitates
later use and access.

Negatives: This alternative requires
the EIE to facilitate the transfer,
segregate component content from
bibliographic header information and
the transmittal letter, and make that
information available to the EHD. A
possible fatal flaw is that some file types
may not be able to be segmented into
manageable sizes (e.g., graphic-oriented
materials showing subsurface geology in
color or computer modeling information

and/or software), and some materials
may not be accessible via the EHD.

Alternative 4

Description: All text-based
components (e.g. narrative with
embedded graphics) are rendered as
optimized PDF files and transmitted in
manageable segments. All non-text
components that are not suitable for an
optimized PDF file are submitted on
optical storage media (e.g., CD-ROM).
When necessary, due to the nature of
the submittal, a submittal letter
identifies all electronic files that
comprise the submission, clearly
indicating which components are
submitted via EIE, and which are
submitted on optical storage media (e.g.,
CD-ROM). The submittal letter,
enhanced Web-forms, and all segmented
text files are sent through the EIE. The
optical storage media (e.g., CD-ROM)
containing the complete submission
(i.e., text-based segments submitted via
EIE and any files submitted only on
optical storage media) are delivered to
the NRC and other parties via an
overnight mail carrier or other overnight
delivery service. The NRC links a
bibliographic header to the optical
storage media (e.g., CD-ROM)
component of the submission.

Based on the service list, the NRC
sends an e-mail containing links from
the EIE server to the transmittal letter
and the various components submitted
through the EIE for immediate access by
parties and participants to the
proceeding. The NRC indexes the text-
based components sent via EIE and
makes them available to the EHD as a
"package" or "compound document."
Additionally, the NRC provides copies
(upon request and for a fee) of the
optical storage media (e.g., CD-ROM)
for the public. Interested parties can
search on the bibliographic header
information, content, or a combination
of both. Retrieval of text-based
components is directly to the user's
computer, and non-text components are
retrievable from the optical storage
media (e.g., CD-ROM).

Positives: This alternative combines
the best features and advantages of
Alternatives 2 and 3, including text-
based component submission through
the EIE and non-text component
submissions via optical storage media
(e.g., CD-ROM). This alternative
provides several means to optimize a
submission and allows the NRC to
process the submission appropriately;
provide access to end-users (i.e.,
adjudicatory proceeding participants
and the general public); and prepare for
the eventual transfer to NARA.
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Negatives: Processing will need to be
closely coordinated to maintain the
integrity of the various submittal
components (segmented files stored in
ADAMS with the bibliographic header
records that point to optical storage
media, such as a CD-ROM).

Documentary material submitted on
optical storage media and sent by
overnight mail (or other expedited
delivery services) would not meet the
electronic transmission requirements of
10 CFR Part 2, Subpart J. There may be
a delay in parties and participants
receiving document components
contained only on the optical storage
media (e.g., CD-ROM).

Planned Actions
Alternative 4 is the recommended

approach for the NRC to meet the
identified objectives. The NRC believes
that this alternative provides the best
means for transferring the wide variety
of file types and sizes received from
parties and participants in the
proceeding, as well as the most practical
means for delivering electronic
information to parties and participants
in the HLW repository adjudicatory
proceeding, the presiding officer, and
the Office of the Secretary (SECY),
under the requirements of 10 CFR Part
2, Subpart J.

Toward that end, the agency will take
the following steps:

. Develop guidance for use in
generating HLW proceeding
submissions that specifies the size, file
characteristics, and method (either EIE
or optical storage media) for different
submittal types (i.e. simple, large, or
complex). This guidance will also
provide direction concerning the
information the agency requires to
ensure proper identification of each
segment.

. Implement enhancements to the
agency's existing IT/IM systems (such as
an improved ElE capability) in
anticipation of storage, search, and
retrieval needs, as they pertain to
Alternative 4.

. Implement enhancements to the
agency's current document processing
work flows in anticipation of the
receipt, indexing, and distribution of
information, as they pertain to
Alternative 4.

* Develop a rule change to implement
the recommended alternative. The final
rule reflects this approach.

Regulatory Flexibility Certification
As required by the Regulatory

Flexibility Act (5 U.S.C. 605(b)), the
Commission has evaluated the impact of
the final rule on small entities. The NRC
has established standards for
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determining who qualifies as small
entities (10 CFR 2.810). The
Commission certifies that this final rule,'
if adopted, would not have a significant
economic effect on a substantial number
of small entities. The amendments
would modify the NRC's rules of
practice and procedure in regard to the
HLW repository licensing proceeding.:
Parties to the HLW repository licensing
proceeding will be required to submit
their filings during the proceeding
according to the standards in the
proposed rule. Some of the participants
affected by the final rule, for example,
DOE, NRC, the State of Nevada, would
not fall within the definition of "small
entity" under the NRC's size standards.
Other parties and potential parties may
qualify as "small entities" under these
size standards. However, the required
standards will overall make it easier for
those parties who are small entities to
participate in the HLW repository
licensing proceeding.

Backfit Analysis
The NRC has determined that a

backfit analysis is not required for this
final rule because these amendments
would not include any provisions that
require backfits as defined in 10 CFR
Chapter 1.

List of Subjects in 10 CFR Part 2
Administrative practice and

procedure, Antitrust, Byproduct
material, Classified information,
Environmental protection, Nuclear
materials, Nuclear power plants and
reactors, Penalties, Sex discrimination,
Source material, Special nuclear
material, Waste treatment and disposal.
* For the reasons set out in the preamble
and under the authority of the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954, as amended; the
Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as
amended; and 5 U.S.C. 552 and 553; the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission is*
adopting the following amendments to
10 CFR Part 2.

PART 2-RULES OF PRACTICE FOR
DOMESTIC LICENSING PROCEEDINGS
AND ISSUANCE OF ORDERS.

* 1. The authority citation for Part 2
continues to read as follows: -

Authority: Secs.161, 181, 68 Stat. 948, 953,
as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201, 2231); sec. 191,
as amended, Pub. L. 87-615, 76 Stat. 409 (42
U.S.C. 2241); sec. 201, 88 Stat. 1242, as
amended (42 U.S.C. 5841); 5 U.S.C. 552; sec.
1704, 112 Stat. 2750 (44 U.S.C. 3504 note).

Section 2.101 also issued under secs. 53,
62,63, 81,103,104,105,68 Stat. 930, 932,
933, 935, 936, 937, 938, as amended (42
U.S.C 2073. 2092, 2093, 2111, 2133, 2134,
2135); sec. 114(0, Pub; L. 97-425, 96 Stat.
2213, as amended (42 U.S.C. 10143(0)); sec.

102, Pub. L. 91-190, 83 Stat. 853,'as amended
(42 U.S.C. 4332); sec. 301, 88 Stat. 1248 (42, .
U.S.C. 5871). Sections 2:102, 2.103, 2.104''.I!
2.105, 2.321 also issued under secs. 102, 104,
105, 163, 183i. 189, 68 Stat. 936, 937, 938,
954, 955, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2132, 2133,
2134, 2135, 2233, 2239). Section 2.105 also
issued under Pub. L. 97-415, 96 Stat. 2073
(42 U.S.C. 2239). Sections 2.200-2.206 also
issued under secs. 161 b, L, o, 182, 186, 234,
68 Stat. 948-951, 955, 83 Stat. 444, as
amended (42 U.S.C. 2201 (b), (i), (o), 2236,
2282); sec. 206, 88 Stat 1246 (42 U.S.C. 5846).
Section 2.205(j) also issued under Pub. L.
101-410. 104 Stat. 90, as amended by section
3100(s), Pub. L. 104-134,110 Stat. 1321-373
(28 U.S.C. 2461 note). Subpart C also issued
under sec. 189, 68 Stat. 955 (42 U.S.C. 2239).
Sections 2.600-2.606 also issued under sec.
102, Pub. L. 91-190, 83 Stat. 853, as amended
(42 U.S.C. 4332). Section 2.700a also issued
under 5 U.S.C. 554. Sections 2.343, 2.346,
2.754, 2.712 also issued under 5 U.S.C. 557.
Section 2.764 also issued under secs. 135,
141, Pub. L. 97-425, 96 Stat. 2232, 2241 (42
U.S.C. 10155, 10161). Section 2.790 also
issued under sec. 103, 68 Stat. 936, as
amended (42 U.S.C. 2133) and 5 U.S.C. 552.
Sections 2.800 and 2.808 also issued under
5 U.S.C. 553. Section 2.809 also issued under
5 U.S.C. 553, and sec. 29, Pub. L. 85-256, 71
Stat. 579, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2039).
Subpart K also issued under sec. 189, 68 Stat.
955 (42 U.S.C. 2239); sec. 134, Pub. L. 97-
425, 96 Stat. 2230 (42 U.S.C. 10154). Subpart
L also issued under sec. 189, 68 Stat. 955 (42
U.S.C. 2239). Subpart M also issued under
sec. 184 (42 U.S.C 2234) and sec. 189, 68:..
Stat. 955 (42 U.S.C. 2239). Subpart N also
issued under sec. 189, 68 Stat. 955 (42 U.S.C.
2239). Appendix A also issued under sec. 6,
Pub. L. 91-550, 84 Stat. 1473 (42 U.S.C.
2135).

* 2. In § 2.1001, definitions of "Complex
document," "Large document," and-
"Simple document" are added in
alphabetical order to read as follows:

§ 2.1001 Definitions.
* * *. ., * *

"Complex document" means a
document that consists (entirely or in
part) of electronic files having
substantial portions that are neither
textual nor image in nature, and graphic
or other Binary Large Objects that
exceed 50 megabytes and cannot
logically be divided. For example,
specialized submissions may include
runtime executable software, viewer or
printer executables, dynamic link
library (.dll) files, large data sets
associated with an executable, and
actual software code for analytical
programs that a party may intend to
introduce into the proceeding.
* * * ;* *

"Large document" means a document
that consists of electronic files that are
larger than 50 megabytes.
* * * * *

"Simple document" means a
document that consists of electronic
files that are 50 megabytes or less.
* * * * * .

* 3. In § 2.1003, the introductory text of
paragraph (a) and paragraph (a)(1) are
revised, and paragraph (e) is added, to
read as follows:

§2.1003 Availability of material.
(a) Subject to the exclusions in

§ 2.1005 and paragraphs (b), (c), and (e)
of this section, DOE shall make
available, no later than six months in
advance of submitting its license
application for a geologic repository, the
NRC shall make available no later than
thirty days after the DOE certification of
compliance under § 2.1009(b), and each
other potential party, interested
governmental participant or party shall
make available no later than ninety days
after the DOE certification of
compliance under § 2.1009(b)-

(1) An electronic file including
bibliographic header for all '
documentary material (including
circulated drafts but excluding
preliminary drafts) generated by, or at
the direction of, or acquired by, a
potential party, interested governmental
participant or party; provided, however,
that an electronic file need not be:
provided for acquired documentary
material that has already been made
available by the potential party,
interested governmental participant or
party that originally created the
documentary material. Concurrent with
the production of the electronic files
will be an authentication statement for
posting on the LSN Web site that
indicates where an authenticated image
copy of the documents can be obtained.
* * * *, * .

(e) Each potential party, interested
governmental participant or party shall
continue to supplement its documentary
material made available to other
participants via the LSN with any
additional material created after the
time of its initial certification in
accordance with paragraph (a)(1)
through (a)(4) of this section until the
discovery period in the proceeding has
concluded.
* 4. In § 2.1005, paragraph (i) is added to
read as follows:

§2.1005 Exclusions.
* * * * *

(i) Correspondence between a
potential party, interested governmental
participant, or party and the Congress'of
the United States.
* 5. In § 2.1012, paragraph (a) is revised
to read as follows:
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§2.1012 Compliance.
(a) If the Department of Energy fails to

make its initial certification at least six
months prior to tendering the
application, upon receipt of the
tendered application, notwithstanding
the provisions of § 2.101(f)(3), the
Director of the NRC's Office of Nuclear
Material Safety and Safeguards will not
docket the application until at least six
months have elapsed from the time of
the certification. The Director may
determine that the tendered application
is not acceptable for docketing under
this subpart if the application is not
accompanied by an updated
certification pursuant to § 2.1009(b), or
if the Secretary of the Commission
determines that the application is not
submitted on optical storage media in a
format consistent with NRC regulations
and guidance, or for non-compliance
with any other requirements identified
in this subpart.
* * * * *

* 6. In § 2.1013, paragraphs (a)(2) and
(c)(1) are revised to read as follows:

§2.1013 Use of the electronic docket
during the proceeding.

(a) * * *
(2) The Secretary of the Commission

will establish an electronic docket to
contain the official record materials of
the high-level radioactive waste
repository licensing proceeding in
searchable full text, or, for material that
is not suitable for entry in searchable
full text, by header and image, as
appropriate.
* * * * *

(c)(1) All filings in the adjudicatory
proceeding on the application for a
high-level radioactive waste geologic
repository under part 60 or 63 of this
chapter shall be transmitted by the
submitter to the Presiding Officer,
parties, and Secretary of the
Commission, according to the following
requirements-

(i) "Simple documents" must be
transmitted electronically via EIE;

(ii) "Large documents" must be
transmitted electronically in multiple
transmissions of 50 megabytes or less
each via EIE;

(iii) "Complex documents":
(A) Those portions that can be

electronically submitted through the
EIE, in 50 MB or less segments, must be
transmitted electronically, along with a
transmittal letter; and

(B) Those portions that are not
capable of being transmitted
electronically must be submitted on
optical storage media which must also
include those portions of the document
that had been or will be transmitted
electronically.

(iv) Electronic submissions must have
the following resolution-

(A) Electronic submissions of files
created after January 1, 2004 must have
300 dots per inch (dpi) as the minimum
resolution for bi-tonal, color, and
grayscale, except in limited
circumstances where submitters may
need to use an image scanned before
January 1, 2004, in a document created
after January 1, 2004, or the scanning
process for a large, one-page image may
not successfully complete at the 300 dpi
standard resolution.

(B) Electronic submissions of files
created before January 1, 2004, or
electronic submissions created after
January 1, 2004, which cannot meet the
300 dpi standard for color and
grayscale, must meet the standard for
documents placed on LSN participant
Web sites in § 2.1011(b)(2)(iv) of this
subpart, which is 150 dpi for color and
grayscale documents and 300 dpi for bi-
tonal documents.

(v) Electronic submissions must be
generated in the appropriate PDF output
format by using:

(A) PDF-Formatted Text and
Graphics for textual documents
converted from native applications;

(B) PDF-Searchable Image (Exact) for
textual documents converted from
scanned documents; and

(C) PDF-Image Only for graphic-,
image-, and forms-oriented documents.
In addition, Tagged Image File Format
(TIFF) images and the results of
spreadsheet applications must to be
converted to PDF, except in those rare
instances where PDF conversion is not
practicable.

(vi) Electronic submissions must not
rely on hyperlinks to other documents
or Web sites for completeness or access
except for hyperlinks that link to
material within the same PDF file. If the
submittal contains hyperlinks to other
documents or Web sites, then it must
include a disclaimer to the effect that
the hyperlinks may be inoperable or are
not essential to the use of the filing.
Information contained in hyperlinks to
a Web site on the Internet or to another
PDF file, that is necessary for the
completeness of a filing, must be
submitted in its entirety in the filing or
as an attachment to the filing.

(vii) All electronic submissions must
be free of author-imposed security
restrictions.
* * * * *

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this 4th day
of June, 2004.
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For the Nuclcar Regulatory Commission.
Annette Vietti-Cook,
Secretary of the Commission.
IFR Doc. 04-13113 Filed 6-10-04; 8:45 aml
BILUNG COOE 7590-01-P

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Federal Aviation Administration

14 CFR Part 25
[Docket No. NM280; Special Conditions No.
25-264-SCJ

Special Conditions: Raytheon Aircraft
MU-300 Airplanes; High Intensity
Radiated Fields (HIRF)

AGENCY: Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), DOT.
ACTION: Final special conditions; request
for comments.

SUMMARY: These special conditions are
issued for Raytheon Aircraft Company
Model MU-300 airplanes modified by
Elliott Aviation Technical Products
Development, Inc. These airplanes will
have novel and unusual design features
when compared to the state of
technology envisioned in the
airworthiness standards for transport
category airplanes. The modification
incorporates the installation of a
Honeywell AZ-252 Advanced Air Data
Computer and optional BA-250 and
AM-250 Altimeters. The applicable
airworthiness regulations do not contain
adequate or appropriate safety standards
for the protection of these systems from
the effects of high-intensity-radiated
fields (HIRF). These special conditions
contain the additional safety standards
that the Administrator considers
necessary to establish a level of safety
equivalent to that established by the
existing airworthiness standards.
DATES: The effective date of these
special conditions is June 3, 2004.
Comments must be received on or
before July 14, 2004.
ADDRESSES: Comments on these special
conditions may be mailed in duplicate
to: Federal Aviation Administration,
Transport Airplane Directorate, Attn:
Rules Docket (ANM-113), Docket No.
NM280, 1601 Lind Avenue SW.,
Renton, Washington, 98055-4056; or
delivered in duplicate to the Transport
Airplane Directorate at the above
address. Comments must be marked:
Docket No. NM280. Comments may be
inspected in the Rules Docket
weekdays, except Federal holidays,
between 7:30 a.m. and 4 p.m.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Greg
Dunn, FAA, Airplane and Flight Crew
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PREFACE

Disclaimer:
Information contained herein is for informational and educational purposes solely and is not an
endorsement of any product contained in these materials. Any copyrighted materials, referred to herein,
are subject to the protections of copyright law.
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1.0 Introduction

The NRC has prepared this "Desk Reference Guide for PDF Document Generation"
to help its customers and other Federal agencies generate PDF (Portable File
Format) files that comply with NRC's "Guidance for Submission of Electronic Docket
Materials under 10 CFR Part 2, Subpart J" (http://www.nrc.qov/readinq-
rm/ehd/mlO41560341.pdf) and the specifications in Sections 2.1, 2.5, 2.6, and 2.9 of
NRC's "Appendix A: Guidance for Electronic Submissions to the Commission"
(http://www.nrc.cov/site-help/eie/quid-elec-submission.pdf). This guide gives the
required custom settings for generating PDF files from commonly used applications
such as MS-Word and MS-Excel, and Corel WordPerfect and Presentation. It does
not address special applications to include scanning software and graphics
enhancement software such as Adobe Photoshop and Corel Draw. It does not
address hardware configurations for scanning text or graphic images to generate a
PDF file. This document was created and tested using Adobe Acrobat 6.0 and 7.0
Professional, Microsoft Office Suite XP and 2003, and Corel WordPerfect
Office 2002. Please contact the manufacturers for instructions on software or
hardware that is not mentioned in this desk reference guide.

2.0 Support and Contact Information

* Feedback

We want to hear from you. If you do not find the information you need in
this guide or wish to send comments, find broken link(s) on our Web site,
or have problems finding information on our Web site, please contact the
NRC Web Team by completing the form at
http://www.nrc.pov/site-help/feedback.html.

* HLW (High-Level Waste) Technical support

NRC will continue to assist HLW submitters with any technical questions
or concerns during the pre-licensing, pre-hearing, and hearing phases. If
you have technical problems in complying with "Guidance for Submission
of Electronic Docket Materials under 10 CFR Part 2, Subpart J", contact
the help desk. The support hours are as follows:

Pre-licensing phase: 8:30 A.M. -4:15 P.M. eastern time, Monday-
Friday (except holidays). Contact the PDR (Public Document Room) at
1-800-397-4209.

Pre-hearing phase: 24 hours, Monday - Friday (except holidays).
Contact information will be provided.

Hearing phase: 24 hours, Sunday - Saturday (except holidays). Contact
information will be provided.

-4-
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a Non-HLW Technical support

If you have technical problems in complying with the "E-Rule' guidance,
such as converting documents to PDF files, setting software
configurations, fixing problems with deficient submittals,-or any questions'
regarding materials discussed in this guide please contact the PDR at.
1-800-397-4209 or at htto://www.nrc.aov/readina-rm/contact-odr.html,
Monday - Friday, 8:30 A.M. - 4:15 P.M. eastern time (except holidays).:

3.0 System Requirements and Recommendations f

II3.1 Adobe Acrobat 5.0 requirements Af-: t .

Windows
* Intel{ Pe'ntium® processor
* Microsoft® Windows 95 OS R 2.0, Window's 98 SE,- Windows Millennium Edition,

Windows NT® 4.0 with Service 'Pack 5, Windows 2000, or Windows XP'
* 64MB of RAM '
* 24MB of available hard disk space
* 1,024x768 screen resolution -*
* CD-ROM drive A -I
* scanner (optional) A

Macintosh .

PowerPC® processor 2 )'
* Mac OS 8.6, 9.0.4, 9. 1, or.Mac OS X
* 64MB of RAM / "
* 24MB of available hard disk space A-.r
* '1,024x768 scre e'risolution '
:,/CD-ROM drive

scanner (optional)

3.2 Adobe Acrobat'6.0 Professional requirements

Windows>,
,* -Intel® Pentium® processor

t' * Microsoft® Windows 98 Second Edition, Windows Millennium Edition,
tf Windows NT®g) 4.0 with Service Pack 6, Windows 2000 with Service Pack 2, on

Windows XPO Professional or Home Edition
* 32MB of RAM (64MB recommended)

6* 0MB of available hard disk space
* Microsoft Intemet Explorer 5.01, 5.5, 6.0, or 6.1
* 1,024x768 screen resolution
* '-CD-ROM drive
* scanner (optional)

-5-
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Macintosh
* PowerPC® G3 processor
* Mac OS X v.10.2.2-10.3
* 32MB of RAM (64MB recommended)
* 30MB of available hard disk space (130MB recommended)
* HFS formatted hard drive
* 1,024x768 screen resolution
* CD-ROM drive
* scanner (optional)
* 100MB of available hard drive space

3.3 Adobe Acrobat 7.0 Professional requirements

Windows
* Intel(D Pentium® processor
* Microsoft® Windows 2000 SP2, Windows XP Professional, or Windows XP

Home Edition
* Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.5, 6.0, or 6.1
* 128MB of RAM (256MB recommended)
* 460MB of available hard disk space and cache for optional installation files

(recommended), requires an additional 300MB of available hard disk space
* 1,024x768 screen resolution
* CD-ROM drive
* scanner (optional)
* Internet or phone connection required for product activation

Macintosh
* PowerPC® G3,G4, or G5 processor
* Mac OS X v.10.2.8, or 10.3
* 128MB of RAM (256MB recommended)
* 495MB of available hard disk space
* 1,024x768 screen resolution
* CD-ROM drive
* scanner (optional)
* Intemet or phone connection required for product activation

-6-
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4.0 Software Setup and Configuration . . I .
4.1 Setting up and configuring Adobe Acrobat Distiller/PDFMaker and setting

preferences

* Adobe Acrobat 5.0

Launch Adobe Acrobat Distiller by clicking on Tools from the main menu and select
Distiller (Tools o Distiller).

K-I P .WTV .N.. n

'ij ____

The Acirobat Distiller window pops pwith eBook as the default for Job Options.

I ,__ll

-7-
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Change the settings and create a new profile by going to the pulldown menu and
selecting Settings * Job Options.

I - - _ _ _ _ - -

I* E F0TX I~

:Ele ~t~sje,

___________ O f 4-S...

Lv
Ready1

~ ___

t .1 Jer 5;0
Started: Tuesday. J" 28.205 a 3:53 PM

PotAcrdibe P t sdh1 version: 3011104

The default eBook - Job Options window pops up. Under the General tab, change
the following settings.

* From the dropdown menu, set Compatibility to Acrobat 5.0 (PDF 1.4).
* Verify that Optimize for Fast Web View is checked.
* Uncheck Auto-Rotate Pages.
* Verify that All is selected for Page Range.
* Keep Left as the Binding default.
* Set Resolution to 300 dpi (dots per inch).

I d0 r___ Irs .- I
tI - f * 5 0 'POF 1.4 .) .c -

I 7 P9riftfarFastWebRew _7____

-. ruot 'C yt;.-..tgikit.'i-,'1t,.

.~~~j~ _ ' I' A- 't' t~avb, ,_ = ,__,_ .,','i- --

'-4

$~~ ~ _r -s4 - v .*

; I!l }.- - *; ,|t. I R!' ,-

IL

I - _________________-:_r-____________r,_,_*,_._.

; If- ; *' - ....... - .*t5 ;,s, ; ~.--,t t

. , *, . r - .~ 1 ..... '- ;-.{

:;-8-
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Select the Compression tab and change the fields for all sections as follows:

* Color Images
Uncheck Bicubic Downsampling to
for images above: 300
Compression: ZIP
Quality: 8-bit

* Grayscale Images
Uncheck Bicubic Downsampling to -
for images above: 300 .

Compression: ZIP - * -
Quality: 8-bit . - .

* Monochrome Images -
Uncheck Bicubic Downsampling to
for images above: 450 dpi
Compression: CCITT GrouD 4 / - i:
Uncheck Compress Text and Line Art -

: .:

. 4

A._

. '

-9-.
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Click on the Fonts tab and-

* Verify that the Embed All Fonts box is checked.

* Verify that Subset embedded fonts when percent of characters used is less
than is checked and set at 100%.

* Keep Warn and Continue as the default for When Embedding Fails.

* In the Embedding section, select C:\WINDOWS\Fonts\ from the dropdown menu
and remove everything in Never Embed (if there is anything) by selecting
everything in the Never Embed field and clicking on the Remove button.

-"-'V -. ;.. :., .- .,-

r __

_ W TF -. OK

Men Fals. aa an Cortinue .ie,

4 011 res-, . 7 . .- '.-,a,
IC:\WINDOWS\Fonts\ RwaysL id ' ..

A encyFB-Reg !
Nertus-EodrBold

Albertus-Medium

AbedusMT-f;.
AbertueEsMTet

Aidine401BT-BoIdA I<I ,:
,Aldine4O1BT-Bo1dkalcA . :-.

Ndne,4O1 BT-RomanA
Aidine721 BT-Bold

idine72lBT-1afic -,

I - *---" "'---1 '- -- '--'-*- -- ' ---- '-LiLta' - 5 -
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Click on the Color tab. ;.
In the Adobe Color Settings section-

* Make sure the Setting File is set to None.

* Change Color Management Policies to Tag Everything for Color Management.

* Keep Intent set to Default.

For the Working Space subsection-

Set Gray to None. -

Keep RGBsettosRGB IEC61966-2.1. -

* Keep CMYK set to U.S. Web Coated (SWOP) v2 .' .

In the Device-Dependent Data section-
* Click on Preserve Under Color Removaltand Black Generation Settings and

make sure it is checked.

* Set Transfer Functions to Preserve. ..

SWted (SWOP) v2

IPwea

da .J~
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Click on the Advanced tab and make sure the following items in the Options section
are checked:

* Allow PostScript file to Override Job Options.
* Preserve Level 2 copypage Semantics.
* Save Portable Job Ticket inside PDF file.
* Convert gradients to smooth shades.

The following items should be checked and enabled in the Document Structuring
Conventions (DSC) section:

* Process DSC comments.
* Resize Page and Center Artwork for EPS Files.
* Preserve EPS Information from DSC.
* Preserve OPI Comments.
* Preserve Document Information from DSC.

Rat SUdIrki Cnv.~as'(DSC
WI 'SC D

[jo~C~a~, -G .I

,- r-, e ; .,.. ...- .-. . _ S iew -a-~' 5" 1 -

I' 11 Wkiana~nfomS
:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ rt'" *

11 ,i#'lee

t *r; 'y; S 22C '44C 2
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Click on S*- in the upper right corner of the window to save the changes.

In the File Name field, enter NRC-10CFR1.ioboptions as a new profile name (or
whatever name you want to call it). Click on Then

. lu
_- - ~

. R
eokoptions!

,Press.joboptons.
33Printjobopbons
Mscreenjobopuons I

LRC-10 ~CFMl jobopbons | |

as peoJob Options FRes Cjoboptions)
*~ ~~~1 Rol~' 'I- . ,R t ' ,

The Acrobat Distiller window now.pops up.JVerify that iob Options is set to your
newly created profile (for example, "NRC-1 OCFR "),asin' the screen below.

,.f1Rn MTN/' ;aD/

Start: T a.u e 301.1 . _-AC ' . _9S,'''

9t'L,,..'',|

/ _ _ R _

- w - r - Acrob2RDi5ster5.0
- .l~Stated: Tuesoy. Jne 28-20Q5 at 353PM S

> . 1- |Adobce PastSaint sdtware vesfion: 3011.104 ;~-
-1

- ---- , , I-, -1. � -'-g ~- - IF If-:,-. 1, , . 0 ,4-
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Select File *> Exit or click on 2J to close Acrobat Distiller.

Ir
~. m. r MI il

jt i-rer~ena.._VC8rI44C I(D;,1:4 --

ml- L.i ,i ", I ,I ' ' ' ;'; ,...''' _,_, ' - .... "

tr .,S - ; - .j

i t5F~'^,,}Ready>14t

He::--r

I

i
5�-

P I' ;�!
.1"i

.'I1Acrobat Dlstier 5.0
. Started: Tuesday. June 28. 2005 at 3:53 PM ' I',

Adobe PotScuipt software version: 3011.104 H K
10-, ,'. 7,_
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* Adobe Acrobat 6.0 Professional - I - ,

Launch Adobe Acrobat Distiller by clicking on Windows Start * Programs c>

Adobe Acrobat Distiller 6.0 or while in Adobe Acrobat Professional application,
select Advanced * Acrobat Distiller.

Fm Mil E2
Efe rSt~e Ai Qoaz-n Io065F-h - End- - IjeO, .,. -,-.. -'I -. - - : - '

I 6' 4b el~1_- Aa
.8 AV ' It -. r - -I-'S :fl-ark

. -� -e-FrN ..W"liV'L-j -
l..'4 U'-%E-

&a-sebty u

Calalog...

Dooaxent Ljetaciat&... -

g8ook Web Sffves

ENort AJ IMages...

Manage D4tai Ps

ED Opbidie...
Web Capre

i-, -

m -

.I I ' .

f,

The Acrobat Distiller win(

7.-C

/? I) . / '. gt

// ,

(4 c.. /

Ibe Pull 3-mxs-N ----- 777
Ddu*cf :- .- ~ i

Lb #rie 66~xtoaeePDF doasaw~a.Ref.*

PD~omnar cn e oend wh u"aob md Reaedy'J
5 0 and laterI

iart Ff. kfcng

F.Gtnen.

Me= 

-

-

-

-

--

i 

;- 

-. 

.- 

--- 

L 

-

-

,

O'n. 

, 

jjo� 

' 

I 

-i� 

I 

-, 

.

-,.I 

".; 

.

L 

:I,- 

, 

, 

-

II '

1rA
)a

.)a
Urier I Fe
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Change the settings by selecting Settings > Edit Adobe PDF Settings.

File l n o

.- Pl non s... Cbel + L
:'.Watched Folders .. . ........ Cbrl+F -El-,

:'f;Add Adobe PDF Settings.. 'tr1+Shift+E er4-
Remove Adobe PDF Settings... Cetl J b.

Security... Cb:l+S -A

r Ctjrrent File Informatibon', - -=,,

-'-, : ; Rle none-

F4. Sizet, - el,,. Jo,-, .,b,

',status.;'' -Rea~dily,-'"',.,' :; il!! :

/Courier-BoldOblique
/Courier-Bold
JCourier
/Courier-Obrique
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Now the Standard - Adobe PDF Settings window pops up. Under the default
General tab, make the following settings as shown below.

* In the Description section, enter: Use these settings to create Adobe PDF
documents suitable for compliance with 1 OCFR1, Apnendix A. Created PDF
documents can be opened with Acrobat and Adobe Reader 5.0 and later.

* From the dropdown menu, set Compatibility to Acrobat 5.0 (POF 1.4).:

* Keep Tags only as the Object Level Compression default.

* Set Auto-Rotate Pages to Off. H

Keep Left as the Binding default.

* Set Resolution to 300 dpi (dots per inch).X --

* Verify that All Pages is selected.

* Verify that Optimize for fast web view is checked*\ '

-A -.A\ -W .......................

"I eL .1

i.
o

I

N _

:1

[Use these settkigs to crate Adobe Ddoaxnerts siabl forcompIance i~th
I OFR1. AP~,erxfcK A. C&eated PDF doarzeft can be opened wihAroa n
Reade 50Oand aterj

Ficrt~ Aobat 5.0(P 1.4)

.O t ,edg xsso:ags od

&j-ARo4:ate Paesoff

finft: ef

OMiPages

21efc efrfa tw b iew'

Deful PgiSiz. ...

JE~OK
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Click on the Images tab and change the fields as follows:

* Color Images
Downsample: Off
Compression: ZIP
300 ppi

* Grayscale Images
Downsample: Off
Compression: ZIP
300 ppi

* Monochrome Images
Downsample: Off
Compression: CCITT Group 4
Anti-alias to gray: Off
450 ppi

R .M6 'g~mI I I

IGeneral knges Rfots Color Ad FPe PD F/X

Donm~:Off L4] F300nd

~15

Dona l:off F4Ii cs~r

Comnpessaon ZIP k a -

Dowasaife Off 40 pseud

Comp~ss~on * .

.,
...... ............... .
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Click on the Fonts tab and-

* Verify that the Embed all fonts box is checked.

* Verify that Subset embedded fonts when percent of characters used is less
than is checked and set at 100%.

* Keep Warn and continue as the default for When embedding fails. A

* In the Embedding section, verify that Font Source is set to C:AWINDOWS\Fonts\
and remove everything in Never Embed (if there is anything) by selecting
everything in the Never Embed field and clicking on the Remove-button.

2 / V, r
AL:*

ILIFr 4 ' a41 i 1 ,

I .

a1T~d~l forts

mbeddrEmbed:

C:\WINDOWS\Fort\

Aidine4O1BT-WodA Ad

AldineO1BT-MdkaficA _ _ _ L
PAdine4O1BT-kahr-A

P-die41BT-RomanA
PJ&ine721 BT-Bold ________

PJdine721 BT-ItdabcPAkkn721 BT-LaglcAldirm721 BT-RoakAd _Kt Ndre721BT4Jj~tka~c:
N>betbNormal ,¶A PexCopperplatelTC-N
AlgedanBasD
PJgesianD - ~
AI~egroBT-Regtiar[ I__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Add Naime.:. Re'e

/
/'.

N .

/

.|Sa vre s.- -- [ OK - - --Z - X ; -rIel~] - E'- --~ D
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Click on the Color tab.
In the Adobe Color Settings section-

* Make sure Settings File is set to None.

* Change Color Management Policies to Tag Everything for Color Management.

* Keep Intent set to Default.

* For the Working Spaces subsection-

• Set Gray to None.
* Keep RGB set to sRGB IEC61966-2.1.
* Keep CMYK set to U.S Web Coated (SWOP) v2.

In the Device-Dependent Data section-

* Click on Preserve under color removal and black generation option and
make sure it is checked.

* Set When transfer functions are found to Preserve.

i

Gnral1- . -.t; - ..ace PD/l,-,--.: --',.~~,-..fElL

. obe Color S gs -, . . , , , ,

.efs -; e. r None i

.-Cola MagemertPoldes.

i : ,- ,Tag Eva.e~ f. C.orM .... genentl

K,, Fteridaul Li~P

:Woddg Spaces , .. >.-.... +_;.

.Nne

; EGlsRGB1EC61966-Z1

CMXI| U.S. Web Coated (SWOP) v2

. .: :.- . , s- .------' _.:.

Dependert Data
. ; - 3: - -. . : . . ->{ e g

Plreserve trdercolorrm="ai black genraetkin

E]reservefhalftoneikiormaiabn

i

-|Savek A..f OK I [- ( I |p
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Click on the Advanced tab and make sure the following items in the Options section
are checked:

* Allow PostScript file to override Adobe PDF settings.
* Convert gradients to smooth shades.
* Preserve Level 2 copypage semantics.
* Preserve overprint settings.
* Overprinting default is nonzero overprinting.
* Save Adobe PDF settings inside PDF file. A-

* Save original JPEG images in PDF if possible. 7- ,
* Save Portable Job Ticket inside PDF file.

The following items should be checked and enabled in the Document Structuring /
Conventions section: ' K ,t ,:

* Process DSC comments.
* Preserve EPS information from DSC.
* Preserve OPI comments. .-

* Preserve document information from DSCt -
* Resize page and center artwork for EPS files. \

* .4 - ,-: . * ,

7
K,

"4-

rieml nae =Fons Coor' Adyanced IPDF/Xj

AgaI~w Ptcflfieto Av~de obeiPDFsettrgs,,,
'EAoPost~acr ptN1beds

lJPresre ee comp~age, semtantics

(veipiting defatA is nonzero ovrnti
j~5Adeob PDFsettkagFkiedePD:fd

- Sayeodg JP~knagesln DFtpIFbl

I~ISav PtabeJob Tdck t'isde PDFfie

El Log PM Werkv

Pres~~nP, jfatn fMml DSC

Reseme & seft iOanation ftomD5c
5 Ifes page and certer atwork forEPSfie.

- - --------- -
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Leave everything as is under the PDF/X tab.

UPIZTTRR����

PDF/X Reportig and Cornpance

FedtherTrfrneoxnor~Axt,~lae'ecIl
®. Report asen~~t ¾

0 Seilt rBaxto, Med'iaxi~iith offses(ne)

FBeed~caxisNotspcfrd-'j1
#0*Set'B~eed13oxto MediaBax-

0 Se Bled kto Tnrh~cxwth offsets (1ndhes):-

Le~ F557 0.~0- E~- 0 i

-- -

Click on I *6L7- in the bottom left corner of the window to save the changes.

In the File Name field, enter NRC-10CFR1.ioboptions as a new profile name (or
whatever name you want to call it). Click on A. Then AI

' fu I 2jr10R1 M&

-, A--Dst- Fsp.b
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The Acrobat Distiller window now pops up. Verify that the Default Settings is set
to your newly created profile (for this example, uNRC-10CFR1"), as in the screen
below.

A Pdobe PDFSetfinjs .'- 7`7
DefaultSetkings:-

Con aufiW.:iy:Arobat5.0(PDF1.4)
,-NjUse" thseettkigs to caeate Adobe PDF doc'uxenets suiable

for cottvanicewth I OCFR1.J'Appenck A__QCeated PDF..-
docuwets can be opeed with Actba and Reader 5.0 and

/

/

/

X

Cum- t nate h iabon
,re: none -;ause

= Sze.-.. CncelJob

AProbat :is- er 6-0
Stated: Tuesday. Ogust 02,2005 at 10:02 AM

Adobe PostSaipt sofiwae vwsion: 3015.102 .

Select File *Exit or.click on { to close - at Disti
4*1

j ( s i c ; n . e v i h 1 O R . # a p e & A Q u e .P D, F, 1,,S,# -~eef~ .... wl*a~s CWl+K |S,

OkateAdbe

Started: Tuesday. Augus 0. 2005 t 1002AM

Adobe Po;it ,dtwae vn: 301-.102
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It is important to set the preferences in Adobe Acrobat so that you can convert
different types of documents to PDF while in Adobe Acrobat.

From the main menu click on Edit c) Preferences to set the preferences.

Fe View Docunent Tools Advanced Window. Heti

Cdo Ctr+Z Create PD RevbrSCowun . seec Su -S .--

edo 5fift+Ctd+Z . e 100% @ j 3 S j | - ' To? |

Cut Ctdl+X

opy Ctrs+C

Cj Paste Ctrl +V

Qelete

C°py Fle to Cpboard

Select Al Ctd +A

Ceselect Al SIhft +Ctd +A

Add Bookmark Cfrl+8

Look Up Defntion...

*each Csrs+f

Search Resuits

Ctz14K
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In the Preferences window, select the Convert To PDF option in the subwindow.
You will see a list of applications in the Convert to PDF'subwindow. One of these
applications may be the application used to create your document. The screen
below gives configuration instructions for MS-Office and Project documents and for
TIFF images. Select and change the configurations for your application.

Microsoft Office

* Select Microsoft Office and click on
/v
0/ .I

11,

N , .

N

Accessbiaty Convertng To PFF- - - - -4 - ---

Batch Processig *rA.

"Catalog K W Cick Edt ettkngs to view or edt seftnigs fbr Ufs file type.
Color M~anagerrent CnusveGI

iComimentrng

Doital Sgnatbres zE20

FLA Saeen arjc
General asot~
Idenbity
Internet
lavaSaipt otatS

Text
Page Dis4iay T
Reackng

Reviewi1

AII I

In the Adobe PDF Settings for supported documents window, click on the
;_ dropdown menu and select the newly created profile (for this example, "NRC-

10CFRI"). Click on Convert entire Excel workbook to ensure that the
conversion of the whole Excel workbook is supported. Then click on EJ
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- | w |w~ar -

I- B

Adobe PDFSetts:. NRC-10CFR i [ Edt..

Adobe PDF Seiziiy`: None [dit..]
[ Enable accessibty &reflow (McrosofOffice 20O0XPonly)

-'Add booksrni and inks to Adobe PDF.'fle

-'-Convert entre Excel workbook .;

' ; ; ' , ' ; -. z.LE, -{ E i't' '~ lt2+ Z ;

Microsoft Proiect

Select Microsoft Project and click on

I I- J

A caessg~ty 7.j CO W tN oPDF:-

DoIo MaaI S gabe s iaeR fft

commentingGi

coeerxtomPO
ReJPEG
ReJPEG=

Diialoginatur

Haoofpfic
Fo~rms~
TAudScreen~

* Ticrotftnao

Webvacrptiv
Text

Wbme-a TIF

Page Displa

Readw -T

Review26
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In the Adobe PDF:Settings window, verify that the newly created profile (for
this example, uNRC-10CFR1") is selected. Then click onE

3 _ *

Acdobe PDF Settns I a33TM C

Adobe PDFeaty Nne - - J £ i
s- t- FIo

- O- , .- a c l

/7

TIFF

* Select TIFF then click on i.

K ,i--
/ 1 , . .~11

N .. - . .1 .., "
N, -

1. 41 , ,

Aacess~tytr
Batrh Processing
Catalog

Coninintig
Convert From POF

…- I - - `--- … , . _

Dgtl Signatures

FLA Saeen
General
Identity
Internet
JavaSaipt

Page Lisplay
R~eaclin
Revilln
Search

ToudtV~
Trust Manager
Units & Qudes
Web Capbzre

AutoCAD p. odvm. Ciirm ~rr 34
Graysm Comrs im PE (Quaky i Mm4...)

CoColcerCompression: ]PEG (Qualky Me&)
F~M.RGS Pok-y Premve embe~ed prlia
33EG CYKC Poky, Off

::Ew2D ct (iw Poky- Off

Kaosoft office Odw Poky: Prm.wve em7beasa pmil
114aosoft Pojc

TextI. _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Z.

I

i.-

i'l
V

e.

Ik.

t.--
1,-
I--

!iW 1'':

F -_C_-H 7I
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The Adobe PDF Settings window appears with the default settings.

.Grayc~e E (Q~aty Meczn) [

J'EG((Q.zaRy:Mem) [
-CooMa~aerert

F R8: Pese'v ebedded profiies L'3

lOYK 1ff I

Graysc3Ie[ZI.

* Dtfw~ [Preserve embedded poie

LZ~Li-iI1

* Change the settings in the Compression section as follows:

Set Grayscale to ZIP.
Set Color to ZIP.
Leave the rest as is.

..corpression e ~ ; ~ |

Monodrome:. CCrITG4

Grayscale:in

. ;' +, ,^-- - - *-- -*----- 78 .

': <,. 4,,ZIPs,,, .1,,,L.''

.1f

;t,,,Preserve embedded prof;les =

.-- CoLhrIIJ angeliet . : ...

*Click on___

Click on .again in the Preferences window.
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* Adobe Acrobat 7.0 Professional

Launch Adobe Acrobat Distiller by clicking on Windows Start i Programs o
Adobe Acrobat Distiller 7.0 or while in Adobe Acrobat Professional, select
Advanced c Acrobat Distiller.

The Ac'robat Distiller window pops bip.

ESm

Aoub Chtle 7.0
S2aded: Thsday. " 14. 2005id 104250

Adobe PodScabt sollwwo -3,io :1 3M30
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Change the settings by going to the puildown menu and selecting Settings * Edit
Adobe PDF Settings.

*1. I Om, x
e, e4 . ~ ' ~ - ,. ..- *

I WA torhedold,.. Ctxi4L

Rermove'Adobe POP Se~ng.,~. Ctr41Z PDFdoc6fii'rt

r�Progess
[��us: Ready .. 4

I. FI .1
Elatise,;: I' 2I~Pdi. ..

.. , .I .

s-.~7 - 1I,~g l; .-. . . ;. -.;l~w

Acrobat Distiller 7.0
Started: Thursday. Apri 14. 2005 at 10:47:35

Adobe PostScript software version: 3016.102 .

! ii ; ..
- rI
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The Standard - Adobe PDF Settings window pops up. On the default General
folder, change the following settings.

* In the Description section enter: Use these settings to create Adobe PDF
documents suitable for compliance with 1 0CFR1. Appendix A. Created PDF
documents can be opened with Acrobat and Adobe Reader 5.0 and later.

* From the dropdown menu, set Compatibility to Acrobat 5.0 (PDF 1A).

* Keep Tags only as the Object Level Compression default.
I- '- z. .- _

• Set Auto-Rotate Pages to Off. f -

* Keep Left as the Binding default. -

* Set Resolution to 300 dots per inch. -

* Verify that All Pages is selected.,

* Verify that Optimize for fast web view is'checked. -; -

. i M - .-, an M
*1.

~Genera
Imbages

£3Fonts
Coor l Use these sdeigs to aeate Adobe PDF docmnyts "uable for carrTace wth

El A yaricd s 1 O CFRI. Apeni A. eated PDF doam can be opened wih Acroba and.

ajcvsnced

; S',;ards __,

I>--
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Select the Images folder and change the fields for all sections as follows:

* Color Images
Downsample: Off
Compression: ZIP
300 ppi

* Grayscale Images
Downsample: Off
Compression: ZIP
300 ppi

* Monochrome Images
Downsample: Off
Compression: CCITT Group 4
Anti-alias to gray: Off
450 ppi

L ='7r 77, *7~~ - MENEW
r 9ASandard

r~l General

D~ Forts
E] Cokr
a Advarced
el Standards

Coh l~ages

IjZGysc h,4 es i-

DoCCsIle10f GroupJ p 4erid

roJL.

M on ...... .........- -.- -.

Seffing* 7.;

2.
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Click on the Fonts folder and- -

* Verify that the Embed all fonts box is checked.

* Verify that Subset embedded fonts when percent of characters used is
less than is checked and set at 100%.

* Keep Warn and continue as the default for When embedding fails. ,

* In the Embedding section, verify that Font Source is set to .-.
C:\WINDOWS\Fonts\ and remove everything in Never Eriibed (if there is
anything) by selecting everything in the Never Embed field and'clicking on
Remove.

* * / !;aDCsAl .. '............................-a f

Standard
~Genef-al

13 inages-
BFots_

; Avanced
Standards

.r AbetO&k

~TrAlberttsMeTl _

.r AbedwMT4alc - 0
: ~~Akine40lBT43oldA 0Il

. O~~A;ne40 1B8T-Bodd aicA> ei<

TrAdne1BT4A _
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Click on the Color folder. In the Adobe Color Settings section-

* Make sure Settings File is set to None.

* Change Color Management Policies to Tag Everything for Color
Management.

* Keep Document Rendering Intent set to Preserve.

* For the Working Spaces subsection-

Set Gray to None.
Keep RGB set to sRGB IEC61966-2.1.
Keep CMYK set to U.S Web Coated (SWOP) v2.

In the Device-Dependent Data section-

* Check the Preserve under color removal and black generation option.

* Set When transfer functions are found to Preserve.

M 1 .

. _

P-jC-ener

" og

rv'. Advanced
El Standards

I

7AobeCoku,1

I
IITag &veythk~gfor Color Managernert-

.4.

w ~ ~ ~ -r .-- 7 I

O~ KjU 5 W e Coated (S W P)v2 _ _ _ _ _ _

~rpreser e ti & U -es orr -or, ii I w iI

~~ IResen..,

- _ _ _ _ _ __10 W A s etI m ~ d o n ~ o

OKl i v'n"

r ~S a e ~ s ' i F13 4 -,
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Click on the Advanced folderand make sure the following items in the Options.
section are selected and checked:

* Allow PostScript file to override Adobe PDF settings.
* Convert gradients to smooth shades.
* Convert smooth lines to curves.
* Preserve Level 2 copypage semantics.
* Preserve overprint settings.
* Overprinting default is nonzero overprinting.
* Save Adobe PDF settings inside PDF file.
* Save original JPEG images in PDF if possible. "

* Save Portable Job Ticket inside PDF file. 9 . .

The following items should be checked and enabled in the Document Structuring ,.
Conventions section: -";

* Process DSC comments.
* Preserve EPS information from DSC.
* Preserve OPI comments.
* Preserve document information from DSC:e
* Resize page and center artwork for EPS-files.

IFJ3dorb
E.E

. omnt icn frm
:ep ieuyK&I
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Click on the Standards folder. Leave everything as is in the Standards Reporting
and Compliance section and verify that Compliance Standard is set to None.

.. , .* '~. .'

r-1Fart5s . --- ciwrric -
Avxced W 7 -

@5 = I r T fIf NetwTfu nwitkkts .o*sz--s5 w .

I i W P j1 ', S;tlDo ./fte~t;Ofst Ie$. lo 0f-'-.0 I- Wrtom t J -J.1 . e-. iccjt

20 k :X r da t!acgJ--* a. Off

r. , < is-, s ; sjr 6o aif i >; . r=; t ;. r .~ ___ I
L-I -s¢s -~r@~tw~~ er---.-zr-,rnt t .if- --. s .-

I~ ~ ~ ~~'k DtkINSee DkiO - wt-

. ~~~ ir _C ~ '

Clic onA~ak- inte bm f the Owindowt save t chage

e y t o cl . C .on '.' Then

In he il Nae fel, ete NRC;'-10CFRI|-.iobptsas a ne proile name....
|haevrnaeowntoal. Cickor- s '-. The =oK.; ................. _;

T- x rTT~~-1E

dNRC u10CyRntJobwtkx~

1SP0FX3 2002.jobopbons
j Press 2002t.)Dbobons

jSaetFie Sie.joxaboras
*JRtdr~d.joboptos.

Ie... 10fC IFRJobopt~.os.I

b¶, Aob. PDF SetbVgsFies rjobopbon) J
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The Acrobat Distiller window now pops up. Verify that Default Settings is set to
your newly created profile (for example, "NRC-1OCFR1") as in the screen below.

Arbt Mitille 7.0:s> ].

ar~ted Tesdy Apr 1920 a .

Adobe PostScrit software version: 3016.102

Select File *OExit or click on Mto close Acrobat Distiller.

rence- I14

.__ ,4 __ .,,_ S ___#

Strtd Tusa.. 19.205 t 91733 s
1'_'

bt PDrCe S.0W .bJ IPHiiIi

Started. Tuesday. Ppd 19. 2005 a 9:17;33 '

Adobe PotSapt sftware vron: 3016.102
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It is important to set the preferences in Adobe Acrobat so you can convert different
types of documents to PDF while in Adobe Acrobat.

From the main menu, click on Edit * Preferences to set the preferences.

~WZOXI
~Lit5~2L~oz~m - rclnenbI~d ~ ndow

Ceeape P

C4; -

~~SdcctM
~ ~dc7- ~jtCr

C4,
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In the Preferences window, select Convert To PDF option from the Categories
subwindow. You will see a list of application in the Convert to PDF subwindow.
One of these applications may be the application used to create your document.
The screen below gives configuration instructions for Microsoft Office, Project, and
Publisher documents and TIFF images. Select and change the configurations for
your application.

Microsoft Office

a Select Microsoft Office and click on ..e.,

I/K.

1jj

In the'Adobe PDF Settings for supported documents window, click on the
,dr~opdown menu and select the newly created profile (for example, "NRC-
1OCFR1").

tPi

.

: -. N i:' Pr*0X-Ia:2OO1;_

PIlf-13:2DO2
Press Warty . . . .
Smalest File Size
St d . .

d-Wr.- -,
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Click on Convert entire Excel workbook to ensure that the conversion of the
whole Excel workbook is supported. Then click on 73.

Adobe PDF Setqrngs- FNRC-10CFR I~tK~~I

AdbPFe Ft:No n e I'777~;j

V l~alcrsaiynreflow

P[i Add bo aid WkstzAdobe P D ,ae,
V . konventre Excelorido1

Microsoft Project

* Select Microsoft Project and click on I|I

In the Adobe PDF Settings window, click on the dropdown menu and select
the newly created profile (in this example, "NRC-1OCFR1"). Then click on

""., *SO T- I *

7. ' Da

Hugh Quality Print
Adobe PD -Secury

PDF A:DXaft
PDFtX-la:2001 -T-|-

g +, .,,-- -. . Ft-3:2002_th -

Microsoft Publisher

Select Microsoft Publisher and click on , ' button.

In the Adobe PDF Settings for supported documents window, click on the
dropdown menu and select the newly created profile (in this example, "NRC-
10CFR1"). Verify that Add bookmarks and links to Adobe PDF file is
selected (This step is optional but recommended). Then click on I|.
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INRC-10C FC-

Sligc tTIF nlik l 1 t
-w.i~r:; : .b *1 PF/A:Draft; -,

- r s ~PDFJX-la:200 1 4
dGPDFJX-3-X02

Press Quatty.

SmalaestaFoePSzeec

*L~~lS Standard --

TIFF \ . . -.

Selec t TIFF then click ono

Aaty Cupave GInet

Batalrocg MF Zob Defiriton CMY Pok Of

CPor Managemt Y DEG sAAY OfaF
Cornenumi 3| =0 SEG2D Poky: W~me enbe~ddalvs
Conert From PDF | MAosotaOflmne
i;qRiTd MarosoRtProject
Forms | MacrofRkiPh
RA Sceen | crosoftft0

16enitty | PNG-
Ibitenabonal PostScriptWS
Internet | Text
3avaScrit qlllilllM

Page tpayI-3_
SeaY4 I 1

SjT-t.sst^linag s __

Up^ dates gl __
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The Adobe PDF Settings window appears with the default settings.
_Mt=1t; __ DOWS

Monodyw*-e =CCT G4

Jasae PEG (QualtyM '

R8:~ Preserve efftedded profiles.

--

* Change the settings in the Compression section as follows:

* Set Grayscale to ZIP.
* Set Color to ZIP.
* Leave the rest as is.

'I .M

., C~T .i C G4 1 ,i

~drZIP

7 F'; -- - r-r.!-,-r .r

jCml loff

Fo~a~ Off Ij

Q6er Preeserve embedded pofes | |

*ClickonF_;~-c-; l.

Click on - again in the Preferences window.
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4.2 Setting up and configuring Adobe Preflight for-,.
* Adobe Acrobat 6.0 Professional

* Launch Adobe Acrobat 6.0 Professional.
* From the main menu, click on Document and select Preflight.
* Click on the Edit button to bring up the Preflight: Edit profiles window.

... .. own

H Fe -- Ed , wL. - Tocts Advuiced Y WkdOw - M I:-.-.,-,,~" :",~1: -. 7 I
4
4 V ; V 1' -z- ~-.-.,-:,- ' ,'--- '~'~---

Bages Review & Coauerd jeur ~ :
AddtieedersikFooters... -ir-c i
Add Watermark &fladk~orowd... 6 (0 ) ~ * ~ . .

6dd a Cwnw~eit

Qxrqwe Doamriets...

k-e~~z Conmments ...

.E~o rt comients to ,yiord...

~Secisity.

Features newer than PDF 12
N Features newer than PDF 1.3

*Features newer than PDF 1.4
Uist all Iages
List adlobjects not4c
Litst al objetsnot 4cor so
list al oveqxfitkhg objedts
List al potential pioblems
List al transparent objects

N.Ust JPEG comrressed images
More than 1 plate
More than 2 plates

I More than 4 plates
Not stppoxted in PostSarit 3
Not suppoited in PostScrip Level 1

/ Not aupported inPostScrit Level2

PDF/X-1a complant
PDFAX-3 compliant (4c~spot)

tPDF/X-3 compliart (ICC/Lab 0K)

I -I'
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* In the Preflight: Edit profiles window, click on bjto create a new profile designate to
NRC.

RAS:

. . ,.. a E }- 9 F- Samp ler..e Sa-eplecorndition

.E-O Featixes newer than PDF 12 ..- 90 Arobat Forms nsde page area F Acrobat Forms nsde page area
2l-0 Features newethan PDF 1.3 - -0 Alernate color space not PDF/X la ; ',emnate color space not CtMYKor(
. -OFeates newr than PDF 1.4 - - -9 Alernatemrnagest to prhl Alternate image deault for prrffg *

l-ist tal inages . -0 9 rdatirns hside page area S Arr:ctatmn inside page area
.9El-O bslaitr~logedsndtc -: -E13-9 Bitmapres lessthan10ppi . . * DO ptoxnssig
9El- 9 bst dt objects not 4c or spo tI 13- 9 Bmap res. less than 120O ppi ;. tmp image
.E-ObDLst lloverrtrig objects .. B E?-9 p rmep essthin50D ppt ! - BX. EXused

ID a-O talPWItIapriobems - a-s Bitmapr s. more tOi 300 ppi . -- Cor managed color used -

.1- 0 bst dl tranparnnt objects - -9 BX. EX n page destion .- |--9Ccrtans more than cne page
- 0 LitJPEGcnpressed inages . .- - 0 Cortansmorethan onepage :, . ,--* Ccue used

.1 0 More than 1 plete _ -S eated wth PDFYtear . Created wih PDFWter*
S-B More than 2 pltes ; O- 9 Creaton date msng - Distled wnth 'eBook ;

6-1 Mretan 4 pies - E1- DeoutpsPrre rnisSr i--S Dsiled dwZh "Hgh Q'-ualy.
Not Notpovted n PotScnpt 3 ii- 0 DtJ"ed with eBoak - -- S DOilAed wth "PDFX1a-

.E-0 No atouled n PostSaipt L-vel. Au -St Distled wth n ualy __ -- * Duled with PDFX3 .

. -l 9 Nt wpoed in PostScipt Level 2 :. . -S Disled wit PDFXla- : - Ditiled wth 'Press'
21-0 Output not 100% peddtae : .- S Difled with 'PDFX3' . - Dliled wath Twt-t
21-Q PDFX-lacomSlart ;. 9-S Disted with PResC s-- * DMiled wnth Saeen. .

.- (A PDF/A-3 corrlirat (c-spot) . -. - stiied wth -Prt ;* Diled with 'Smaitest Fie Sze'
2E-Q PDF/X3 coanipiart (C/Labt . - - Died wh 'Saeeen' S Dsiled wth 'Standard- i

; ... Ditied wth 'Smalei Fie Sze' . I--S Documerd a-thor marptyAmsg ;

. Usedssanp'ie pitefortrgt OA ..

OK . --

MOM*
Name for tim pdl& (3
I-1-

-INRC-1OCFR1 |

De- - -

* Create a new name for the profile (e.g., "NRC-10CFR1").
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* Select the following in the Rules section and click on the double left arrow to add to the
new Preflight profile:

> Bitmap resolution less than 300 ppi
> Font not embedded

Image resolution less than 300 ppi
> PDF version newer than 1.4

Click on when finish. ~4P
/ -. / ,

*kis CorWhi~~Cf-Svhi saipowm c

W id & iect4 4c 0 iv Fons csde page mem 0PAcobi FuiehP~edepgevme
- L@id Oedrct4nt4c o so PAnie~weoo ae riot PDrdAXa 09 Atnde cdcor ace notCMYK or

$-@LNallb-pm~e h~edsa ~ -0 euIA wwup1ge * *CeeOwed
3-taPM opeW agLed MoreldwiP, io ,*C -Pg-t

0- O~ 1. appoedhPodcil Lve -. C-eed wii PFiftw -0 Ciledvdh PDVer l ~
* -0 NP Fwp3ceed,& PoAceftLed 2 ~ -@ mbonld. atea4 Oildwth wdd

=-PDj4,aI9AiO0 DdOipj P.* .A -0 wtai wsh igh eWi 7

_ _ _ _ _ Lkii kdd*l T F~a
.0 t r *.W - D*edwh14hJL .. OWvthx

bap es.Im m 3O M wtPDOKarCtlewehr

,4,W.,

.I

7../

Fo~,ah~rewertI~POF 1.2
Feeturee I ffIt PDF 1.3

LIA ON obleas root 4c

Lisad .1oerp1kdf objects
Lid ml poaavW prbei,,e
Lid ml berpaet cbpd.
Lid JPEG ceeage,.d bwesn.
M-& 1 PUG,
More V Z2pldete

Not ooaed inPotScrI49 3
IWb .xponed ie Poeicolg Leve I
N.1 t=.e~~d be P"d S~e"r t--.42

OuPvA rt~ 100 1.p-daldoe
PDF/X-la coe.Viat
PDP/X-3 eewea&d 44c.pot)
PDF/X-3 coelw arYXAab 019

The new Preflight profile is created and can be used later for testing. See Step 6.4.
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* Adobe Acrobat 7.0 Professional

* Launch Adobe Acrobat 7.0 Professional.
* From the main menu, click on Advanced and select Preflight.

V____=__ MO xMM
1,Elk' Wdt V*e Qoamat I~~mulo 60v=XcdjLKto~WL t .eb:

IIA17natv

________ ____ Aa bvtsU

Ids

p

cur1i tJ1e e

Sheetfed olfsdt (CMYK and spot colors)
Sfxeefed off se (CMYK .nd spot colors. ".e.A. res.)
f2iectfed offset (CMYIQ
Web offset (cold se. CMYK arid spot colors. numdkeu res.)
Web cdffsa (cold se. CMYK. mesdas res.)
Web offse ad Ose a. CMYK and spot colors)
Web offst ad d se. CMYI)
Ccnrr~bity wh Acrobat 3

Corriatibiy wth Acroba 5
Corratibaty wth Acoart

* From the Preflight window, select
a profile and click on Edit from the
menu bar.

* ~Ve1&e jieli F is OFco Ai~w wh PDF/AP 1). -t

PD/~~doumerdoPMw t
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* In the Preflight: Edit Profiles window, click on ±1 to create a new profile designate to
NRC.

=4 - - - i Th - .T .=

N* 0 II v~esfe O*v~w the FDF h catrart wdih PDF/A PA-3

01 PDFiX-1a2a01 conwhart
r0 PDFiX-Ia.2=0 coistmd

r0 PDFdX-3--aM COPard
0 PiDFeadM du 0lId p

0 3idfd offd (WlQ/

ta Web ofset (celd ad. CM"M. a.

-0Web cffad p#ad ad. CMYWu
d-Wd, offad tad ad. CHY1Q

Give henwit probieat nae4 ~ . NR.1CR

0 U D.t~ Lng Cer hudes Th/e

0 Li D=,te u.eddf

(a 0LM >8dgdaeuowsr _______k I___

Gie*h Cnewt profil/X ae(g.."R-0F1,)

:- .1 I - ! L" i- P 9�lf. . ; ''k
- a MM"-�'r-g -.1?7�'. -.-' - . -'�� O. -1. _ fWkl%

�11 -�- . -- . , __: � t�'�
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* Edit the subcomponents as follows:

~By11

,: - LIg
,I '' l

* Then click on Fzw

The new Preflight profile is created and can be used later for testing. See Step 6.4.
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5.0 Conversion Information
5.1 Converting Microsoft (MS) Office Suite XP/2003 to PDF

* MS-Word

Important: If you haven't done so, follow the instructions in Section 4.1, TSetting up and
configuring Adobe Acrobat Distiller/PDFMaker and setting preferences' to create an
Acrobat DistillerdPDFMaker profile.

Launch Microsoft Word (either on the desktop or from Start c Programs ,
Microsoft Office o Microsoft Office Word). /-.. f

Verify that the Microsoft Word conversion settings mitch the profile'you'created in
Section 4.1 by going to the main menu and clicking'6onAdobe PDF r, Change
Conversion Settings. ( '

Note: Do so once and then leave the settings alone unless you want to use other'settings.
When you have configured and saved the Acrobat PDFMaker settings, start the aonversion
process in Step 2 of this section. :

U) DOdT6I 1idw QAdaerttoAdobeaF

M .... 72 .... oG .... 144 ... 480 .... 21& .... S mr oAoePF Sn frSve

i

I

t

I
1:'.1. - -- . - . . . ...................... . .......... ............. r... 1111'�I'l,'.,11.1,11.1.",,I,1.1l".,TI ... .... ....................... ................. ................ XLZ

-- `7 ' � -� :� M 11w, ; "I,;, A

I
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The Acrobat PDFMaker window pops up.

Click on the Settings tab then in the Conversion Settings fieldof the PDFMaker
Settings section, click on the dropdown arrow and'select the profile you have
created (e.g., 'NRC-1OCFR1"). 2y 7 ,

. . . :."i'

.",

i -
Ie 1 . :
t I

' ' 1 ' ; :.''

Leave the settings on the other tabs as they are. Click on
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1. To ensure that the fonts in ,the document will be embedded during the
conversion process, go to the main menu and click on Tools o Options.

.Fe Fdt -e 3ut 1 F' t Io0 7Te E AdfbePff -Aoratpnts - X

*o 1 Il[2a . v SbigdGrwnw. F7 Iir2ma El B 11,

... 1 3 - . . * ... : .;.. -3-*-... I"

;f I

.,--.- -.

Click on the Save tab in the blitionshi~ndow and,c'heck the Embed TrueType
fonts option. Enable Ernibed characters in use only and disable the Do not
embed common system f-onts; optioni. Click ron' ~iJto save the settings.

gig~

e; -- . t ....

fot option .Enabl Embed dhr~ r in us4 only anialteD o
embe como syte fonts ortio. Ccko c osae thetns
i1 . l il ~ - fl l = = C_

ic '''y 'f Ses' ala~d

;; ' ^ . . l Wcrd~oazt (.doc)

- IqaEm* a.-s_
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Follow the steps below to convert a Microsoft Word document to PDF.

2. Launch Microsoft Word (either on the desktop or from Start c: Programs o Microsoft
Office > Microsoft Office Word).

Open a Word document by clicking on File * Open from the main menu.
w E X,:

look TAW. tdow -AdabaPOV- Aavbat wmmntIl,lI

B- LT

,0,_
11 r

Of ,

.. I " /
11 � f.,4 .
.N-

I.. .'

The Open window appears. ' .<->
- I

WC F ~ Ntwst WG 2

Ad~teAadN*7.0PMrofrW~ '%Nose ."a2

~Fl~,,ref*.hOO5 WCaerpo d

i. . . .

Select the Microsoft Word document you want to convert to PDF and click on
LI l

Note: Remove all hyperlinks to other electronic files or Web sites unless the document
includes a disclaimer that the hyperdinks are either inoperable or are not essential to the
filing.
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3. To start the conversion process, follow these steps for Microsoft Word 2002/2003.

Note: If you are using an older version of Microsoft Word orAdobe Acrobat 5.0 or
older, please follow the instructions under Step 4, Print to PDF.

From the main menu, click on Adobe PDF * Convert to Adobe PDF or click
onyxIJ.

- ;.. .. ~ Conertto AdobePD~andU4a

SCaiC4 42 ASWim fiosyjste=

; Netscape Enteipfise Serwer 3.6 Netscape Cawmumations

Sybase 12.Oi5 Sybase

SQ; 4.3 A22Bo

'r

*N,-

The Save Adobe PDF'File As window pops up. Enter the name you want in
the FileName field, then'click on _j

.; A ;x..............

AS * , .s~ oiF w , - r r n j

I11A

I/ I -

_� . I r
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A series of popup windows show the conversion status.,

I ..3 . I1.
"-"C-� '� � I -

I
-

I, 3 .I I.

.. -... , - - I , -- s'- I- .IIB

sm *3 .--- Ix

I'

! t " ' -
I [

. I iv>
I sj .' . "

, 0

I? ixj

When the conversion process is completed, the Microsoft Word document is
converted into a PDF document and Adobe Acrobat Professional (or Adobe
Acrobat Reader) may launch automatically with the new PDF document.
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4. Print to PDF

Follow Step 2 of this section to open a Microsoft Word document.

Note: Remove all hyperlinks to other electronic files or Web sites unless the_
document includes a disclaimer that the hyperlinks are either inoperable or are
not essential to the filing.

From the main menu, click on File 4 Print.

ie- Fmat.- iods 'TtSb 1,ndor t ke T AeAd abat 'mfi ait ' X

ia Newomrfi 111 F

0;SeWl~ .... 2&.... , It ... 9*... .% ... ; 'Ml

Saveas WePQe... - '

-; i1 WekPage Preview .. A.RE l 'II'
, ,Page Setp ..... .. ERS N '74 .; ij F "v j OEl SIC)3 i,{ 1i;iliifbi33i3gxil

8 S~M Nfxxroses
GPrht Prey ** SSuewottm

___2 Ventsn

.1 e,,T Merasn

ZP:1jb*eV14kW.p~entdoc2 swiM.1czosysta=n

2 P~,.~Msb ordj..pf~pd 51Netscape Coemmmscations

:P~~~~~o~vpt6 Netscape Cmrnrmzimafns
4P:)W or\M _W.ritt4_Z5_.Z6.pdf _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

,^~ '~ , A22 Bdo~

's ~ ~ -' '.,,,

The Print window pops up. Verify that the printer name is set to Adobe PDF.

t"' - !lrew

* . -

J / o ~ i t . j s i nP

IIIII
M
VW
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Click on 5 to bring up the Adobe PDF Document Properties screen.
Click on the Adobe PDF Settings tab and change the following settings:

Change the Default Settings to NRC-10CFR1 (the default profile created in
Section 4.1).

* Uncheck Do not send fonts to "Adobe PDF".
This will ensure that the fonts are embedded.

NW

L2fM Prrofr-oeIFfean

E-

Click on The6 Print window reappe'ars. Clic
conversion.

The Sia-ve"Adobe PDF File Asind pops up. Ei
the File Name field, then click on fj.

i 31 1/

:/ur

Ik _

IM 11

ik on lto start the

iter the name you want in

I

.
_��|=s
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The Creating Adobe PDF window shows the conversion status.

e.,
I 0 ,

. I .1

t �'

When the conversion is completed, the Microsoii Word document is converted
to a PDF document and Adobe Acrobat Professional (or Adobe Acrobat
Reader) may launch automatically with the new PDF document.

J/

/r ~ //

/I

le

- - - - -
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* MS-Access

Important: If you haven't done so, follow the instructions in Section 4.1, OSetting up
and configuring Adobe Acrobat DistillerlPDFMaker and setting preferences, to create
an Acrobat Distiller/PDFMakerprofile.

Launch Microsoft Access (either on the desktop or from Start * Programs c

Microsoft Office * Microsoft Office Access).

Verify that the Microsoft Access conversion settings are set to thed profile you created
in Section 4.1 by going to the main menu and clicking on Adobe PDF ' Change
Conversion Settings. 'E

Note: Do so once and then leave the settings alone unless you want to use other'
settings. When you have configured and saved the Acrobat PDFMaker settings, start
the conversion process in Step I of this section.

Unlike other Microsoft Office applications, MS-Access has another option, Convert
Multiple Reports to Single PDF, which is not discussed in this guide.

- v ~ ', * .I- - ; ,<t

,-'.t 40fia ::us ~ jyea qsk rhl

~ int CkReports to 5o POF i -
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The Acrobat PDFMaker window pops up.

Si..;. 11dX .

Une th ens tab in th .;ner'o etig il fi'' D~ rStig

10NRC,10CFR'7.

bs~~~~aemws '- ifreedtradmia4tb

-59-

Under the Settings tab, in the Conversion Settings field of the PDFMaker Settings
section, click on the dropdown arrow and select the profile you have created (e.g.,
"NRC-10CFR1"). * -t, ~

r I.

.,,_

'~h~ ~ X ePto'eee re niae

Leave the configurations on the Security tab as they are. Click on ; -l
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Follow the steps below to convert a Microsoft Access database into PDF.

1. Launch Microsoft Access (either on the desktop or from Start * Programs c

Microsoft Office * Microsoft Office Access).

Open an Access database by going to the main menu and clicking on File * Open.

-71.

I f! ''pi- *''t- y;o,; Ezeionohb'

The

Select the Microsoft Access database you want to convert to PDF and click on
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The Database window appears.

'. otyt- I.oret.JJi -di.-::' 'TrF
LIAX

Covr eitngtb esrom the *7 tabest~ ind~ theObets setion for convrtp

l i -, .-- 7i

... /

rK

*Cr < * eate tbtch Desi view J i

* ]*. Creae table by2rviL :d l' ;;

*C Sireat ta s byrtg data

S3 ca wryies byut

| B~[ O rder Detsbhr <

| e, ..... _C3 s~x

,. e SS .n o c n _'.ert.;t'

onert existing tables from the Tabies tab in the Objetsciorcnvta

report to PDF by clicking on the Report tab ~and'-double-clicki'ng' on a report, (as
in the screen below).' Do the sarn'e' for Forms -if you want'to convert a form to
PDF.'

-~~ ,nunnnnvnninu /tr

*& ' ,. C , .ATypeaqstonfbrhe%) F"

t; l: t i SalesTotalsbyrrmnt . '

/--4'. a 9'yfae by _a~

Note: Remove all hype rlinks to other electronic files or Web sites unless the
document includes a disclaimer that the hyperfinks are either inoperable or are
not essential to the iling. -
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2. To start the conversion, take the following steps for Microsoft Access 2002/2003:

Note: If you are using an older version of Microsoft Word orAdobe Acrobat 5.0
or older, please follow the instructions under Step 3, Print to PDF.

From the main menu, click on Adobe PDF *Convert to Adobe PDF or click
on/..

: .- --- -~ --U

N

The Save Adobe PDF File As window pops up.
the File Name field, then click on Al

7.hK

Enter the name you want in

"I 1'�.

r .

- VICq- -7 ~ l
*~1 I i *
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A series of popup windows show the conversion status.

t . -' . ~ . a -

/'n N.D . ._

0 t ;-

f:',

N._M

'P.

01� -" -
e:

1. - - .

When the conversion is completed, the Microsoft Access database (tables,
report, forms, queries, etc.) is converted to a PDF document and Adobe

, Acrobat Professioral (or Adobe Acrobat Reader) may launch automatically with
the new PDF document.

6/
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3. Print to PDF

* Follow Step 1 of this section to open a Microsoft Access database.

Note: Remove all hyperlinks to other electronic files or Web sites unless the
document includes a disclaimer that the hyperlinks are either inoperable or are not
essential to the filing.

* From the main menu, click on File c> Print. ,.

I i~lt3 6-k- !lt; 7K-b - x ~-. dlep PfAft | TP7 I" !questicrt for het , _ x

QetExtvnulDat.

$42.00 40 0%

_h sadepach......:-.?SZ04 %Ui

Pfg St. Epr ....... , 77 (0 ,8
$ . $16.80 1 0%
_Sae 64... - $34680 4 5%

De. oprr es $21.20 40 0%

,, 2cvThracd.tnd,, 510.00 20 0%itt

8pob$142.40 40 0%

f 7.0 4 0 0%

.23.60 15 15%

.1.8 1~ i. '-5S9;4 2 15'%@

ReF4 RfT_ ____ _ _ Q I S _DF

Pag SeW .. ,

The Print window pops up. Verify that the Printer Name is set to Adobe PDF
in the dropdow~n menu. -. ',

Datw.;b $2.2 1 40 0% ,

$""0 20''' i %'
j.wrk. ___

'"'.4 42' ,,0%5

V : - . , , ,;- .... , . _ _ ._ ,_
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Click on 1 - I to bring up the Adobe PDF Document Properties window.
Click on the Adobe PDF Settings tab and change the following settings:

* Change the Default Settings to NRC-10CFR1 (the default profile created in
Section 4.1).

* Uncheck Do not send fonts to "Adobe PDF". -

This will ensure that the fonts are embedded.

_ i- ._ _

Ilt Me_

Click on ' The Print windownreappears. Click on to start the
conversion process.

TroSaveAdobe PDFFile Aswindopw psup. Enter the name you want in
the File.Name field, then click oriM -1-',w -PI ',.''

Sr- sub IP,t
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The Creating Adobe PDF window shows the conversion status.
: ~. -, . .; .. . ~ -, . : , i

MM

IIL--
". M

- .- - -

When the conversion is completed, the Microsoft Access database (tables,
report, forms or queries, etc.) is converted to a'PDF documentrand Adobe
Acrobat Professional (or Adobe Acrobat Reader) may launch aCjutomatically with
the new PDF document.

.66
. 4 -,

'1 X,, %utg j' ",' '_/
ti.9 .

. . . . .

: , - .;

.... , ,f

$ * ;- , l 4 i 66
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* MS-Excel Spreadsheet

Important: If you haven't done so, follow the instructions in Section 4.1, 'Setting up
and configuring Adobe Acrobat DistillerlPDFMaker and setting preferences'. to create
an Acrobat Distiller/PDFMaker profile.

Launch Microsoft Excel (either on the desktop or from Start I Programs ct

Microsoft Office of Microsoft Office Excel).

Verify that the Microsoft Excel conversion settings match the profile yotcreated in
Section 4.1 by going to the main menu and clicking on Adobe"PDF I Change
Conversion Settings. -

Note: Do so once and then leave the settings alone unless you want to use other
settings. When you have configured and saved the Acrobat PDFMaker settinrgs, start
the conversion process in Step 1 of this section. \

Like Microsoft Access, Microsoft Excel gives you another option, Convert Entire
Workbook, which is not discussed in this guidaice document.

* ,~~- 7- - . -;

a- t U-er5 tt'
Lo ITI}AB 4 S X$ -Convert bo Adbe I.; F .,an.d. U.

1 __a. .Convert bDAdobe POF and, Sen for ,'^ ,,

. Covwert ntire Vorlsbook-

_b7- ITEMS_
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The Acrobat PDFMaker window pops up.

Okd ~d ahd ,u

kr1, 5 v 3 !1. s_ _ ____..__'__

Under the Settings tab, in the Conversiion' Settings field of the PDFMaker Settings
section, click on the dropdown arrow and select the profie yo'have created (i.e.,

'NRC-10CFR1").

, - : '. ' ' '' -

Leave the configurations under the Security tab as they are. Click on
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Note: If you want to convert the entire workbook, follow the instructions below.
Otherwise skip to Step 1.

From the main menu, click on Adobe PDF and select Convert Entire Workbook.

. t t',t look e.fladbow' e a O r

|Alw r to Adbe FCF ad Seno d for &evw'

V ,. D .'fP 1

-2 owgeConvmietae"

R _1 . AIll

4 ___ _ __ __ i

--_ _ __ _ _ _S

ml _ ______ _ -___

mU -______ __ ____.

491
~10

42 _ __ .__

.132_ _ __ __ __ _ _

45
16

48 _ _ _ _ _ _

49 _ _ __ _ _

20 _

21

Click on Adobe PDF from the main menu again. There is a check mark (V) in front
of the Convert Entire Workbook option. 7

xe~

4< t * Fkint ~Iao ta !O Ade~ .rie a quesba r, * . X
A.~M ~ .1oE. u~ Con~tt dbe EF

, 1 _ _ _ r_ x_

1 4 .,_ _ _ , , _ _ . . _ _ _ _..,.. .,. _ _.. _ _ . . ,-

<S l ES g m ~~E~lio El.BZ1 --

C o n er to Ado b - e P D .x 4

_ wi*iwrl c- } DC--.. e Comerso e"

f 36 l lt .

,a. 1

,"'I10<I I _ _ I ItI 1 1
;., 42 ll l l l 1

MS, I t = I I 1 3
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Take the following steps below to convert a Microsoft Excel Spreadsheet to PDF.

1. Launch Microsoft Excel (either on the desktop or from Start * Programs * Microsoft
Office * Microsoft Office Excel).

Open an Excel spreadsheet by going to the main menu and clicking on File * Open.

ijg- 10tb age AfteFW -'. .Typeaqjes~bufbmheQ,

cW+ I -t -A

The Open window appears. *.*- Y

* r 5 5---K-ftft.---

-TN~2 r.ie JA P-th .M ~ ~ ). z -~

i

I ,

:I . 1, ..

. Select the Microsoft Excel spreadsheet you want to convert to PDF and click
' oni..

Note: Remove all hyperlinks to other electronic files or Web sites unless the
document includes a disclaimer that the hyperlinks are either inoperable or are
not essential to the filing.
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2. To start the conversion process, take the following steps for Microsoft Excel 2002/2003:

Note: If you are using an older version of Microsoft Word orAdobe Acrobat 5.0
or older, please follow the instructions under Step 3, Print to PDF.

From the main menu, click on Adobe PDF *Convert to Adobe PDF or click
ongJ.

1 , ..

Convertb tAdobe PM~ arn! U4a

£10Conveat toAdobe PDF andSexd fbr Beview

_ ~ l l< ;; e ~o i b tConertEnie Ywork! -o .

1 Feedflat 200. 1rJ
1774 IS410 Kofax 9275 Configurable Low Simplex 22 bed 30040:C

'Itll

JX;300, 320, PT Win 1542 ISA . .. i
:3 9 325 95 SCSI Configurable Personal Simplex _ llI

Adaptec
,PT Win 1542 ISA 29ms t A-Size,

JX_450 95 SCSI Conlgurable Personal Simplex line color Flatbed 300

Adaptec
PT Wn 15421SA .S . !

___JX410 95 SCSI Configurable Personal Simplex

________i-I-_-

A-

1[4

rR

j~kI IWcoU~e ~oo~dSO.WW3WI Cepture nan-supported Scal I' INEM WO1trOIlOjli f jjrJE

The~Save Adobe iDF File As window pops up.
the File Name field, then click on!|1

:- b. , . ...

,.f__^2Ce,ehd,>.df

A ,,/ : l

Enter the name you want in

EON

I

.. o p . u

of popupA series
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windows show the conversion status.

. I.. VI_ .3 . -

Itmi VVI; "I,,;.a�ja I
�1 I

4 4 'i"
- L ;.- I "

.� 'I

ji; \ '. - -

, '.. I- - I

YIN

.. * I

A'
-. .--' . %,

'When- the conversion is completed, the Microsoft Excel spreadsheet is
converted to a POE document and Adobe Acrobat Professional (or Adobe
Acrobat Reader) may launch automatically with the new POE document.
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3. Print to PDF.

* Follow Step I of this section to open a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.

Note: Remove all hyperlinks to other electronic files or Web sites unless the
document includes a disclaimer that the hyperlinks are either inoperable or are
not essential to the filing.

* From the main menu, click on File If Print. AA

-Zt

ONECDXj,

Ede F ~ti Ft *oviii" at :' oW~&
Dl sew...Cb14N

5sav Cbil+s

SaLe

Save as WebPage...

Fke Seart...

AW.& Page Preview
Page SetLJ...

ArnDea
PrkntPre~ew

U1teb -AdctkePDF 1Tpe a es-on f- he C- -P x

ffi- - , - . . //
-. li -ml

Asto- .o

.w pSpmlex | 22 | bed 300.400 C ||

. . E mm

:onial 1l~mnlar
_-- .4 l . l Ml

NEW
SeTo . ' 29ms 1

OIne color Flatbed I

II
I Capbse SOV~vw HaIYIXMS I -

Z ~4roga.lF&esVOFCE11ViSrwyhn...fR~aOMBXA.A
2 P:VStwrfre%3F0 uid.ds

sonaf lSImplex 300

;onal ISImolex

J- E. .e.. I I

.-- _ _1':~~~-ga''wlll'l!!- ........

tI . 1. -�.- .....Z....... I,-..
� -iffiffiff",

A. -' -; " - ..II

N >s . . -, .

The Print window pops up. -Verify that the printer name is set to Adobe PDF
on the dropdownimenu. >i

i/: . ,,,.- . , s;

Mrf ' t; 4'

f'f . l
id'. r i E__
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Click on to bring up the Adobe PDF Document Properties window.
Click on the Adobe PDF Settings tab and change the following settings:

* Change Default Settings to NRC-10CFR1 (the default profile created in Section
4.1).

* Uncheck Do not send fonts to "Adobe PDF".
This will ensure that the fonts are embedded.

* X!Sl

Click~on ~I The~ Print window rea'ppea .s. Click on to start the
conversion processor

The Save Adobe PDF, File As window pops up. Enter the name you want in
the File'Nan6iefield, then clickoi

ins/ ___
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The Creating Adobe PDF window appears to show the conversion status.

Nnq- M. ", T.T.M. 11--T MI
t -- -Imen ame:. -�.Dq'�1661-'- ilf,' '- ] aptL

11---L�'��L- ! I. , . . -.

- ~ I

I'>.

/7"
"I - . At.'.

Is.-

When the conversion is completed, the Microsoft Excel spreadsheet is
converted to a PDF document and Adobe Acrobat Professional '(or Adobe
Acrobat Reader) may launch automatically with the new PDF docuiment.

- Ke - >t
Ar ,f i ,.

$!/ '/o

a i- .' *-.

¾
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* MS-PowerPoint Presentation

Important: If you haven't done so, follow the instructions in Section 4. 1, Setting up
and configuring Adobe Acrobat Distiller/PDFMaker and setting preferences, to create
an Acrobat Distiller/PDFMakerprofile.

Launch Microsoft PowerPoint (either on the desktop or from Start * Programs c

Microsoft Office *> Microsoft Office PowerPoint).

Verify that the Microsoft Powerpoint conversion settings match the profileyou
created in Section 4.1 by going to the main menu and clicking oniAdbbe' PDF >
Change Conversion Settings. ' In .

Note: Do so once and then leave the settings alone uhless you want to use other !E
settings. When you have configured and saved the Acrobat PDFMaker settings, start
the conversion process in Step I of this section. G -

Hills[ 1

Ft d ie nss*Fma dd egxow, Wk~dow 7e H Adbe .-: -I~a~etx~te r~x

"'D rm.7!to Adob~P4f

-~Convet to Adobe PFC and Sand fbr Re~.4ew

sue lof I"
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The Acrobat PDFMaker window pops up.

.... l - G a_ - - a,/...

: 1SiB 1 y? */-

A -- ;

IL

Under the Settings tab, in the Conversion Settings field of the PDFMaker Settings
section, click on the dropdown arrow and select the profile, you have created (e.g.,
4NRCIO0CFRI"). Vg m; --

/ -J. . /17

Wa_|

Leave the configurations on the Security tab as they are. Click on
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1. To ensure that the fonts in the document will be embedded during the
conversion process, go to the main menu and click on Tools * Options.

.. � XI
SW S PwFt " ge-o Wiow WVe~ Adte PM. banaR~~ for hetb

9 Re~tmd1..I AA $II

O*e~AR+G*

QbuL.I

Click to add title
I-... ......... .......... .. ................... ..............

| .... ~~~~~. .; ....;._._..............}

. r

"IN
%, , " _ , I , .. . , ., , r, r

I . i �

UICK to add subtitlei i
i
I i
...........

Click on the Save tab window and check the Embed TrueType fonts option.
Check Embed characters in use only and disable the Embed all characters
option (to save space). Click on Q9ito save the settings.

You can change the! Default file location if desire.
Is Ada('.1 J

- i i N ,.i? 'x

1s~~~gn I'sarrl- -
- .. \s save

XMIW7. ,� It
if" - �,: - - I
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Take the following steps below to convert a Microsoft PowerPoint presentation to
PDF.

2. Launch Microsoft PowerPoint (either on the desktop or from Start c Programs c>

Microsoft Office * Microsoft Office PowerPoint).

Open a PowerPoint presentation by going to the main menu and clicking on
File o Open.

,YDN

l I So W . Click to ad i ubttl -Ed K G

l, ~~CWr+S'.I' f;

58" jI..

. asePae. ..-
............................................................................ .................

I P Click-. to add title.

The OpenPwindorew ~~

Pthtrew. .,,,,.,,........,...,,,,......,...,,....,S...

erit... C fP. .. ....... .s . .............
5,4o - Click to add subtitles

. _,..i .............. ...................................................... _

4..

SuGi e f\ I D RB11110A11 UE -d---

The Open window/appears. \ -

7M- -==[a S.
1*_ '1_AW _

cSelect the Microsoft PowerPoint presentation you want to convert to PDF and
's -- click on 1 -

Note: Remove all hyperlinks to other electronic files or Web sites unless the
document includes a disclaimer that the hyperlinks are either inoperable or are
not essential to the filing.
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3. To start the conversion process, take the following steps for Microsoft PowerPoint
2002/2003:

Note: If you are using an older version of Microsoft Word orAdobe Acrobat 5.0
or older, please follow the instructions under Step 4, Print to PDF.

From the main menu, click on Adobe PDF c Convert to Adobe PDF or click

o ni M.iti:^iLi

as~ 11 M 19 11,X-
V ~ eio nw 4 LeP 4Type a quesln for heb, - X

CIwt to Adobe P nd Send f. Review -

No Animation

No Animation . q1

11 I I IIII i fijj ujjjIn IIuI IIit a II U I I W In 111(1 IfI IUI 1 l 1II) L IMl~ilt[itLMI hirIIflIIluwiI l fl I I 11WE1h IfIIIUMjLI )IIIU) WiIjIfI I 10 fIUII i II

The Save Adobe F.DF File Aswn pps up. Enter the name you want in
the File Name field, -then clicko
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A series of popup windows show the conversion status.

A,...

{E
. }..

/ , N . -

/ :'' . #. . ' '" . 1

f.1

-I .. . .. : .

I I ; ;:. . .

55. , S

When the conversion is completed, the Microsoft PowerPoint presentation is
converted to a PDF document and Adobe Acrobat Professional (or Adobe
Acrobat Reader) may launch automatically with the new PDF document.

. - 5
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4. Print to PDF.

Follow Step 2 of this section to open a Microsoft PowerPoint presentation.

Note: Remove all hyperlinks to other electronic files or Web sites unless the
document includes a disclaimer that the hyperlinks are either inoperable or are
not essential to the filing.

* From the main menu, click on File * Print.
'Ilk

Save as Web Pacte...'

P-nsd

Padcge ror M...

No Animation

1% .. %W133V~U1ANM PPTrI

~,Aaiatspwewtd

V)A

Z r

The Print window pops up. Verify that the printer name is set to Adobe PDF
on the dropdown menu. -

.. * L6>Adde, ._wi
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Click on J Ito bring up the Adobe PDF Document Properties window.
Click on the Adobe PDF Settings tab and change the following settings:

* Change Default Settings to NRC-10CFR1 (the default profile created in Section
4.1).

* Uncheck Do not send fonts to "Adobe PDF".
This will ensure that the fonts are embedded.

Click on Iand the' Print wino reappears. Click on to start the
conversion process.

TI~e Save 'Adobe PDF File As window p ops up. Enter the name you want in
the File'Name field, then clic'k on jj

I. _ _____

I ' ~ - - ~ - . -_ - r-
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The Creating Adobe PDF window appears to show the conversion status.
.~ ~ ~ - .. .

. *...- .

II - - -
I,. -- -Microsoft PoweiPoint- QUIK4NIM.PPTIf __________________________

When the conversion, is completed, the Microsoft 06ow'erPoi'At- presentation is
converted to a PDF document and Adobe Acrobat ProfesSion4(or Adobe
Acrobat Reader) may launch automatically with the new PDF doctiet
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* MS-Project

Important: If you haven't done so, follow the instructions in Section 4.1, "Setting up
and configuring Adobe Acrobat DistillerlPDFMaker and setting preferences', to create
an Acrobat Distiller/PDFMaker profile.

Launch Microsoft Project (either on the desktop or from Start ' Programs c>
Microsoft Office * Microsoft Office Project).

Verify that the Microsoft Project conversion settings match the profile you created in
Section 4.1 by going to the main menu and clicking on Adobe PDF 6change
Conversion Settings. i |K

Note: Do so once and then leave the settings alone unless you,,want to use other,
settings. When you have configured and saved the Acrobat PDFMaker settings, start '
the conversion process in Step 2 of this section. .''

L~~2~~1 ..c .Iic ..R~r
. _:

3C ^ 'w'-t-', *Ad*PF |-..Type a wstonfcor et) P~'.'! X

O E S C ,/ 1Cowert to AdobePOF ...

ir Tis Cover to Adob PM and pK

___ii _

Is i.=_

211-LA- USY0 Is".,".Ms.

N J JF'JSISI9ITW SIMITJ , -1SISI i1 -

jA.
- ~~'5WI'5 '5

~4 ~. ~ i, '5'. v 5,'

p *.*s
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The Acrobat PDFMaker window pops up.

F I.

Under the Settings tab, for the Conver-s'ion Settings fielid of the PDFMaker
Settings section, click on the drop66wn arrow and'select the profile you have
created (e.g., 'NRC-1 OCFR1

amilA Veddweh orjWadato

Leave the configurations under the Security tab as they are. Click on
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Take the following steps below to convert a Microsoft Project plan to PDF.

1. Launch Microsoft Project (either on the desktop or from Start c> Programs *
Microsoft Office * Microsoft Office Project).

Open a Project by going to the main menu and clicking on File * Open.

4,.

~ . Sm o _ __ _ _ _ __ _ .__ _

_&V Io sl

we Sveg-f , Rs> ,| 1 00 s1 Z410 ffitS l M81w05C l w t. o l 1

lii Save A~~~~~-I5 We aw,. Lp I St IT]WIT tF I S L I 5IIM I T lVIrll S I C SWI I E5 ;45l1l

Sae _sebPae _______T__I_____ I _ I i ___

r - 3.IlJS

'4.,

The Open window appears.
-/ I

/ I,- - I - /

/ tp ~ n i

not-. 4 besse nta to th fln. .
-87-
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i:-:Select the Microsoft Project plan you want to convert to PDF and click on

Note: Remove all hyperlinks to other electronic files or Web sites unless the
document includes a disclaimer that the hyperlinks are either inoperable or are
not essential to the riling.
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2. To start the conversion process, take the following steps for Microsoft Project
2002/2003:

Note: If you are using an older version of Microsoft Word orAdobe Acrobat 5.0 or
older, please follow the instructions under Step 3, Print to PDF.

From the main menu, click on Adobe PDF *~Convert to Adobe PDF or click

Deli~Converedcb~ddrvPC an1 'W

Convi t toAdobePOr ad Sen for evie

laklaplank~gcri~ie_ I

Buskientifplan kentieyn spno
E4l I'

Fan rjc beciei!Y ' .4 Ii! ~
kientify h Imdustry standan~I ~

l .''r

The Save Adobe PDF File As window pops up.
the File Name field, then click on

Enter the name you want in

'1

. i- � -1�1 0 -
lwI{B-rl- P A. i

mn"bew. t- ] PDF l _:lT' r - 4
4
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A series of popup windows show the conversion status.

IS :
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/ 1
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_____ ____I in

3. Print to PDF.

Follow Step 1 of this section to open a Microsoft Project plan.

Note: Remove all hyperlinks to other electronic files or Web sites unless the
document includes a disclaimer that the hyperlinks are either inoperable or are
not essential to the filing.

* From the main menu, click on File * Print.
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The Print window pops up. Verify that Printer Name is set to Adobe PDF from
the dropdown menu.i .
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Click on 1 "I to bring up the Adobe PDF Document Properties window.
Click on the Adobe PDF Settings tab and change the following settings:

Change Default Settings to NRC-1OCFR1 (the default profile you created in
Section 4.1).

* Uncheck Do not send fonts to "Adobe PDF".
This will ensure that the fonts are embedded.

Ii-M-U67
,1 .

3

Click on 6~Ind the Print window reappears. C
conversion process..

The Save Adobe PDF 'File As Windowpops up. Ei
the File Name field, then" Click ocn r~s*.

7 _

s _ X,1033

Ir
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-

:lick on to start the

.nter the name you want in

I
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The Creating Adobe PDF window appears to show the conversion status.
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MicifOsft Office Project -ENGINEER.mpp I
P D d -17'r

____ ,s
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* MS-Publisher

Important: If you haven't done so, follow the instructions in Section 4.1, "Setting up
and configuring Adobe Acrobat Distiller/PDFMaker and setting preferences' to create
an Acrobat DistillerlPDFMakerprofile.

Launch Microsoft Publisher (either on the desktop or from Start ' Programs o

Microsoft Office c Microsoft Office Publisher).

Verify that the Microsoft Publisher conversion settings are set to the profile you
created in Section 4.1 by going to the main menu andclicking on Adobe PDF o
Change Conversion Settings. f , C-

Note: Do so once and then leave the settings alone unless you want to use other-
settings. When you have configured and saved the Acrobat PDFMakersettings, start
the conversion process in Step 1 of this section. /

Bi i. ! 5; ~a . : -l ypa .es5*onfohl jv'd 1..RE

Iffy r-ef;t6AddbiP,-

A 111. "I
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The Acrobat PDFMaker window pops up.

NO,

.1

U nder the Settings tab, in the Conversion Settings field'of the PDFMaker Settings
section, click on the dropdown arro~wand sele'6t the profIl yo"u have created (e.g.,
'NRC-10CFR1").

.AI

J~'C

bw we 01W tet eadt anaf or

Leave the configurations on the Security tab as they are. Click on
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Take the following steps to convert a Microsoft Publishpr publication to PDF.

1. Launch Microsoft Publisher (either on the desktop or from Start * Programs '

Microsoft Office * Microsoft Office Publisher).

Open a Publisher publication by clicking on File c Open.

PAFMl #I .,l ..... ~o~rn
rek s _t Fyna t Iad- r #ie wrcdw.ge rf . Adke PCF , - TWea e~ fo r hfte _ J-

I al -.- art I .;;d J ¢: - . -- ' 1
.i

wki

J"

TtR4
3a.
d

Web Page P ' '

Pae SdV.. ' ' '

Prit Pre ', ' .'

e~ht. '' ' C1114P

ZCrVN2C0WSVV4ew5h .K
E --

Atart
To get started,
select an option in the list.

. I!'--

.1
� _'.el

C-r

G!.- - - .,e p.M

m ~

L . .

.rv L

Select the Microsoft Publisher file you want to convert to PDF and click on
L IF ;-I -

Note: Remove all hyperlinks to other electronic files or Web sites unless the
document includes a disclaimer that the hyperlinks are either inoperable or are
not essential to the filing.
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2. To start the conversion process, take the following steps for Microsoft Publisher
2002/2003:

Note: If you are using an older version of Microsoft Word orAdobe Acrobat 5.0 or
older, please follow the instructions under Step 3, Print to PDF.

From the main menu, click on Adobe PDF *Convert to Adobe PDF or click

on/t Sdimes

C t t-or twPF-wid Sdriefor E'ev-e
.E 6v fi,~ ~ [j,~~ ,- Adea -.. 'iteaesnf i|

'4 riu I ji I'ul^ t

1§ . a |Wtll *s '1 {m7Pr~~~~~~v~~si0Vi~~mP . ................................................ t..... t.. ,,.. , ,,

thei~i File Nam fil, the clc on. =

oft 0or twosded pw 4o_, =

dat 1 m lP_ - ----Si

~~~~.s. ........ . . ................................. =

1''-I .El,1 ____1

The Save Adob PFilAswnow pops up. Enter the name you want in
the File Name field, then click on 1$1',

Wtt

,, je 1Ox,

r--_ _
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A series of popup windows show the conversion status.

I .>K- 4 , -

I, - 1", ,

d ! - -S4 .

When the conversion is completed, the MicrosoftPublisher is converted to a
PDF document and Adobe Acrobat Professional (or Adobe Acrobat Reader)
may launch automatically'with the new PDF document.

;- -- -

. S\. , -' , ' - ' s ' ' .- .
-/ t .* . ,..
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., K . ...

, r . A; - .

f.' ' , M8t,, - .

.t , J0e .
_. . ?j :

g . _/+ . '.
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.

.N . . .
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3. Print to PDF.

* Follow Step 1 of this section to open a Microsoft Publisher publication.

Note: Remove all hyperlinks to other electronic files or Web sites unless the
document includes a disclaimer that the hyperlinks are either inoperable or are
not essential to the filing.

* From the main menu, click on File o Print.

' , .. _ _e _'n* . .._II
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Ze..... ."i' ......... _.......
t rpre d o w n rn e u ' -

a'_

ME i.; ,-= ;

nt wv wpop up Ve.f that th prite nam is se toAob.

drN2opWSdo 'n en.P. .- _

. ._____

The Pri
from thE
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; -_.- ''. . -%cit --P,', MVncedP"i;F*�.�7 1"-
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Click on It K Ito bring up the Adobe PDF Document Properties window.
Click on the Adobe PDF Settings tab and change the following settings:

* Change the Default Settings to NRC-10CFR1 (the default profile created in
Section 4.1).

* Uncheck Do not send fonts to "Adobe PDF".
This will ensure that the fonts are embedded.

" .- 7.

A.

�! t . /:`- "

6orrov-1 ,

And

., /
.

,., r w-' , ,,,af

0 ' '' ' ;'"'I,. .. .

,., ':
.' �.' - .'

::

Click on l*-' and th6 Print window reappears. Click on Alto start the
conversion process.

The Save Adobe PDF File As window pops up. Enter the name you want in
the File Name field, then click onriOgl

.7
H ,. I -

.I
1 tos..
in"~
Pkt MM
bwCDCApdf

I-

I�-
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The Creating Adobe PDF window appears to show the conversion status.

When the conversion completed, the Microsoft Publisher is converted to a POE
document and Adobe Acrobat Professional (o-r Adobe Acrobat Raer) may
launch automatically with the new POE document

J'
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5.2 Converting Corel Office Suite 2002 to PDF
* WordPerfect 10

1. Launch Corel WordPerfect (either from the desktop or from Start * Corel
WordPerfect Office 2002 * WordPerfect 10).

Open a WordPerfect document by going to the main menu and clicking on File
* Open. . -

I* -Ts, Ad I

LA. ;Wo c ,~lxIs~s:,Zi

i-C

MLMd

- - --

i0 iI

I

I . .

I,

I��U 111FF

The Open window appears. j
/i ._

/ -, -i" I . - /UA. U.?

_- -. lrr

te eepix/- -i R YB

-. - g--3^ US za: data ' e)LDlet ' erg S

Docu mmts nd SetbLgs i)Mi 'Ne~wFckl

Select the WordPerfect document you want to convert to PDF and click on

Note: Remove all hyperlinks to other electronic files or Web sites unless the
- document includes a disclaimer that the hyperlinks are either inoperable or are

not essential to the filing. There is also a known problem with the search
function in Adobe Acrobat when using Step 2, Publish to PDF. Until further
notice, go to Step 3, Print to PDF, to convert to PDF.
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2. Publish to PDF. Start the conversion process by taking the following steps:

On WordPerfect's main menu, click on File * Publish to PDF.

t;� � 1_ , � _L �:
I - . . 4 - . . I - . a . 7 . 2 V7-.

ET Corporation Education Courses

)IADDlUT Preparation for Panagon 2000
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ksefor a[ FeNET e~jcatjon wiises; cost is NIC I Itdert is enroled in
Iral re atAornatcaly sent to a sudaIet preenrvoed in another courses Other

Ise rurres as ariIcbe

I r

Name

PTFirstVew

-- ___
7","-C"M I 00

2WD358 Instnjdor.
Led (dassroom)s
900
304337 Shkderti

0I1
Pafagcu ContenSerices Pargon Cs SYstem Adminlstrator

__ _ ._ . . , . _

O . M ~ u u w , 9 J . V c ~ a e t i - i ~ W 9 Z u d .- it 1 i A 5-- h 7 J J i ~ r 2FF " ep

The Publish To PDF window appears.
., / . .-. .

/

t f~I I SNRC

PDFfor Doumnt Drtbubonm

1.,
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Under the General tab of the Publish To PDF window, make sure
Compatibility is set to the max, Acrobat 4.0, and change the File Name field
to whatever you want, including the full path to where you want the file saved.

If you enable the Pages option in the Export range section, you must type the
numbers for the first and last pages that you want to publish.

Under the Objects tab, make sure the settings are similar to the figure below.
Be sure Embed fonts in document is checked. Keep the default settings for
the Document and Advanced tabs. Then click on 10CKi .

Th ubihngt PFwndwposu toso tecnvrin tts

When tuliheovriongtD wis d'owpopseup the winow disappeaers.o sthedoumnis.

converted toPDF.'
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3. Print to PDF.

* Follow Step 1 of this section to open a WordPerfect document.

Note: Remove all hyperdinks to other electronic files or Web sites unless the
document includes a disclaimer that the hyperlinks are either inoperable or are
not essential to the filing.

* From the main menu, click on File * Print.
'I , I. ' -. 'I_

. .s

-- .-I ,, j,,,

ision d this rndl nd caled I the Open Sysems
bb Modd.

C1

jla beypnrt of how eownircaions should take piac. It
war d for ef*oietwe coomncaons mnd d&Ade" thin procese

Vandon de l nrwork pvduct bated on the spcksetns d the OSI modeL It provde. a
dense at d how network hardware and software worktogethae In * la2Yed eshon to nme
cornrnunicsons possbth. It o hheps wth troublshoobng by provdwg a dIne of rdnerenc, the
deecria how riponrarnte rsupposed to turi.

Why a. havea Layered Widet?

t It reduces cornpteay
2 AMowe for standardized interface

i. 7 t __ _ -

'aa>, VAXA.dw:. rX - 8 g-~ b gitS I t)I ;.e- I
The Print window pops up. Verify that the printer name is set to Adobe PDF
from the dropdown menu.-. -

gi. n,'l- 1 -,' - .' ' "'i'-
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Click on I to bring up the Adobe PDF Document Properties window.
Click on the Adobe PDF Settings tab and change the following settings:

* Change Default Settings to NRC-10CFR1 (the default profile created in Section
4.1).

* Uncheck Do not send fonts to "Adobe PDF".
This will ensure that the fonts are embedded.

llNc -______ I:9
. .

Click on I~-i and thePrint window reappears. Click on N-,Mo start the
conversion process {, / ; y

The Save Adobe PDF File As window pops up. Enter the name you want in
the File Name field, then click on

iii
:''- PD

When the prompt returns the WordPerfect'document is converted to PDF
document. -- .
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* Presentation 10

1. Launch Corel Presentation (either from the desktop or from Start * Corel
WordPerfect Office 2002 * Presentation 10).

Open a Corel presentation by going to the main menu and
Open.

clicking on File >

-I *.,

"I

The Open window appear'e 4 i .{,

| .RWSefngs t~omwz MSOCadce
.,ADAMS ehws e)MSS% I

hy'ed i k to o t tefe s r

.oas andNr a re

-:Select the Presentation document you want to convert to PDF and click on

Note: Remove allh herlinks to other electronicrfiles or Web sites unless the
document includes a disclaimer that the hyperlinks are either inoperable or are
not essential to the rfling. There is also a known problem with the search
function in Adobe Acrobat when using Step 2, Publish to PDF. Until further
notice, go to Step 3, Print to PDF, to convert to PDF.
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2. Publish to PDF.

Start the conversion process by taking the following steps:

From Presentation's main menu, click on File * Publish to PDF

Sld. ha _A AVVAda ..

.. II

e?

The Publish To PDF.window appears.

/ 1
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Under the General tab of the Publish To PDF window, make sure
Compatibility is set to the max, Acrobat 4.0, and change the File Name field
to whatever you want, including the full path to where you want the file saved.

If you want to convert the presentation as slides, click on Slides, etc.

Under the Objects tab, make sure the settings are similar to figure below. Be
sure Embed fonts in document is checked. Keep the default settings for-the
Document and Advanced tabs. Then click on lul . /

- --;> ------

. isl I Uv;! i ? x

_I_ I__Xh

A Publishing to PDF window pops up to show the conversion status.

When the conversion is completed, the window disappears. The presentation
is converted to PDF.

is , ' . *1 t

i_= I a,< nceIo!
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3. Print to PDF.

Follow Step 1 of this section to open a Corel presentation.

Note: Remove all hyperlinks to other electronic tiles or Web sites unless the
document includes a disclaimer that the hyperlinks are either inoperable or are.
not essential to the filing.

* From the main menu, click on File * Print.
I,, d

.............................. ....................................................................

: . .. r

.I

.. I.

Double-clicktoAddrde

:Dubte-ickto AddSubtie

',, -;i . . ,

A Print window pops up. Verify that the printer name is set to Adobe PDF from
the dropdown menu.

/ ., . -,.. . A.

I -
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Click on f- Byes ' to bring up the Adobe PDF Document Properties window.
Click on the Adobe PDF Settings tab and change the following settings:

* Change Default Settings to NRC-IOCFR1 (the default profile created in Section
4.1).

* Uncheck Do not send fonts to "Adobe PDF".
This will ensure that the fonts are embedded.

i I

: , I i . ,

J. IIil

1- I : ,

Click on [ttand the Print window reappears. Click on to start the
conversion process.!v

The Save Adobe PDF FileAs window pops up. Enter the name you want in
the File Name field, then click on I

V ~- fir-j Txl
a, _,

-4-- W PF:' ~:

;I

.... . To r -, - - f ,

.7i =

When the prompt returns, the Corel presentation is converted to PDF.
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- Quattro Pro 10

1. Launch Corel Quattro Pro (either from the desktop or from Start c> Corel
WordPerfect Office 2002 c> Quattro Pro 10).

Open a Corel Quattro Pro spreadsheet by clicking on File * Open.

f -;'

I

Select the Quattro Pro spreadsheet you want to convert to PDF and click on
.FI.L4r_-i *'

Note: Remove all hyperlinks to other electronic files or Web sites unless the
document includes a disclaimer that the hyperlinks are either inoperable or are
not essential to the filing.
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2. To start the conversion process, take the following steps:

From Quattro Pro's main menu, select File * Print.
____ (-

A Spreadsheet Print window appear
Adobe PDF fromrthe dropdown menu
spreadsheet.

_M in al 6M ... ifl

No laler atit
Please dire2I\ if

= (~~~30")893-Zff 11l

=ank you I f I
_i?,

___________on _oteboo_ toconertth whoileii

-11219

,... Click on Noebo to covr the who le ~_

;7 ,
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Click on 1N d to bring up the Adobe PDF Document Properties window.
Under the Adobe PDF Settings tab, change the following settings:

* Change Default Settings to NRC-10CFR1 (the default profile created in Section
4.1).

* Uncheck Do not send fonts to "Adobe PDF".
This will ensure that the fonts are embedded.

so oe oio Docm|e;t j --1! -cic ;; A 7

/I (/,_s
/ . / ,,N

/Click on j~J ndthe P~rint wind-o-w reappears. Click on to start the
onversion process.

A Creating Adobe PDF Window pops up to show the conversion status.
/~ 1<

When the conversion is completed, the window disappears. The spreadsheet
is converted to PDF.
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5.3 Converting TIFF to PDF

1. Launch Adobe Acrobat Professional (either by clicking on the icon on the desktop
or Start * Programs * Adobe Acrobat 7.0 Professional).

Convert a TIFF document to PDF by clicking on the main menu and selecting
File * Create PDF * From File or by clicking on the toolbar submenu and
selecting Create PDF * From File.

V .- MM ., . *-

dm; -_-_
EntX

rs';'F4 -114-
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An Open window pops up.,.

;ILPofoff. P.1 W 2 .O.

W.- bg w

n color me .- .n o h . S

you followed the instructions in Section 4.1, uSeiting up and, configuring Adobe
Acrobat Distiller/PDFMaker and setting preferenes ..

Select the TI FF image you want to convert td'PDF and clIick o-n F07.

For a few seconds (longer if the file Ip'lar(e) you w6n't see anything on the
screen and it might looks like the!PC is hanging.: When the conversion is done,
the TIFF image is converted toPDF and a'ppears on the screen.

W-.,

l..

.III Ifi ,.'.002)'',',oS'
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6.0 Verifications and Document Testing before submission
6.1 Verify that the PDF Document is set for Fast Web View

* Open the PDF document in Adobe Acrobat Professional.
* From the main menu, select File * Document Properties or click on the right arrow on

the vertical scroll bar and choose Document Properties.
* In the Document Properties window, under the Description tab, verify that Fast Web

View is set to Yes. See the figures below.

MFMTMT 7. .~ . .. -- D I

F&~t~W91~Yesz~ ~ I
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6.2 Searchable Text (hidden text error)

Verify that OCR (Optical Character Recognition) has been applied correctly to the
image-only scanned pages.

* Open the PDF document in Adobe Acrobat Professional.
* Click on the Select button to use the Select function.
* Place the cursor before the first character of the page. Hold down the left mouse button

and drag downward through the page.

~ -3 Es-u

F 1

* If all the text is highlighted as you move the mouse cursor down over it, the images
have been OCR-ed correctly (or have 'hidden text").

* If the image is not set for searchable text, only whole pages or whole areas can be
selected as in the figure below.
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6.3 Embedded Fonts verification

Verify that all Fonts are embedded in the document by taking the following steps:

* Open the PDF document in Adobe Acrobat Professional.
* From the main menu, select File * Document Properties, or click on the right arrow

on the vertical scroll bar and choose Document Properties.
* On the Document Properties window under the Fonts tab, verify in the Fonts Used in

this Document section that all the fonts include (Embedded Subset) as the figures
below.

iV x

12'. 1t ,'13 -2 I 1

6ArW (zribedded aset)

O (j~ ~Type: TrueType

TM-p: TrhT~v Enc~ding: Ansf
El ArWdIt.Sc (Ebedded &*tset)

0 .i~ h. .. _,''d1d.A..)

_, coc . - Type: TrueType

a JR AMAARUBc W- 'k.d) S Encoding: AnsI
Twa.: ThTWe
E_ .b rA B Ar,8dtai (EmbeddedSubwt)

A Ii] *d1tIC f d ST:T
Typ:TnTtp. Type: TrueType
Bmd Etj -tl~tkfbI And/ - Enaxk: Ans

El i kiSo bq-SAWfbltok ~a So LA -k Q
Tvpe: TnTrpe . , ri BookAntiqua~oldlc (Embedded Sltset)

Type: TrueType
Etye p x;\ , TEnaxing: ATns'

l tS~t-I -4~ " ; \ComiSansMSBd (Embedded subset)
TnaeType 1 lType: TrueType

EnaxngV: An.'

-7_ _ Pi 8Q Symbd (Embedded Stbset)
JIB OType: Type 1

sell _ _ 7 _ _d - Custom
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6.4 Preflight error tests

Do a Preflight test for any errors before submitting the document to the NRC.

* Adobe Acrobat 6.0 Professional

* Launch Adobe Acrobat 6.0 Professional.
* From the main menu, click on Document and select Preflight.
* Select the correct profile use for testing, i.e., NRC-1OCFR1. I'

Sampl5e profle
Feakresnrmewrthan PDF 1.2
Feaues rwa' than PDF 13
Feahms nevwe than PDF 1.4
List al kiages
Lit all objects not Ac
Ust all objects not~ Ac or spot
LIt al overprkt"~ objedts
List all potential problems

Litall triarn ert objects
List JPEG nimpressed images
Mmr dun 1 plate
Mmr Oma 2plates
More tha 4 plates
Not suported vn PostScript 3
Not P-ppofted in PostSarpt Level 1

edi ota ee

OiLpW not 1 OOM predclbe
PDF/Xl1a complart
POF/X-3comnplart (4c-spot)
PDFAX-3 complar (EC/abOMg

I.

* Click on the Analyze button to start
the Preflight test.

_PDFYX .. _ _ __ _ __ _
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When the Preflight test is finished, the Preflight: Results window appears listing the
errors.

M- lnafll:�

Pages fnmmDocumertI 4xr

o Lhed pvN~e: 'NRC-10XFRI'
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flAditate Snap - Badkg-W idar jot

- < .
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E~1- biage ts. Iess Om 300 pp
k H bagemes kmia,30ppi(Rs&wkon 1.14S3)

0knage ms. lea t300ppti I
hObage re.Iekm Vian 300 ppl (Resokklon -1 20.A884

BOverviewoPages;
-oRagti rfmoonnu

~Pdiv~~riap Badcwmd olorl 1 gw25% ~

.e-19

A.. f-

i-.i1ag:-- -B- -- . .. . ............ ,...:1- _- .........

; . N. -, . ., I.
I'C

- I I . I ';' L
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* Adobe Acrobat 7.0 Professional

* Launch Adobe Acrobat 7.0 Professional.
* Open a PDF document that you want to test for errors.
* From the main menu, click on Advanced and select Preflight.
* Select the correct profile for testing, i.e., NRC-1 OCFR1.

i:! _i
I&-.1

'7,
I

* Click on the Execute button to start
checking the document for errors.
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Below is an example of ari.,utput error. The document has§poor-quality images and does
not meet the 300dpi requirement specified in the E-Rule.

x

,. i:1 FEk JO io-

i~w.-- --,.,
A1 pages frmcoCNASpE

E3-) Cautwmone tmiage reson rib wethar specired (smndces cn 2 pagesl''l
X PDF vennei s we 1 3

k;Shom ei

.0 v. w

I, A 'I

I4 ..

I,

Qj pages nrInr W..U %-VU . I.p a -
b Co-t#ious tone image resodion lower an spedfed (5 matcdes on 2 page

[- Page 1: Color mage 195.3a250.74 pt 218249 ppi RGB ICC overprin: a
-a Page 5: Color Image 464.1xl 9.68 pt 92.4S3/98.781 ppi RGB (CC) overp
L- Page S: Colorinage 2152a&D.72Pt 9230&'100.0ppi RGB oCC)ovapi
LI- Page 5: Color inage 464.1x250.8 pt 9Z463 ppi RGB (ICC) ovreput: off
LI- Page 5: Color tnage 10.92c0.72 pt 92308/100.0 ppi RGB KC) ovetprbit ''-I ,! I'

*? e 1 PDFversionIsnewethan 13

JP > < -: > ' 3-,) P~gtF~ormabon

Expanded version

t Click on'the Report tab if you want a PDF version of the results; or click on I3 to exit.
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7.0 Miscellaneous
7.1 FAQ

1. "I received email notification from NRC support staff telling me my recent
EIE submittal was rejected because it was not set for Fast Web View. How
do I fix that?"

Follow the instructions in Section 4.1, "Setting up and configuring
Adobe Acrobat Distiller/PDFMaker and setting preferences", and make
sure the Optimize for fast web view option is checked under thej,,
General tab. Then recreate the PDF document., If you d6ont want to
recreate the PDF document, take the following steps if yo6irYeusing
Adobe 6 or higher.
* Open Adobe Acrobat Professional. ; .

* From the main menu, select Advanced and click on Batch Processirig.
* In the Batch Sequences window, select Fast Web View and click on Edit

Sequence.
* In the Edit Batch Sequence window, click on the Output Options button and

then click on the Fast Web View optiorj to enable th6e feature.
* Click on the OK button to get back to the Batch Sequeces window. With Fast

Web View option selected, click on'the Run Sequence option.
* You are prompted to choose a PDF docurient to process.
* Go to the main menu and click on File/Docuiment Properties and verify that

Fast Web View is set to Yes. --

Take the following steps ifyou're using Adobe 5.
* Open Adobe Acrobat.>-'
* From the main menui, select File and click on Batch Processing.
* Select Fast Web 'View, then click on the OK button to bring up the Select Files

-to Process window.
You are'prornpted to choose a PDF document to process.

* Go to the main menu and click on File/Document Properties/Summary and
verify that Fast Web View is set to Yes.

2. aI`m using MS-Word, I followed your instructions in Section 4.1 to embed all fonts,
Why am I still getting rejection messages saying that fonts are not embedded in my

- document when I use File/Print/Adobe PDF?"

If you use the, Print to Adobe PDF feature, follow the instructions in
Section 5.1,,tConvert MS-Word document to PDF". Remember to
uncheck Do not send fonts to "Adobe PDF" in the Adobe PDF
Document Properties.

3.- Why can't I submit my document using the General EIE form. The Submit Signed
Documents to NRC button is greyed out?"

You must first click on Secure Transmission Authorization (a
required field). This will enable the Submit Signed Documents to
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NRC button so you can submit your document

4. uIjust scanned several images and converted into PDF. I have no way of checking
that the images meet the 300dpi requirement. Any suggestions?"

You can run a resolution test yourself by using Preflight (bundled with
Adobe Acrobat 6/7 Professional ONLY). If you're puzzled or if this is
your first time trying to convert images to PDF, send a several-page t ,

PDF document to our technical support staff at kdnOEnrc.oov. We will
tell you by email whether the document meets the 300dpi ,requirement.

5. "Your guide has no information about scanners and the kpreferred method of
scanning. Will you be adding instructions to support scanning?"...

No. There are too many different scanners with proprietary software. ~
Submitters may use any scanners and scanning software with the \.
resolution set to scan no less than 300dpi.\ d-

6. "I'm having a problem converting a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. What should I
do?"

If you can't convert the Microsoft Excel spreadsheet using the
procedure in Section 5.1.3, "Converting ~Microsoft OfficeSuite XP/2003
to PDF-MS-Excel spreadsheets use one of the following acceptable
formats to submit the spreadsheet data. \

File Foriat :-.-. Version j. Filename Preferred Use
,xtensio , : .,

, MicrosofeExcef Current or 2 ds Spreadsheet calculations
previous

Corel QuattroPro Current or 2 wb3 Spreadsheet calculations
- _ _,,previous

The NRC may also need spreadsheet data to perform additional
',calculations or analyses.,

When subrriiting an electronic file using one of the acceptable formats,
do not change the default three-character extension for the file (for
example, a document prepared as 'licenseamendment.pdf' should be
submitted with the .pdf file extension and a document prepared as a
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet should be submitted with the .xIs file

_ extension).

7.2 Quick links

httD://www.nrc.gov - U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission home page
httn://www.nrc.oov/site-help/eie.html - Electronic Submittals homepage
http://www.nrc.gov/site-helo/eie/quid-elec-submission.odf - Guidance for Electronic
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Submissions to the Commission
httD://www.nrc.oov/readinp-rm/ehd/mlO41560341.pdf - Guidance for Submission of

Electronic Docket Materials under 10 CFR Part 2, Subpart J
http://www.nrc.pov/site-helg/eie/1Ocfrl.pdf- Electronic Maintenance and Submission of

Information", also known as the "E-Rule"
http://www.nrc.uov/site-helD/eie/how-to.html - Electronic Information Exchange

Instructions for first-time users
httD://www.nrc.pov/site-help/eie/quick-start-quide.html - Quick Start Guide,
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Subpart J--Procedures Applicable to Proceedings
for the Issuance of Licenses for the Receipt of
High-Level Radioactive Waste at a Geologic
Repository
Source: 54 FR 14944, Apr. 14,1989, unless otherwise noted.

§ 2.1 000 Scope of subpart J.
The rules in this'subpart, together with the rules in subparts C and G of this part, govern
the procedure for an application for authorization to construct a high-level radioactive
waste repository at a geologic repository operations area noticed under §§ 2.101 (f)(8) or
2.105(a)(5), and for an application for a license to receive and possess high level '
radioactive waste at a geologic repository operations area. The procedures in this
subpart take precedence over those in 10 CFR part 2, subpart C, except for the following
provisions: §§ 2.301; 2.303; 2.307; 2.309; 2.312; 2.313; 2.314; 2.315; 2.316; 2.317(a);
2.318; 2.319; 2.320; 2.321; 2.322; 2.323; 2.324; 2.325; 2.326; 2.327; 2.328; 2.330;
2.331; 2.333; 2.335; 2.338; 2.339; 2.342; 2.343; 2.344; 2.345; 2.346; 2.348; and 2.390.
The procedures in this subpart take precedence over those in 10 CFR part 2, subpart G,
except for the following provisions: §§ 2.701, 2.702;' 2.703; 2.708; 2.709; 2.710; 2.711;
2.712.

[63 FR 71736, Dec. 30,1998; 69 FR 2264,'Jan. 14, 2004]

§2.1001 Definitions.
Bibliographic header means the minimum series of descriptive fields that a potential
party, interested governmental participant, or party must submit with a documenit or
other material.

Circulated draft means a nonfinal document circulated for supervisory concurrence or
signature in which the original author or others in the concurrence process have non-
concurred. A "circulated draft" meeting the above criterion includes a draft of a document
that eventually becomes a final document, and a draft of a document that does not
become a final document due to either a decision not to finalize the document or the
passage of a substantial period of time in which no action has been taken on the
document.

Complex document means a document that consists (entirely or in part) of electronic
files having substantial portions that are neither textual nor image in nature, and graphic'
or other Binary Large Objects that exceed 50 megabytes and cannot logically be divided.
For example, specialized submissions may include runtime executable software, viewer
or printer executables, dynamic link library (.dll) files, large data sets associated with an
executable, and actual software code for analytical programs that a party may intend to
introduce into the proceeding.
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Document means any written, printed, recorded, magnetic, graphic matter, or other
documentary material, regardless of form or characteristic.

Documentary material means:

(1) Any information upon which a party, potential party, or interested governmental
participant intends to rely and/or to cite in support of its position in the proceeding for a
construction authorization for a high-level radioactive waste repository at a geologic
repository operations area pursuant to parts 60 or 63 of this chapter, a license to receive
and possess high-level radioactive waste at a geologic repository operations area
pursuant to parts 60 or 63 of this chapter;

(2) Any information that is known to, and in the possession of, or developed by the party
that is relevant to, but does not support, that information or that party's position; and

(3) All reports and studies, prepared by or on behalf of the potential party, interested
governmental participant, or party, including all related "circulated drafts," relevant to
both the license application and the issues set forth in the Topical Guidelines in
Regulatory Guide 3.69, regardless of whether they will be relied upon and/or cited by a
party. The scope of documentary material shall be guided by the topical guidelines in the
applicable NRC Regulatory Guide.

DOE means the U.S. Department of Energy or its duly authorized representatives.

Electronic docket means the NRC information system that receives, distributes, stores,
and retrieves the Commission's adjudicatory docket materials.

Image means a visual likeness of a document, presented on a paper copy, microform, or
a bit-map on optical or magnetic media.

Interested govemmental participant means any person admitted under § 2.315(c) of this
part to the proceeding on an application for a construction authorization for a high-level
radioactive waste repository at a geologic repository operations area under parts 60 or
63 of this chapter, and an application for a license to receive and possess high level
radioactive waste at a geologic repository operations area under parts 60 and 63 of this
chapter.

Large document means a document that consists of electronic files that are larger than
50 megabytes.

Licensing Support Network means the combined system that makes documentary
material available electronically to parties, potential parties, and interested governmental
participants to a proceeding for a construction authorization for a high-level radioactive
waste repository at a geologic repository operations area, and an application for a
license to receive and possess high level radioactive waste at a geologic repository
operations area under parts 60 and 63 of this chapter.

LSN Administrator means the person within the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
responsible for coordinating access to and the integrity of data available on the
Licensing Support Network. The LSN Administrator shall not be in any organizational
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unit that either represents the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff as a party to
the high-level waste repository licensing proceeding or is a part of the management
chain reporting to the Director, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards. For the
purposes of this subpart, the organizational unit within the NRC selected to be the LSN
Administrator shall not be considered to be a party to the proceeding.

Marginalia means handwritten, printed, or other types of notations added to a document
excluding underlining and highlighting.

NRC means the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission or its duly authorized
representatives.

Party for the purpose of this subpart means the DOE, the NRC staff, the host State, any
affected unit of local government as defined in Section 2 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act
of 1982; as amended (42 U.S.C. 10101), any affected Indian Tribe as defined in section
2 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, as amended (42 U.S.C. 101 01), and a person
admitted under § 2.309 to the proceeding on an application for construction authorization
for a high-level radioactive waste repository at a geologic repository operations area
under parts 60 or 63 of this chapter, and an application for a license to receive and
possess high level radioactive waste at a geologic repository operations area under
parts 60 and 63 of this chapter; provided that a host State, affected unit of local
government, or affected Indian Tribe files a list of contentions in accordance with the
provisions of § 2.309.

Personal record means a document in the possession of an individual associated with a
party, interested governmental participant, or potential party that was 'not required to be
created or retained by the party, interested governmental participant, or potential party,
and can be retained or discarded at the possessor's sole discretion, or documrents of a
personal nature that are not associated with any business of the party, interested
governmental participant,'or'potential party.

Potential party means any person who, during the period before the' issuance of the first
pre-hearing conference order under § 2.1021(d), is given access to the Licensing
Support Network and who consents to comply with the regulations set forth in subpart J
of this part, including the authority of the Pre-License Application Presiding Officer
designated pursuant to § 2.1010.

Pre-license application electronic docket means the NRC's electronic information system
that receives, distributes, stores, and maintains NRC pre-license application docket
materials during the pre-license application phase.

Pre-license application phase means the tirne period before a construction authorization
for a high-level radioactive waste repository at a geologic repository operations area
under parts 60 or 63 of this chapter is docketed under § 2.101 (f)(3), aid the ltime period.
before a license' application to receive and possess high-level radioactive waste at a'-
geologic repository-operations area under parts 60 or 63 is docketed under § 2.101 (f)(3).

Preliminary draft means any nonfinal document that is not a circulated draft.
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Presiding Officer means one or more members of the Commission, or an atomic safety
and licensing board, or a named officer who has been delegated final authority in the
matter, designated in the notice of hearing to preside.

Searchable full text means the electronic indexed entry of a document that allows the
identification of specific words or groups of words within a text file.

Simple document means a document that consists of electronic files that are 50
megabytes or less.

Topical Guidelines means the set of topics set forth in Regulatory Guide 3.69, Topical
Guidelines for the Licensing Support System, which are intended to serve as guidance
on the scope of 'documentary material".

[54 FR 14944, Apr. 14,1989, as amended at 56 FR 7795, Feb. 26,1991; 63 FR 17136,
Dec. 30,1998; 66 FR 29465, May 31, 2001; 66 FR 55788, Nov. 2, 2001; 69 FR 2264,
Jan. 14, 2004; 69 FR 32848, June 14, 2004]

§ 2.1002 [Reserved]

§ 2.1003 Availability of material.
(a) Subject to the exclusions in § 2.1005 and paragraphs (b), (c), and (e) of this section,
DOE shall make available, no later than six months in advance of submitting its license
application for a geologic repository, the NRC shall make available no later than thirty
days after the DOE certification of compliance under § 2.1009(b), and each other
potential party, interested governmental participant or party shall make available no later
than ninety days after the DOE certification of compliance under § 2.1009(b)--

(1) An electronic file including bibliographic header for all documentary material
(including circulated drafts but excluding preliminary drafts) generated by, or at the
direction of, or acquired by, a potential party, interested governmental participant or
party; provided, however, that an electronic file need not be provided for acquired
documentary material that has already been made available by the potential party,
interested governmental participant or party that originally created the documentary
material. Concurrent with the production of the electronic files will be an authentication
statement for posting on the LSN Web site that indicates where an authenticated image
copy of the documents can be obtained.

(2) In electronic image format, subject to the claims of privilege in § 2.1006, graphic-
oriented documentary material that includes raw data, computer runs, computer
programs and codes, field notes, laboratory notes, maps, diagrams and photographs,
which have been printed, scripted, or hand written. Text embedded within these
documents need not be separately entered in searchable full text. A bibliographic header
must be provided for all graphic-oriented documentary material. Graphic-oriented
documents may include--

(i) Calibration procedures, logs, guidelines, data and discrepancies;
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(ii) Gauge, meter and computer settings;

(iii) Probe locations;

(iv) Logging intervals and rates;

(v) Data logs in whatever form captured;

(vi) Text data sheets;

(vii) Equations and sampling rates;

(viii) Sensor data and procedures;

(ix) Data Descriptions;

(x) Field and laboratory notebooks;

(xi) Analog computer, meter or other device print-outs;

(xii) Digital computer print-outs;

(xiii) Photographs;

(xiv) Graphs, plots, strip charts, sketches;

(xv) Descriptive material related to the information identified in this paragraph.

(3) In an electronic file,' subject to the claims of privilege in § 2.1006, only a bibliographic
header for each item of documentary material that is not suitable for image or
searchable full text.

(4) An electronic bibliographic header for each documentary material--

(i) For which a claim of privilege is asserted;- -

(ii) Which constitutes confidential financial or commercial information; or

(iii) Which constitutes safeguards information under § 73.21 of this chapter.

(b) Basic licensing documents generated by DOE, such as the Site Characterization !

Plan, the Environmental Impact Statement, and the license application, or by NRC, such
as the Site Characterization Analysis, and the Safety Evaluation Report, shall be' made
available in electronic form by the respective agency that generated the document.

(c) The participation of the host State in the pre-license application phase shall not affect
the State's ability to exercise its disapproval rights under section 11 6(b)(2) of the Nuclear'
Waste Policy Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 101 36(b)(2).
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(d) This subpart shall not affect any independent right of a potential party, interested
governmental participant or party to receive information.

(e) Each potential party, interested governmental participant or party shall continue to
supplement its documentary material made available to other participants via the LSN
with any additional material created after the time of its initial certification in accordance
with paragraph (a)(1) through (a)(4) of this section until the discovery period in the
proceeding has concluded.

[63 FR 71737, Dec. 30,1998, as amended at 66 FR 2946, May 31, 2001; 69 FR 2264,
Jan. 14, 2004; 69 FR 32848, June 14, 2004]

§ 2.1004 Amendments and additions.
Any document that has not been provided to other parties in electronic form must be
identified in an electronic notice and made available for inspection and copying by the
potential party, interested governmental participant, or party responsible for the
submission of the document within five days after it has been requested unless some
other time is approved by the Pre-License Application Presiding Officer or the Presiding
Officer designated for the high-level waste proceeding. The time allowed under this
paragraph will be stayed pending Officer action on a motion to extend the time.

[63 FR 71737, Dec. 30,1998]

§ 2.1005 Exclusions.
The following material is excluded from the requirement to provide electronic access,
either pursuant to § 2.1003, or through derivative discovery pursuant to § 2.1019(i)--

(a) Official notice materials;

(b) Reference books and text books;

(c) Material pertaining exclusively to administration, such as material related to budgets,
financial management, personnel, office space, general distribution memoranda, or
procurement, except for the scope of work on a procurement related to repository siting,
construction, or operation, or to the transportation of spent nuclear fuel or high-level
waste;

(d) Press clippings and press releases;

(e) Junk mail;

(f) References cited in contractor reports that are readily available;

(g) Classified material subject to subpart I of this part;
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(h) Readily available references, such as journal articles and proceedings, which may be
subject to copyright.

(i) Correspondence between a potential party, interested governmental participant, or
party and the Congress of the United States.

[63 FR 71738, Dec. 30, 1998; 69 FR 32848, June 14, 2004]

§ 2.1006 Privilege.
(a) Subject to the requirements in § 2.1003(a)(4), the traditional discovery privileges
recognized in NRC adjudicatory proceedings and the exceptions from'disclosure in §
2.390 may be asserted by potential parties, interested States, local governmental
bodies, Federally-recognized Inrdian Tribes, and parties. In addition to Federal agencies,'
the deliberative process privilege may also be'asserted by States, local governmental'
bodies, and Federally-recognized Indian Tribes.

(b) Any document for which a claim of privilege is asserted, but is denied in whole or in
part by the Pre-License Application Presiding Officer or the Presiding Officer, must be
provided in electronic form by the party, interested governmental participant, or potential
party that asserted the claim to--

(1) The other participants; or

(2) To the Pre-License Application Presiding Officer or to the Presiding Officer, for entry
into a Protective Order file, if the Pre-License Application Presiding Officer or the
Presiding Officer so directs under §§ 2.1010(b) or 2.1018(c).

(c) Notwithstanding any availability of the deliberative process privilege under paragraph
(a) of this section, circulated drafts not otherwise privileged shall be provided for'
electronic'access pursuant to § 2.1003(a).

[63 FR 71738, Dec. 30, 1998; 64 FR 15920, Apr 2, 1999; 69 FR 2265, Janr.' 14, 2004]

§ 2.1007 Access.

(a)(1) A system to provide electronic access to the Licensing Support Network shall be
provided at the headquarters of DOE, and at all DOE Local Public Document Rooms
established in the vicinity of the likely candidate site for a' geologic repository, beginning
in the pre-license application phase.

(2) A system to provide electronic access to the Licensing Support Network shall be'
provided at the NRC Web'site, http://www.nrc.gbv, and/or at the NRC Public Document'
Room'beginning in the pre-license application phase.

(3)[Reserved]
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(b) Public availability of paper and electronic copies of the records of NRC and DOE, as
well as duplication fees, and fee waiver for those records, is governed by the regulations
of the respective agencies.

[63 FR 71738, Dec. 30,1998, as amended at 64 FR 48948, Sept. 9,1999]

§ 2.1008 [Reserved]

§ 2.1009 Procedures.
(a) Each potential party, interested governmental participant, or party shall--

(1) Designate an official who will be responsible for administration of its responsibility to
provide electronic files of documentary material;

(2) Establish procedures to implement the requirements in § 2.1003;

(3) Provide training to its staff on the procedures for implementation of the responsibility
to provide electronic files of documentary material;

(4) Ensure that all documents carry the submitter's unique identification number;

(5) Cooperate with the advisory review process established by the NRC under §
2.1011(d).

(b) The responsible official designated under paragraph (a)(1) of this section shall certify
to the Pre-License Application Presiding Officer that the procedures specified in
paragraph (a)(2) of this section have been implemented, and that to the best of his or
her knowledge, the documentary material specified in § 2.1003 has been identified and
made electronically available. The initial certification must be made at the time the
participant is required to comply with § 2.1003. The responsible official for the DOE shall
also update this certification at the time DOE submits the license application.

[63 FR 71738, Dec. 30,1998 as amended at 66 FR 29466, May 31, 2001]

§ 2.1 010 Pre-license application presiding officer.
(a)(1) The Commission may designate one or more members of the Commission, or an
atomic safety and licensing board, or a named officer who has been delegated final
authority on the matter to serve as the Pre-License Application Presiding Officer to rule
on disputes over the electronic availability of documents during the pre-license
application phase, including disputes relating to privilege, and disputes relating to the
implementation of the recommendations of the Advisory Review Panel established under
§ 2.1011(d).

(2) The Pre-License Application Presiding Officer shall be designated at such time
during the pre-license application phase as the Commission finds it appropriate, but in
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any event no later than fifteen-days after the DOE certification of initial compliance under
§ 2.1009(b).

(b) The Pre-License Application Presiding Officer shall rule on any claim of document
withholding to determine--

(1) Whether it is documentary material within the scope of this subpart;

(2) Whether the material is excluded under § 2.1005;

(3) Whether the material is privileged or otherwise excepted from disclosure under §'
2.1006;

(4) If privileged, whether it is an absolute or qualified privilege;

(5) If qualified, whether the document should be disclosed because it is necessary to a
proper decision in the proceeding; '

(6) Whether the material should be disclosed under a protective order containing such
protective terms and conditions (including affidavits of nondisclosure) as may be
necessary and appropriate to limit the disclosure to potential participants, interested,
governmental participants and parties in the proceeding, or to their qualified witnesses
and counsel. When Safeguards Information protected from disclosure under section 147
of the Atomic Energy Act of 1 954,'as amended, is received and possessed by a potential
party, interested governmental participant, or party, other than the Commission staff, it
shall also be protected according to the requirements of § 73.21 of this chapter. The Pre-
License Application Presiding Officer may also prescribe such additional procedures as
will effectively safeguard and prevent disclosure of Safeguards Information to
unauthorized persons with minimum impairment of the procedural rights which would be
available if Safeguards Information were not involved. In addition to any other sanction
that may be imposed by the Pre-License Application Presiding Officer for violation of an
order pertaining to the disclosure of Safeguards Information protected from disclosure
under section 147 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the entity in violation
may be subject to a civil penalty imposed pursuant to § 2.205. For the purpose of
imposing' the criminal penalties contained in section 223 of the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, as amended, any order issued pursuant to this paragraph 'with respect to
Safeguards Information shall be deemed to be an order issued under section 161 b of the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended.

(c) Upon a final determination that the material is relevant, and not privileged, exempt
from disclosure, or otherwise exempt from production under § 2.1005, the potential
party, interested governmental participant, or party who asserted the claim of withholding
must make the document available in accordance with the provisions of this subpart
within five days. - -

(d) The service of all pleadings and answers, orders, and decisions during the pre-
license application phase shall be made according to the procedures specified in §
2.1013(c) and entered into the pre-license application electronic docket.
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(e) The Pre-License Application presiding officer possesses all the general powers
specified in §§ 2.319 and 2.321(c).

(f) The Commission, in designating the Pre-License Application Presiding Officer in
accordance with paragraphs (a) (1) and (2) of this section, shall specify the jurisdiction of
the Officer.

[63 FR 71738, Dec. 30,1998 as amended at 66 FR 29466, May 31, 2001; 69 FR 2265,
Jan.14,2004]

§ 2.1011 Management of electronic information.
(a) Electronic document production and the electronic docket are subject to the
provisions of this subpart.

(b)(1) The NRC, DOE, parties, and potential parties participating in accordance with the
provision of this subpart shall be responsible for obtaining the computer system
necessary to comply with the requirements for electronic document production and
service.

(2) The NRC, DOE, parties, and potential parties participating in accordance with the
provision of this subpart shall comply with the following standards in the design of the
computer systems necessary to comply with the requirements for electronic document
production and service:

(i) The participants shall make textual (or, where non-text, image) versions of their
documents available on a web accessible server which is able to be canvassed by web
indexing software (i.e., a "robot", "spider", "crawler") and the participant system must
make both data files and log files accessible to this software.

(ii) The participants shall make bibliographic header data available in an HTTP
(Hypertext Transfer Protocol) accessible, ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) and SQL
(Structured Query Language)-compliant (ANSI IX3.135091992/ISO 9075091992)
database management system (DBMS). Alternatively, the structured data containing the
bibliographic header may be made available in a standard database readable (e.g., XML
(Extensible Markup Language http://www.w3.org/xml/), comma delimited, or comma
separated value (.csv)) file.

(iii) Textual material must be formatted to comply with the ISO/IEC 8859091 character
set and be in one of the following acceptable formats: ASCII, native word processing
(Word, WordPerfect), PDF Normal, or HTML.

(iv) Image files must be formatted as TIFF CCITT G4 for bi-tonal images or PNG
(Portable Network Graphics) per [http-//www.w3.org/TR/REC-png-multi.html]) format for
grey-scale or color images, or PDF (Portable Document Format--Image). TIFF, PDF, or
PNG images will be stored at 300 dpi (dots per inch) or greater, grey scale images at
150 dpi or greater with eight bits of tonal depth, and color images at 150 dpi or greater
with 24 bits of color depth. Images found on participant machines will be stored as single
image-per-page to facilitate retrieval of no more than a single page, or alternatively,
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images may be stored in an image-per-document format if software is incorporated in
the web server that allows image-per-page representation and delivery.

(v) The participants shall programmatically link, preferably via hyperlink or some other
automated process, the bibliographic header record with the text or image file it
represents. Each participant's system must afford the LSN software enough information
to allow a text or image file to be identified to the bibliographic data that describes it.

(vi) To facilitate data exchange, participants shall adhere to hardware and software
standards, including, but not limited to:

(A) Network access must be HTTP/1.1 [http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc2068.html] over TCP
(Transmission Control Protocol, [http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc793.html]) over IP (Internet
Protocol, [http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc791.html]).

(B) Associating server names with IP addresses must follow the DNS (Domain Name
System), [http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfcl034.html] and
[http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfcl035.html].

(C) Web page construction must be HTML [http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-html4O/.

(D) Electronic mail (e-mail) exchange between e-mail servers must be SMTP (Simple
Mail Transport Protocol, [http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc821.html]).

(E) Format of an electronic mail message must be per
[http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc822.html] optionally extended by MIME (Multipurpose
Internet Mail Extensions) per [http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc2045.html]) to accommodate
multipurpose e-mail.

(c) The Licensing Support Network shall be coordinated by the LSN Administrator, who-
shall be designated before the start of the pre-license application phase. The LSN
Administrator shall have the responsibility to--

(1) Identify technical and policy issues related to implementation of the LSN for LSN
Advisory Review Panel and Commission consideration;

(2) Address the consensus advice of the LSN Advisory Review Panel under paragraph
(e)(1) of this section that is consistent with the requirements of this subpart;

(3) Identify any problems experienced by participants regarding LSN availability,
including the availability of individual participant's data, and provide a recommendation
to resolve any such problems to the participant(s) and the Pre-License Application .
Presiding Officer relative to the resolution of any disputes regarding LSN availability,
including disputes on the availability of an individual participant's data;

(4) Identify any problems regarding the integrity of documentary material certified in
accordance with § 2.1009(b) by the participants to be in the LSN, and provide a
recommendation to resolve any such problems to the participant(s) and the Pre-License'
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Application Presiding Officer relative to the resolution of any disputes regarding the
integrity of documentary material;

(5) Provide periodic reports to the Commission on the status of LSN functionality and
operability.

(6) Evaluate LSN participant compliance with the basic design standards in paragraph
(b)(2) of this section, and provide for individual variances from the design standards to
accommodate changes in technology or problems identified during initial operability
testing of the individual documentary collection websites or the "central LSN site".

(7) Issue guidance for LSN participants on how best to comply with the design standards
in paragraph (b)(2) of this section.

(d) The Secretary of the Commission shall reconstitute the LSS Advisory Review Panel
as the LSN Advisory Review Panel, composed of the interests currently represented on
the LSS Advisory Review Panel. The Secretary of the Commission shall have the
authority to appoint additional representatives to the LSN Advisory Review Panel
consistent with the requirements of the Federal Advisory Committee Act, 5 U.S.C. app. l,
giving particular consideration to potential parties, parties, and interested governmental
participants who were not members of the NRC HLW Licensing Support System
Advisory Review Panel.

(e)(1) The LSN Advisory Review Panel shall provide advice to--

(i) NRC on the fundamental issues of the type of computer system necessary to access
the Licensing Support Network effectively under paragraph (b) of this section; and

(ii) The Secretary of the Commission on the operation and maintenance of the electronic
docket established for the HLW geologic repository licensing proceeding under the
Commission's Rules of Practice (10 CFR part 2).

(iii) The LSN Administrator on solutions to improve the functioning of the LSN;

(2) The responsibilities of the LSN Advisory Review Panel shall include advice on--

(i) Format standards for providing electronic access to the documentary material certified
by each participant to be made available in the LSN to the other parties, interested
governmental participants, or potential parties;

(ii) The procedures and standards for the electronic transmission of filings, orders, and
decisions during both the pre-license application phase and the high-level waste
licensing proceeding;

(iii) Other duties as specified in this subpart or as directed by the Secretary of the
Commission.

[63 FR 71738, Dec. 30,1998 as amended at 66 FR 29466, May 31, 2001]
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§ 2.1012 Compliance.
(a) If the Department of Energy fails to make its initial certification at least six months
prior to tendering the application, upon receipt of the tendered application,
notwithstanding the provisions of § 2.101 (f)(3), the Director of the NRC's Office of
Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards will not docket the application until at least six
months have elapsed from the time of the certification. The Director may determine that
the tendered application is not acceptable for docketing under this subpart if the
application is not accompanied by an 'updated certification pursuant to § 2.1009(b), or if
the Secretary'of the'Commission determines that the application is not submitted on
optical storage media in a format consistent with NRC regulations and guidance, or for
non-compliance with any other requirements identified in this subpart.

(b)(1) A person, including a potential party given access to the Licensing Support
Network under this subpart, may not be granted party status under § 2.309, or status as
an interested governmental participant under § 2.315, if it cannot demonstrate
substantial and timely compliance with the requirements of § 2.1003 at the time it
requests participation in the HLW licensing proceeding under § 2.309 or § 2.315.

(2) A person denied party status or interested governmental participant status under
paragraph (b)(1) of this section may request party status or interested governmental
participant status upon a showing of subsequent compliancewith the requirements of §
2.1003. Admission of such a party or interested governmental participant under §§ 2.309
or 2.315, respectively, is conditioned on accepting the status of the proceeding at the
time of admission.

(c) The Presiding Officer shall not make a finding of substantial and timely compliance'
pursuant to paragraph (b) of this section for any person who is not in compliance with all
applicable orders of the Pre-License Applicationr Presiding Officer designated p6rsuant
to § 2.1 010.

[54 FR 14944, Apr. 14,1991, as amended at 56 FR 7796, Feb. 26,1991; 63 FR 71739,
Dec. 30, 1998; 66 FR 29466, May.31,2001; 69 FR 2265, Jan.14,2004; 69 FR 32849,
June 14,2004]

§ 2.1013 Use of the electronic docket during the
proceeding.
(a)(1) As specified in § 2.303,'the Secretary of the Commission will maintain the official
docket of the proceeding on the application for construction authorization for a high-level
radioactive waste repository at a geologic repository operations area under parts 60 or
63 of this chapter, and for applications for a license to receive and possess high level
radioactive waste at a geologic repository'operations area under parts 60 or 63 of this'
Chapter.

(2) The Secretary of the Commission will establish an electronic docket to contain the
official record materials of the high-level radioactive waste repository licensing
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proceeding in searchable full text, or, for material that is not suitable for entry in
searchable full text, by header and image, as appropriate.

(b) Absent good cause, all exhibits tendered during the hearing must have been made
available to the parties in electronic form before the commencement of that portion of the
hearing in which the exhibit will be offered. The electronic docket will contain a list of all
exhibits, showing where in the transcript each was marked for identification and where it
was received into evidence or rejected. For any hearing sessions recorded
stenographically or by other means, transcripts will be entered into the electronic docket
on a daily basis in order to afford next-day availability at the hearing. However, for any
hearing sessions recorded on videotape or other video medium, if a copy of the video
recording is made available to all parties on a daily basis that affords next-day
availability at the hearing, a transcript of the session prepared from the video recording
will be entered into the electronic docket within twenty-four (24) hours of the time the
transcript is tendered to the electronic docket by the transcription service.

(c)(1) All filings in the adjudicatory proceeding on the application for a high-level
radioactive waste geologic repository under part 60 or 63 of this chapter shall be
transmitted by the submitter to the Presiding Officer, parties, and Secretary of the
Commission, according to the following requirements--

(i) "Simple documents" must be transmitted electronically via EIE;

(ii) "Large documents" must be transmitted electronically in multiple transmissions of 50
megabytes or less each via EIE;

(iii) "Complex documents":

(A) Those portions that can be electronically submitted through the EIE, in 50 MB or less
segments, must be transmitted electronically, along with a transmittal letter; and

(B) Those portions that are not capable of being transmitted electronically must be
submitted on optical storage media which must also include those portions of the
document that had been or will be transmitted electronically.

(iv) Electronic submissions must have the following resolution--

(A) Electronic submissions of files created after January 1, 2004 must have 300 dots per
inch (dpi) as the minimum resolution for bi-tonal, color, and grayscale, except in limited
circumstances where submitters may need to use an image scanned before January 1,
2004, in a document created after January 1, 2004, or the scanning process for a large,
one-page image may not successfully complete at the 300 dpi standard resolution.

(B) Electronic submissions of files created before January 1, 2004, or electronic
submissions created after January 1, 2004, which cannot meet the 300 dpi standard for
color and grayscale, must meet the standard for documents placed on LSN participant
Web sites in § 2.1011 (b)(2)(iv) of this subpart, which is 150 dpi for color and grayscale
documents and 300 dpi for bi-tonal documents.
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(v) Electronic submissions must be generated in the appropriate PDF output format by
using:

(A) PDF--Formatted Text and Graphics for textual documents converted from native
applications;

(B) PDF--Searchable Image (Exact) for textual documents converted from scanned
documents; and

(C) PDF-Image Only for graphic-, image-,' and f6rms-oriented documents. In addition,
Tagged Image File Format (TIFF) images and the results of spreadsheet applications
must to be converted to PDF, except in those rare instances where PDF conversion is
not practicable.

(vi) Electronic submissions must not rely on hyperlinks to other documents or Web sites
for completeness or access except for hyperlinks that link to material within the same
PDF file. If the submittal contains hyperlinks to other documents or Web site's,'then it
must include a disclaimer to the effect that the hyperlinks may be inoperable or are riot'
essential to the use'of the filing. Information contained in hyperlinks to a Web site on the
Internet or to another PDF file, that is necessary for the completeness of 'a filing, must be
submitted in its entirety in the filing or as 'an 'attachment to the filing.!

(vii) All electronic submissions must be free of author-imposed security restrictions.

(2) The Secretary of the Commission will establish a6n electronic docket to contain the
official record materials of the high-level radioactive waste repository licensing
proceeding in searchable full text, or, for material that is not suitable for entry in
searchable full text, by header and image, as appropriate.

(3) Service upon a party or interested governmental participant is completed when the
sender receives electronic acknowledgment ("delivery'receipt') that the electronic
submission has been placed in the recipient's electronic mailbox.

(4) Proof of service, stating the name and address of the person on whom served and
the manner and date of service, shall be shown for each document filed, by--

(i) Electronic acknowledgment ("delivery receipt");

(ii) The affidavit of the' person making-the service; or :

(iii) The certificate of counsel.

(5) All Presiding Officer and Commission issuances and orders will be transmitted
electronically to the parties and interested governmental participants.

(d) Online access to the'electronic docket, including a Protective Order File if authorized
by a Presiding Officer, shall be provided to the Presiding Officer, the representatives of
the parties'and interested governmental participants, and the witnesses while testifying,
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for use during the hearing. Use of paper copy and other images will also be permitted at
the hearing.

[63 FR 71739, Dec. 30,1998, as amended at 66 FR 55788, Nov. 2, 2001; 69 FR 2265,
Jan. 14, 2004; 69 FR 32849, June 14,2004]

§ 2.1015 Appeals.

(a) No appeals from any Pre-License Application Presiding Officer or Presiding Officer
order or decision issued under this subpart are permitted, except as prescribed in
paragraphs (b), (c), and (d) of this section.

(b) A notice of appeal from a Pre-License Application presiding officer order issued
under § 2.101 0, a presiding officer prehearing conference order issued under § 2.1021,
a presiding officer order granting or denying a motion for summary disposition issued in
accordance with § 2.1025, or a presiding officer order granting or denying a petition to
amend one or more contentions under § 2.309, must be filed with the Commission no
later than ten (10) days after service of the order. A supporting brief must accompany
the notice of appeal. Any other party, interested governmental participant, or potential
party may file a brief in opposition to the appeal no later than ten (10) days after service
of the appeal.

(c) Appeals from a Presiding Officer initial decision or partial initial decision must be filed
and briefed before the Commission in accordance with the following requirements.

(1) Notice of appeal. Within ten (10) days after service of an initial decision, any party
may take an appeal to the Commission by filing a notice of appeal. The notice shall
specify:

(i) The party taking the appeal; and

(ii) The decision being appealed.

(2) Filing appellant's brief. Each appellant shall file a brief supporting its position on
appeal within thirty (30) days (40 days if Commission staff is the appellant) after the filing
of notice required by paragraph (a) of this section.

(3) Filing responsive brief. Any party who is not an appellant may file a brief in support of
or in opposition to the appeal within thirty (30) days after the period has expired for the
filing and service of the brief of all appellants. Commission staff may file a responsive
brief within forty (40) days after the period has expired for the filing and service of the
briefs of all appellants. A responding party shall file a single responsive brief regardless
of the number of appellants' briefs filed.

(4) Brief content. A brief in excess of ten (10) pages must contain a table of contents,
with page references, and a table of cases (alphabetically arranged), statutes,
regulations, and other authorities cited, with references to the pages of the brief where
they are cited.
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(i) An appellant's brief must clearly identify the errors of fact or'law that are the subject of
the appeal. An intervenor-appellant's brief must be confined to issues which the
intervenor-appellant placed in controversy or sought to place in controversy in the
proceeding. For each issue appealed, the precise portion of the record relied upon in
support of the assertion of error must also be provided.

(ii) Each responsive brief must contain a reference to the precise portion of the record
which supports each factual assertion made.

(5) Brief length; A party shall not file a brief in excess of seventy (70) pages in length,
exclusive of pages containing the table of contents, table of citations and any addendum
containing statutes, rules, regulations, etc. A party may request an increase of this page
limit for good cause. Such a request shall be made by motion submitted at least seven
(7) days before the date upon which the brief is due for filing and shall specify the'
enlargement requested.

(6) Certificate of service. All documents filed under this section must be accompanied by
a certificate reflecting service upon all other parties to the proceeding.

(7) Failure to comply. A brief which in form 'or content is not in substantial compliance-
with the provisions of this section may be stricken, either on motion of a party or by the
Commission on its own initiative. -

(d) When, in the judgment of a Pre-License Application presiding officeror presiding'
officer, prompt appellate review of an order not immediately appealable under paragraph
(b) of this section is necessary to prevent detriment to the public interest or unusual
delay or expense, the Pre-License Application presiding officer or presiding officer may
refer the ruling promptly to the Commission, and shall provide notice of this referral to
the parties, interested governmental participants, or potential parties. The parties,
interested governmental participants, or potential parties may also request that the Pre-
License Application presiding officer or presiding officer certify under § 2.319 rulings not
immediately appealable under paragraph (b) of this section.

(e) Unless otherwise ordered, the filing of an appeal,-petition for review, referral, or
request for certification of a ruling shall not stay the proceeding or extend the time for the
performance of any act. I .-

[56 FR 7797, Feb.26,1991, as amended at 56 FR 29410, June 27,1991; 69 FR 2265,
Jan.14, 2004]

§ 2.1017 Computation of time.l
In computing any period of time; the day of the act, event, or default after which the -
designated period of time begins to run is not included. The last day of the period so
computed is included unless it is a Saturday, Sunday, or legal holiday at the place where
the action or event is to occur, in which event the period runs until the end of the next
day which is neither a Saturday, Sunday, nor holiday. Whenever a party, potential party,.
or interested governmental participant, has the right or is required to do some act within
a prescribed period after the service of a notice or other document upon it, one day shall
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be added to the prescribed period. If the electronic docket is unavailable for more than
four access hours of any day that would be counted in the computation of time, that day
will not be counted in the computation of time.

[63 FR 71740, Dec. 30,1998]

§ 2.1018 Discovery.

(a)(1) Parties, potential parties, and interested governmental participants in the high-
level waste licensing proceeding may obtain discovery by one or more of the following
methods:

(i) Access to the documentary material made available pursuant to § 2.1003;

(ii) Entry upon land for inspection, access to raw data, or other purposes pursuant to §
2.1020;

(iii) Access to, or the production of, copies of documentary material for which
bibliographic headers only have been submitted pursuant to § 2.1003(a);

(iv) Depositions upon oral examination pursuant to § 2.1019;

(v) Requests for admissions pursuant to § 2.708;

(vi) Informal requests for information not made electronically available, such as the
names of witnesses and the subjects they plan to address; and

(vii) Interrogatories and depositions upon written questions, as provided in paragraph
(a)(2) of this section.

(2) Interrogatories and depositions upon written questions may be authorized by order of
the discovery master appointed under paragraph (g) of this section, or if no discovery
master has been appointed, by order of the Presiding Officer, in the event that the
parties are unable, after informal good faith efforts, to resolve a dispute in a timely
fashion concerning the production of information.

(b)(1) Parties, potential parties, and interested governmental participants, pursuant to
the methods set forth in paragraph (a) of this section, may obtain discovery regarding
any matter, not privileged, which is relevant to the licensing of the likely candidate site
for a geologic repository, whether it relates to the claim or defense of the person seeking
discovery or to the claim or defense of any other person. Except for discovery pursuant
to §§ 2.1018(a)(2) and 2.1019 of this subpart, all other discovery shall begin during the
pre-license application phase. Discovery pursuant to §§ 2.1018(a)(2) and 2.1019 of this
subpart shall begin after the issuance of the first pre-hearing conference order under §
2.1021 of this subpart, and shall be limited to the issues defined in that order or
subsequent amendments to the order. It is not ground for objection that the information
sought will be inadmissible at the hearing if the information sought appears reasonably
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.
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(2) A party, potential party, or interested governmental participant may obtain discovery
of documentary material otherwise discoverable under paragraph (b)(1) of this section
and prepared in anticipation of, or for the hearing by, or for another party's, potential
party's, or interested governmental participant's representative (including its attorney,.
surety, indemnitor, insurer, or similar agent) only upon a showing that the party, potential,
party, or. interested governmental participant seeking discovery has substantial need of
the materials in the preparation of its case and that it is unable without undue hardship to
obtain the substantial equivalent of the materials by other means. In ordering discovery
of these materials when the required showing has been made, the Presiding Officer shall
protect against disclosure of the mental impressions, conclusions, opinions, or legal
theories of an attorney or other representative of a party, potential party, or interested
governmental'participant concerning the proceeding.

(c)(1) Upon motion by a party, potential party, interested governmental participant, or the
person from whom discovery is sought, and for good cause shown, the presiding officer
may make any order that justice requires to protect a party, potential party, interested
governmental participant, or other person from annoyance, embarrassment, oppression,
or undue burden, delay, or expense, including one or more of the following:

(i) That the discovery not be had;

(ii) That the discovery may be had only on specified terms and conditions, including a
designation of the time or place;

(iii) That the discovery may be had only by a method of discovery other.than that
selected by the party, potential party, or interested governmental participant seeking
discovery;

(iv) That certain matters not be inquired into, or that the scope of discovery be limited to
certain matters;

(v) That discovery be conducted with no one present except persons"designated by the
presiding officer;'

(vi) That, subject to the provisions of § 2:390 of this part, a trade secret or other
confidential research, development,'or commercial information not be disclosed or be
disclosed only in a designated way; or

(vii) That studies and evaluations not be prepared.

(2) If the motion for a protective order is denied in whole or in part, the presiding officer
may, on such terms'and conditions as are just, order that any party, potential party,
interested governmental participant or other person provide or permit discovery.

(d) Except as provided in paragraph (b) of this section, and unless the Presiding Officer
upon motion, for the convenience of parties, potential parties, interested gov~ernmental
participants, and witnesses and in the interest of justice, orders otherwise, methods of
discovery may be used in any sequence, and the fact that a party, potential party, or
interested governmental participant is conducting discovery, whether by deposition or
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otherwise, shall not operate to delay any other party's, potential party's, or interested
governmental participant's discovery.

(e) A party, potential party, or interested governmental participant who has made
available in electronic form all material relevant to any discovery request or who has
responded to a request for discovery with a response that was complete when made is
under no duty to supplement its response to include information thereafter acquired,
except as follows:

(1) To the extent that written interrogatories are authorized pursuant to paragraph (a)(2)
of this section, a party or interested governmental participant is under a duty to
seasonably supplement its response to any question directly addressed to (i) the identity
and location of persons having knowledge of discoverable matters, and (ii) the identity of
each person expected to be called as an expert witness at the hearing, the subject
matter on which the witness is expected to testify, and the substance of the witness'
testimony.

(2) A party, potential party, or interested governmental participant is under a duty
seasonably to amend a prior response if it obtains information upon the basis of which (i)
it knows that the response was incorrect when made, or (ii) it knows that the response
though correct when made is no longer true and the circumstances are such that a
failure to amend the response is in substance a knowing concealment.

(3) A duty to supplement responses may be imposed by order of the Presiding Officer or
agreement of the parties, potential parties, and interested governmental participants.

(f)(1) If a deponent of a party, potential party, or interested governmental participant
upon whom a request for discovery is served fails to respond or objects to the request,
or any part thereof, the party, potential party, or interested governmental participant
submitting the request or taking the deposition may move the Presiding Officer, within
five days after the date of the response or after failure to respond to the request, for an
order compelling a response in accordance with the request. The motion shall set forth
the nature of the questions or the request, the response or objection of the party,
potential party, interested governmental participant, or other person upon whom the
request was served, and arguments in support of the motion. For purposes of this
paragraph, an evasive or incomplete answer or response shall be treated as a failure to
answer or respond. Failure to answer or respond shall not be excused on the ground
that the discovery sought is objectionable unless the person, party, potential party, or
interested governmental participant failing to answer or respond has applied for a
protective order pursuant to paragraph (c) of this section.

(2) In ruling on a motion made pursuant to this section, the Presiding Officer may make
such a protective order as it is authorized to make on a motion made pursuant to
paragraph (c) of this section.

(3) An independent request for issuance of a subpoena may be directed to a nonparty
for production of documents. This section does not apply to requests for the testimony of
the NRC regulatory staff under § 2.709.
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(g) The presiding officer, under.§ 2.322, may appoint a discovery master to resolve
disputes between parties concerning informal requests for information as provided in
paragraphs (a)(1) and (a)(2) of this section.

[54 FR 14944, Apr. 14,1989, as amended at 56 FR 7797, Feb. 26,1991; 63 FR 71740,
Dec. 30,1998; 69 FR 2266, Jan. 14, 2004]

§ 2.1019 Depositions.
(a) Any party or interested governmental participant desiring to take the testimony of any
person by deposition on oral examination shall, without leave of the Commission or the
Presiding Officer, give reasonable notice in writing to every other party and interested
governmental participant, to the person to be examined, and to the Presiding Officer of
the proposed time and place of taking the deposition; the name and address of each
person to be examined, if known, or if the name is not known, a general description
sufficient to identify him or her or the class or group to which he or she belongs, the
matters upon which each person will be examined and the name or descriptive title and
address of the officer before whom the deposition is to be taken.

(b) Within the United States, a deposition may be taken before any officer authorized to
administer oaths by the laws of the United States or of the place where the examination
is held. Outside of the United States, a deposition may be taken before a' secretary of an
embassy or legation, a consul general, vice consul or consular agent of the United
States, 'or a person authorized to administer oaths designated by the Commission.'
Depositions may be conducted by telephone or by video teleconference at the option of
the party or interested governmental participant taking the deposition.

(c) The deponent shall be sworn or shall affirm before any questions are put to him or
her. Examination and cross-examination shall proceed as at a hearing. Each question
propounded shall be recorded and the answer taken down in the words of the witness.
Objections on questions of evidence shall be'noted in short form without the arguments.
The officer shall not decide on the competency, materiality, or relevancy'of evidence but
shall record the evidence subject to objection. Objections on questions of evidence not
made before the officer shall not be deemed waived unless the ground of the objection is
one which might have been obviated or removed if presented at that time.

(d) When the testimony is fully transcribed, the deposition shall be submitted to the
deponent for examination and signature unless the deponent is ill or cannot be found or
refuses to sign. The officer shall certify the deposition or, if the deposition is not signed
by the deponent, shall certify the reasons for the failure to sign, and shall promptly
transmit an electronic copy of the deposition to the Secretary of the Commission for
entry into the electronic docket.

(e) Where the deposition is to be taken on written questions as authorized under §
2.1018(a)(2),'the party or interested governmental participant taking the deposition shall
electronically serve'a copy of the questions, showing each question separately'and '
consecutively numbered, on every other party and interested governmental participant
with a notice stating the name and address of the person who is to answer them, and the
name, description, title, and address of the officer before whom they are to be asked.
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Within ten days after service, any other party or interested governmental participant may
serve cross-questions. The questions, cross-questions, and answers shall be recorded
and signed, and the deposition certified, returned, and transmitted in electronic form to
the Secretary of the Commission for entry into the electronic docket as in the case of a
deposition on oral examination.

(f) A deposition will not become a part of the evidentiary record in the hearing unless
received in evidence. If only part of a deposition is offered in evidence by a party or
interested governmental participant, any other party or interested governmental
participant may introduce any other parts. A party or interested governmental participant
shall not be deemed to make a person its own witness for any purpose by taking his or
her deposition.

(g) A deponent whose deposition is taken and the officer taking a deposition shall be
entitled to the same fees as are paid for like services in the district courts of the United
States, to be paid by the party or interested governmental participant at whose instance
the deposition is taken.

(h) The deponent may be accompanied, represented, and advised by legal counsel.

(i)(1) After receiving written notice of the deposition under paragraph (a) or paragraph (e)
of this section, and ten days before the scheduled date of the deposition, the deponent
shall submit an electronic index of all documents' in his or her possession, relevant to the
subject matter of the deposition, including the categories of documents set forth in
paragraph (i)(2) of this section, to all parties and interested governmental participants.
The index shall identify those records which have already been made available
electronically. All documents that'are not identical to documents'already made available
electronically, whether by reason of subsequent modification or by the addition of
notations, shall be treated as separate documents.

(2) The following'material is excluded from the initial requirements of § 2.1003 to be
made available electronically, but is subject to derivative discovery under paragraph
(i)(1) of this section--

(i) Personal records;

(ii) Travel vouchers;

(iii) Speeches;

(iv) Preliminary drafts;

(v) Marginalia.

(3) Subject to paragraph (i)(6) of this section, any party or interested governmental
participant may request from the deponent a paper copy of any or all of the documents
on the index that have not already been provided electronically.
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(4) Subject to paragraph (i)(6) of this section, the deponent shall bring a paper copy of all
documents on the index that the dep6sing party or interested governmental participant
requests that have not already been provided electronically to an oral deposition
conducted pursuant to paragraph (a) of this section, or in the case of a deposition taken
on written questions pursuant to paragraph (e) of this section, shall submit such,
documents with the certified deposition.

(5) Subject to paragraph (i)(6) of this section, a-party or interested governmental
participant may request that any or all documents on the inde* that have not already
been provided electronically, and on which it intends to rely at hearing, be made -

electronically available by the deponent.

(6) The deposing party or interested governmental participant shall assume the
responsibility for the obligations set forth in paragraphs (i)(1), (i)(3), (i)(4), and (i)(5) of
this section when deposing someone other than a party or interested governmental
participant.

[54 FR 14944, Apr. 14,1989, as amended at 56 FR 7797, Feb.26,1991; 63 FR 71740,
Dec. 30, 1998 as amended at 69 FR 2265, Jan. 14, 2004]

§ 2.1020 Entry upon land for inspection.
(a) Any party, potential party, or interested governmental participant may serve on any
other party, potential party, or interested governmental participant a request to permit
entry upon designated land or other property in the possession or control of the party,
potential party, or interested governmental participant upon whom the request is served
for the purpose of access to raw data, inspection and measuring, surveying,
photographing, testing, or sampling the property or any designated object or operation
thereon, within the scope of § 2.1018 of this subpart.

(b) The request may be served on any party, potential party, or interested governmental
participant without leave of the Commission or the Presiding Officer.

(c) The request shall describe with reasonable particularity the land or other property to
be inspected either by individual item or by category. The request shall specify a -
reasonable time, place, and manner of making the inspection and performing the related
acts.

(d) The party, potential party, or interested governmental participant upon whom the
request is served shall serve on the party, potential party, or interested governmental
participant submitting the request a written response within ten days after the service of
the request. The response shall state, with respect to each item or category, that
inspection and related activities will be permitted as requested, unless the request is
objected to, in which case the reasons for 6bjection'shall be stated.'If objection is made
to part of an item or category, the part shall be specified.

[54 FR 14944, Apr. 14,1991, as amended at 56 FR 7797, Feb. 26,1991]
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§ 2.1021. First preheating conference.
(a) In any proceeding involving an application for a construction authorization for a HLW
repository at a geologic repository operations area under parts 60 or 63 of this chapter,
or an application for a license to receive and possess high-level radioactive waste at a
geologic repository operations area pursuant to parts 60 or 63 of this chapter, the.
Commission or the presiding officer will direct the parties, interested governmental
participants and any petitioners for intervention, or their counsel, to appear at a specified
time and place, within seventy days after the notice of hearing is published, or such
other time as the Commission or the presiding officer may deem appropriate, for a
conference to:

(1) Permit identification of the key issues in the proceeding;

(2) Take any steps necessary for further identification of the issues;

(3) Consider all intervention petitions to allow the Presiding Officer to make such
preliminary or final determination as to the parties and interested governmental
participants, as may be appropriate;

(4) Establish a schedule for further actions in the proceeding; and

(5) Establish a discovery schedule for the proceeding taking into account the objective of
meeting the three year time schedule specified in section 114(d) of the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act of 1982, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 10134(d).

(b) The Presiding Officer may order any further formal and informal conferences among
the parties and interested ''governmental participants including teleconferences, to the
extent that it considers that such a conference would expedite the proceeding.

(c) A preheating conference held pursuant to this section shall be stenographically
reported.

(d) The Presiding Officer shall enter an order which recites the action taken at the
conference, the schedule for further actions in the proceeding, and any agreements by
the parties, and which identifies the key issues in the proceeding, makes a preliminary or
final determination as to the parties and interested governmental participants in the
proceeding, and provides for the submission of status reports on discovery.

[54 FR 14944, Apr. 14,1991, as amended at 56 FR 7797, Feb. 26,1991; 66 FR 55788,
Nov. 2, 2001; 69 FR 2266, Jan. 14, 2004]

§ 2.1022 Second prehearing conference.

(a) The Commission or the presiding officer in a proceeding on either an application for
construction authorization for a high-level radioactive waste repository at a geologic
repository operations area under parts 60 or 63 of this chapter, or an application for a
license to receive and possess high-level radioactive waste at a geologic repository
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operations area under parts 60 or 63 of this chapter, shall direct the parties, interested
governmental participants, or their counsel to appear at a specified time and place not
later than thirty days after the Safety Evaluation Report is issued by the NRC staff for a
conference to consider:

(1) Any amended contentions submitted, which must be reviewed under the criteria in §
2.309(c) of this part;

(2) Simplification, clarification, and specification of the issues;

(3) The obtaining of stipulations and admissions of fact and of the contents and
authenticity of documents to avoid unnecessary proof;

(4) Identification of witnesses and the limitation of the number of expert witnesses, and
other steps to expedite the presentation of evidence;

(5) The setting of a hearing schedule;

(6) Establishing a discovery schedule for the proceeding taking into account the
objective of meeting the three year time schedule specified in section 114(d) of the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 10134(d); and

(7) Such other matters as may aid in the orderly disposition of the proceeding.

(b) A prehearing conference held pursuant to this section shall be stenographically
reported.

(c) The Presiding Officer shall enter an order which recites the action taken at the
conference and the agreements by the parties, limits the issues or defines the matters in
controversy to be determined in the proceeding, sets a discovery schedule, and sets the
hearing schedule.

[54 FR 14944, Apr. 14,1991, as amended at 56 FR 7797, Feb. 26,1991; 69 FR 2266,
Jan.14,2004]

§ 2.1023 Immediate effectiveness.
(a) Pending review and final decision by the Commission, and initial decision resolving
all issues before the presiding officer in favor of issuance or amendment of either an
authorization to construct a high-level radioactive waste repository at a geologic
repository operations area'under parts 60 or 63 of this chapter, or a license to receive
and possess high-level radioactive waste at a geologic repository operations area under
parts 60 or 63 of this chapter will be immediately effective upon issuance except:

(1) As provided in any order issued in accordance with § 2.342 that stays the'
effectiveness of an initial decision; or

(2) As otherwise provided by the Commission in special circumstances.
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(b) The Director of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards, notwithstanding the filing or
pendency of an appeal or a petition for review pursuant to § 2.1015 of this subpart,
promptly shall issue a construction authorization or a license to receive and possess
high-level radioactive waste at a geologic respository operations area, or amendments
thereto, following an initial decision resolving all issues before the Presiding Officer in
favor of the licensing action, upon making the appropriate licensing findings, except --

(1) As provided in paragraph (c) of this section; or

(2) As provided in any order issued in accordance with § 2.342 of this part that stays the
effectiveness of an initial decision; or

(3) As otherwise provided by the Commission in special circumstances.

(c)(1) Before the Director of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards may issue a
construction authorization or a license to receive and possess waste at a geologic
repository operations area in accordance with paragraph (b) of this section, the
Commission, in the exercise of its supervisory authority over agency proceedings, shall
undertake and complete a supervisory examination of those issues contested in the
proceeding before the Presiding Officer to consider whether there is any significant basis
for doubting that the facility will be constructed or operated with adequate protection of
the public health and safety, and whether the Commission should take action to suspend
or to otherwise condition the effectiveness of a Presiding Officer decision that resolves
contested issues in a proceeding in favor of issuing a construction authorization or a
license to receive and possess high-level radioactive waste at a geologic repository
operations area. This supervisory examination is not part of the adjudicatory proceeding.
The Commission shall notify the Director in writing when its supervisory examination
conducted in accordance with this paragraph has been completed.

(2) Before the Director of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards issues a construction
authorization or a license to receive and possess high-level radioactive waste at a
geologic repository operations area, the Commission shall review those issues that have
not been contested in the proceeding before the Presiding Officer but about which the
Director must make appropriate findings prior to the issuance of such a license. The
Director shall issue a construction authorization or a license to receive and possess
high-level radioactive waste at a geologic repository operations area only after written
notification from the Commission of its completion of its review under this paragraph and
of its determination that it is appropriate for the Director to issue such a construction
authorization or license. This Commission review of uncontested issues is not part of the
adjudicatory proceeding.

(3) No suspension of the effectiveness of a Presiding Officer's initial decision or
postponement of the Director's issuance of a construction authorization or license that
results from a Commission supervisory examination of contested issues under
paragraph (c)(1) of this section or a review of uncontested issues under paragraph (c)(2)
of this section will be entered except in writing with a statement of the reasons. Such
suspension or postponement will be limited to such period as is necessary for the
Commission to resolve the matters at issue. If the supervisory examination results in a
suspension of the effectiveness of the Presiding Officer's initial decision under paragraph
(c)(1) of this section, the Commission will take review of the decision sua sponte and
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further proceedings relative to the contested matters at issue will be in accordance with
procedures for participation by the DOE, the NRC staff, or other parties and interested
governmental participants to the Presiding Officer proceeding established by the
Commission in its written statement of reasons. If a postponement results from a review
under paragraph (c)(2) of this section, comments on the uncontested matters at issue
may be filed by the DOE within ten days of service of the Commission's written
statement.

[54 FR 14944, Apr. 14, 1991, as amended at 56 FR 7797, Feb. 26, 1991; 66 FR 55789,
Nov. 2, 2001; 69 FR 22663 Jan. 14, 2004]

§ 2.1025 Authority of the Presiding Officer to
dispose of certain issues on the pleadings.
(a) Any party may move, with or without supporting affidavits, for a decision by the
Presiding Officer in that party's favor as to all or any part of the matters involved in the
proceeding. The moving party shall annex to the motion a separate, short, and concise
statement of the material facts as to which the moving party contends that there is no
genuine issue to be heard. Motions may be filed at any time. Any other party may file an
answer supporting or opposing the motion, with or without affidavits, within twenty (20)
days after service of the motion. The party shall annex to any answer opposing the
motion a separate, short, and concise, statement of the material facts' as to which it is
contended there exists a genuine issue to be heard. All material facts set forth in the
statement to be filed by the moving party will be deemed to be admitted unless
controverted by the statement required to be filed by the opposing party. The opposing
party may, within ten (10) days after service, respond in writing to new facts and
arguments presented in any statement filed in support of the motion. No further
supporting statements or responses thereto may be entertained. The Presiding Officer
may dismiss summarily or hold in abeyance motions filed shortly before the hearing
commences or during the hearing if the other parties or the Presiding Officer would be
required to divert substantial resources from the hearing in order to respond adequately
to the motion.

(b) Affidavits must set forth those facts that would be admissible in evidence and show
affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated therein. The
Presiding Officer may permit affidavits to be supplemented or opposed by further'-
affidavits. When a motion for summary disposition is made and supported as provided in
this section, a party opposing the motion may not rest upon the mere allegations or
denials of its answer; its answer by affidavits or as otherwise provided in this section
must set forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue of fact. If no such
answer is filed, the decision sought, if appropriate, must be rendered.

(c) The Presiding Officer shall render the decision sought if the filings in the proceeding
show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is
entitled to a decision as a matter of law. However, in any proceeding involving a
construction authorization for a geologic repository operations area, the procedure
described in this section may be used only for the determination of specific subordinate
issues and may not be used to determine the ultimate issue as to whether the
authorization must be issued.
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[56 FR 7798, Feb. 26, 1991]

§ 2.1026 Schedule.

(a) Subject to paragraphs (b) and (c) of this section, the Presiding Officer shall adhere to
the schedule set forth in appendix D of this part.

(b)(1) Pursuant to § 2.307, the presiding officer may approve extensions of no more than
fifteen (15) days beyond any required time set forth in this subpart for a filing by a party
to the proceeding. Except in the case of exceptional and unforseen circumstances,
requests for extensions of more than fifteen (15) days must be filed no later than five (5)
days in advance of the required time set forth in this subpart for a filing by a party to the
proceeding.

(2) Extensions beyond 15 days must be referred to the Commission. If the Commission
does not disapprove the extension within 10 days of receiving the request, the extension
will be effective. If the Commission disapprove's the extension, the date which was the
subject of the extension request will be set for 5 days after the Commission's disapproval
action.

(c)(1) The Presiding Officer may delay the issuance of an order up to thirty days beyond
the time set forth for the issuance in appendix D.

(2) If the Presiding Officer anticipates that the issuance of an order will not occur until
after the thirty day extension specified in paragraph (c)(1) of this section, the Presiding
Officer shall notify the Commission at least ten days in advance of the scheduled date
for the milestone and provide a justification for the delay.

[56 FR 7798, Feb. 26, 1991; 69 FR 2266, Jan. 14, 2004]

§ 2.1027 Sua sponte.

In any initial decision in a proceeding on an application for a construction authorization
for a high-level radioactive waste repository at a geologic repository operations area
under parts 60 or 63 of this chapter, or an application for a license to receive and
possess high-level radioactive Waste at a geologic repository operations area under
parts 60 or 63 of this chapter, the Presiding Officer, other than the Commission, shall
make findings of fact and conclusions of law' on, and otherwise give consideration to,
only those matters put into controversy by the parties and determined to be litigable
issues in the proceeding. '

[56 FR 7798, Feb. 26,1991; 69 FR 2266, Jan. 14,2004]
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Subpart J--Procedures Applicable to Proceedings
for the Issuance of Licenses for the Receipt of
High-Level Radioactive Waste at a Geologic
Repository
Source: 54 FR 14944, Apr. 14, 1989, unless otherwise noted.

§ 2.1000 Scope of subpart J.

The rules in this subpart, together with the rules in subparts C and G of this part, govern
the procedure for an application for authorization to construct a high-level radioactive
waste repository at a geologic repository operations area noticed under §§ 2.101 (f)(8) or
2.105(a)(5), and for an application for a license to receive and possess high level
radioactive waste at a geologic repository operations area. The procedures in this
subpart take precedence over those in 10 CFR part 2, subpart C, except for the following
provisions: §§ 2.301; 2.303; 2.307; 2.309; 2.312; 2.313; 2.314; 2.315; 2.316; 2.317(a);
2.318; 2.319; 2.320; 2.321; 2.322; 2.323; 2.324; 2.325; 2.326; 2.327; 2.328; 2.330;
2.331; 2.333; 2.335; 2.338; 2.339; 2.342; 2.343; 2.344; 2.345; 2.346; 2.348; and 2.390.
The procedures in this subpart take precedence over those in 10 CFR part 2, subpart G,
except for the following provisions: §§ 2.701, 2.702; 2.703; 2.708; 2.709; 2.710; 2.711;
2.712.

[63 FR 71736, Dec. 30,1998; 69 FR 2264, Jan. 14,2004]

§ 2.1001 Definitions.
Bibliographic header means the minimum series of descriptive fields that a potential
party, interested governmental participant, or party must submit with a document or
other material.

Circulated draft means a nonfinal document circulated for supervisory concurrence or
signature in which the original author or others in the concurrence process have non-
concurred. A "circulated draft" meeting the above criterion includes a draft of a document
that eventually becomes a final document, and a draft of a document that does not
become'a final document due to either a decision not to finalize the document or the
passage of a substantial period of time in which no action has been taken on the
document.

Complex document means a document that consists (entirely or in part) of electronic
files having substantial portions that are neither textual nor image in nature, and graphic
or other Binary Large Objects that exceed 50 megabytes and cannot logically be divided.
For example, specialized submissions may include runtime executable software, viewer
or printer executables, dynamic link library (.dll) files, large data sets associated with an
executable, and actual software code for analytical programs that a party may intend to
introduce into the proceeding.
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Document means any written, printed, recorded, magnetic, graphic matter, or other
documentary material, regardless of form or characteristic.

Documentary material means:

(1) Any information upon which a party, potential party, or interested governmental
participant intends to rely and/or to cite in support of its position in the proceeding for a
construction authorization for a high-level radioactive waste repository at a geologic
repository operations area pursuant to parts 60 or 63 of this chapter, a license to receive
and possess high-level radioactive waste at a geologic repository operations area
pursuant to parts 60 or 63 of this chapter;

(2) Any information that is known to, and in the possession of, or developed by the party
that is relevant to, but does not support, that information or that party's position; and

(3) All reports and studies, prepared by or on behalf of the potential party, interested
governmental participant, or party, including all related "circulated drafts," relevant to
both the license application and the issues set forth in the Topical Guidelines in
Regulatory Guide 3.69, regardless of whether they will be relied upon and/or cited by a
party. The scope of documentary material shall be guided by the topical guidelines in the
applicable NRC Regulatory Guide.

DOE means the U.S. Department of Energy or its duly authorized representatives.

Electronic docket means the NRC information system that receives, distributes, stores,
and retrieves the Commission's adjudicatory docket materials.

Image means a visual likeness of a document, presented on a paper copy, microform, or
a bit-map on optical or magnetic media.

Interested governmental participant means any person admitted under § 2.315(c) of this
part to the proceeding on an application for a construction authorization for a high-level
radioactive waste repository at a geologic repository operations area under parts 60 or
63 of this chapter, and an application for a license to receive and possess high level
radioactive waste at a geologic repository operations area under parts 60 and 63 of this
chapter.

Large document means a document that consists of electronic files that are larger than
50 megabytes.

Licensing Support Network means the combined system that makes documentary
material available electronically to parties, potential parties, and interested governmental
participants to a proceeding for a construction authorization for a high-level radioactive
waste repository at a geologic repository operations area, and an application for a
license to receive and possess high level radioactive waste at a geologic repository
operations area under parts 60 and 63 of this chapter.

LSN Administrator means the person within the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
responsible for coordinating access to and the integrity of data available on the
Licensing Support Network. The LSN Administrator shall not be in any organizational
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unit that either represents the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff as a party to
the high-level waste repository licensing proceeding or is a part of the management
chain reporting to the Director, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards. For the
purposes of this subpart, the organizational unit within the NRC selected to be the LSN
Administrator shall not be considered to be a party to the proceeding.

Marginalia means handwritten, printed, or other types of notations added to a document
excluding underlining and highlighting.

NRC means the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission or its duly authorized
representatives.

Party for the purpose of this subpart means the DOE, the NRC staff, the host State, any
affected unit of local government as defined in Section 2 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act
of 1982; as amended (42 U.S.C. 10101), any affected Indian Tribe as defined in section
2 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, as amended (42 U.S.C. 101 01), and a person
admitted under § 2.309 to the proceeding on an application for construction authorization
for a high-level radioactive waste repository at a geologic repository operations area
under parts 60 or 63 of this chapter, and an application for a license to receive and
possess high level radioactive waste at a geologic repository operations area under
parts 60 and 63 of this chapter; provided that a host State, affected unit of local
government, or affected Indian Tribe files a list of contentions in accordance with the
provisions of § 2.309.

Personal record means a document in the possession of an individual associated with a
party, interested governmental participant, or potential party that was rnot required to be
created or retained by the party, interested governmental participant, or potential party,
and can be retained or discarded at the possessor's sole discretion, or documents of a
personal nature that are not associated with any business of the party,' interested
governmental participant, or potential party.

Potential party means any person who, during the period before the issuance of the first
pre-hearing conference order un'der § 2.1021 (d), is given access to the Licensing
Support Network and who consents to comply with the regulations set forth in subpart J
of this part, including the authority of the Pre-License Application"Presiding Officer
designated pursuant to §'2.1010.

Pre-license application electronic docket means the NRC's electronic information system
that receives, distributes, stores, and maintains NRC pre-license application docket'
materials during the pre-license application phase.

Pre-license application phase means the time period before a construction authorization
for a high-level radioactive waste repository at a geologic repository operations area
under parts 60 or 63 of this chapter is docketed under § 2.101 (f)(3), and the time period
before a license application to receive and possess high-level radioactive waste at a
geologic repository operations area under parts 60 or 63 is docketed under § 2.101 (f)(3).

Preliminary draft means any nonfinal document that is not a circulated draft.
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Presiding Officer means one or more members of the'Commission, or an atomic safety
and licensing board, or a named officer who has been delegated final authority in the
matter, designated in the notice of hearing to preside.

Searchable full text means the electronic indexed entry of a document that allows the
identification of specific words or groups of words within a text file.

Simple document means a document that consists of electronic files that are 50
megabytes or less.

Topical Guidelines means the set of topics set forth in Regulatory Guide 3.69, Topical
Guidelines for the Licensing Support System, which are intended to serve as guidance
on the scope of documentary material".

[54 FR 14944, Apr. 14, 1989, as amended at 56 FR 7795, Feb. 26,1991; 63 FR 17136,
Dec. 30,1998; 66 FR 29465, May 31,2001; 66 FR 55788, Nov. 2, 2001; 69 FR 2264,
Jan. 14, 2004; 69 FR 32848, June 14, 2004]

§ 2.1002 [Reserved]

§ 2.1003 Availability of material.
(a) Subject to the exclusions in § 2.1005 and paragraphs (b), (c), and (e) of this section,
DOE shall make available, no later than six months in advance of submitting its license
application for a geologic repository, the NRC shall make available no later than thirty
days after the DOE certification of compliance under § 2.1009(b), and each other
potential party, interested governmental participant or party shall make available no later
than ninety days after the DOE certification of compliance under § 2.1009(b)--

(1) An electronic file including bibliographic header for all documentary material
(including circulated drafts but excluding preliminary drafts) generated by, or at the
direction of, or acquired by, a potential party, interested governmental participant or
party; provided, however, that an electronic file need not be provided for acquired
documentary material that has already been made available by the potential party,
interested governmental participant or party that originally created the documentary
material. Concurrent with the production of the electronic files will be an authentication
statement for posting on the LSN Web site that indicates where an authenticated image
copy of the documents can be obtained.

(2) In electronic image format, subject to the claims of privilege in § 2.1006, graphic-
oriented documentary material that in6ludes raw data, computer, runs, computer
programs and codes, field, notes, laboratory notes, maps, diagrams and photographs,
which have been printed, scripted, or hand written. Text embedded within these
documents need not be separately entered in searchable full text. A bibliographic header
must be provided for all graphic-oriented documentary material. Graphic-oriented
documents may include--

(i) Calibration procedures, logs, guidelines, data and discrepancies;
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(ii) Gauge, meter and computer settings;

(iii) Probe locations;

(iv) Logging intervals and rates;

(v) Data logs in whatever form captured;

(vi) Text data sheets;

(vii) Equations and sampling rates;

(viii) Sensor data and procedures;

(ix) Data Descriptions;

(x) Field and laboratory notebooks;

(xi) Analog computer, meter or other device print-outs;

(xii) Digital computer print-outs;

(xiii) Photographs;

(xiv) Graphs, plots, strip charts, sketches;

(xv) Descriptive material related to the information identified in this paragraph.

(3) In an electronic file, subject to the claims of privilege in § 2.1006, only a bibliographic'
header for each item of documentary material that is not suitable for image or
searchable full text.

(4) An electronic bibliographic header for each documentary material--

(i) For which a claim of privilege is asserted;

(ii) Which constitutes confidential financial or commercial information; or

(iii) Which constitutes safeguards information under § 73.21 of this chapter.

(b) Basic licensing documents generated by DOE, such as the Site Characterization
Plan, the Environmental Impact Statement, and the license application, or by NRC, such
as the Site Characterization Analysis, and the Safety Evaluation Report, shall be made'
available in electronic form by the respective agency that generated the document.

(c) The participation of the host State in the pre-license application phase shall not affect
the State's ability to exercise its disapproval rights under section 11 6(b)(2) of the Nuclear
Waste Policy Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 101 36(b)(2).
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(d) This subpart shall not affect any independent right of a potential party, interested
governmental participant or party to receive information.

(e) Each potential party, interested governmental participant or party shall continue to
supplement its documentary material made available to other participants via the LSN
with any additional material created after the time of its initial certification in accordance
with paragraph (a)(1) through (a)(4) of this section until the discovery period in the
proceeding has concluded.

[63 FR 71737, Dec. 30,1998, as amended at 66 FR 2946, May 31, 2001; 69 FR 2264,
Jan. 14, 2004; 69 FR 32848, June 14, 2004]

§ 2.1004 Amendments and additions.
Any document that has not been provided to other parties in electronic form must be
identified in an electronic notice and made available for inspection and copying by the
potential party, interested governmental participant, or party responsible for the
submission of the document within five days after it has been requested unless some
other time is approved by the Pre-License Application Presiding Officer or the Presiding
Officer designated for the high-level waste proceeding. The time allowed under this
paragraph will be stayed pending Officer action on a motion to extend the time.

[63 FR 71737, Dec. 30,1998]

§ 2.1005 Exclusions.
The following material is excluded from the requirement to provide electronic access,
either pursuant to § 2.1003, or through derivative discovery pursuant to § 2.1019(i)--

(a) Official notice materials;

(b) Reference books and text books;

(c) Material pertaining exclusively to administration, such as material related to budgets,
financial management, personnel, office space, general distribution memoranda, or
procurement, except for the scope of work on a procurement related to repository siting,
construction, or operation, or to the transportation of spent nuclear fuel or high-level
waste;

(d) Press clippings and press releases;

(e) Junk mail;

(f) References cited in contractor reports that are readily available;

(g) Classified material subject to subpart I of this part;
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(h) Readily available references, such as journal articles and proceedings, which may be
subject to copyright.

(i) Correspondence between a potential party, interested governmental participant, or
party and the Congress of the United States.

[63 FR 71738, Dec. 30,1998; 69 FR 32848, June 14,2004]

§ 2.1006 Privilege.
(a) Subject to the requirements in § 2.1003(a)(4), the traditional discovery privileges
recognized in NRC adjudicatory proceedings and the exceptions from disclosure in §
2.390 may be asserted by potential parties, interested States, local governmental
bodies, Federally-recognized Indian Tribes, and parties.- In addition to Federal agencies,
the deliberative process privilege may also be asserted by States, local governmental
bodies, and Federally-recognized Indian Tribes.

(b) Any document for which a claim of privilege is asserted, but is denied in whole or in
part by the Pre-License'Application Presiding Officer or the Presiding Officer, must be
provided in electronic form by the party,' interested governmental participant, or potential'
party that asserted the claim to--

(1) The other participants; or

(2) To the Pre-License Application Presiding Officer or to the Presiding Officer, for entry'
into a Protective Order file, if the Pre-License Application Presiding Officer or the
Presiding Officer so directs under §§ 2.1010(b) or 2.1018(c).'

(c) Notwithstanding any availability of the deliberative process privilege under paragraph
(a) of this section, circulated drafts not otherwise privileged shall be provided for
electronic access pursuant to § 2.1003(a).

[63 FR 71738, Dec. 30,1998; 64 FR 15920, Apr 2,1999; 69 FR 2265, Jan. 14, 2004]

§ 2.1007 Access. C

(a)(1) A system to provide electronic access to the Licensing Support Network shall be
provided at the headquarters of DOE, and at all DOE Local Public Document Rooms
established in the vicinity of the likely candidate site for a geologic repository, beginning
in the pre-license application phase.

(2) A system to provide electronic access to the Licensing Support Network shall be''
provided at'the NRC Web site, http.//www.nrc.gov, and/or at the NRC Public Document'
Room beginning in the pre-license application phase.

(3)[Reserved]
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(b) Public availability of paper and electronic copies of the records of NRC and DOE, as
well as duplication fees, and fee waiver for those records, is governed by the regulations
of the respective agencies.

[63 FR 71738, Dec. 30,1998, as amended at 64 FR 48948, Sept. 9,1999]

§ 2.1008 [Reserved]

§ 2.1009 Procedures.

(a) Each potential party, interested governmental participant, or party shall--

(1) Designate an official who will be responsible for administration of its responsibility to
provide electronic files of documentary material;

(2) Establish procedures to implement the requirements in § 2.1003;

(3) Provide training to its staff on the procedures for implementation of the responsibility
to provide electronic files of documentary material;

(4) Ensure that all documents carry the submitter's unique identification number;

(5) Cooperate with the advisory review process established by the NRC under §
2.1011(d).

(b) The responsible official designated under paragraph (a)(1) of this section shall certify
to the Pre-License Application Presiding Officer that the procedures specified in
paragraph (a)(2) of this section have been implemented, and that to the best of his or
her knowledge, the documentary material specified in § 2.1003 has been identified and
made electronically available. The initial certification must be made at the time the
participant is required to comply with § 2.1003. The responsible official for the DOE shall
also update this certification at the time DOE submits the license application.

[63 FR 71738, Dec. 30,1998 as amended at 66 FR 29466, May 31, 2001]

§ 2.1010 Pre-license application presiding officer.
(a)(1) The Commission may designate one or more members of the Commission, or an
atomic safety and licensing board, or a named officer who has been delegated final
authority on the matter to serve as the Pre-License Application Presiding Officer to rule
on disputes over the electronic availability of documents during the pre-license
application phase, including disputes relating to privilege, and disputes relating to the
implementation of the recommendations of the Advisory Review Panel established under
§ 2.1011 (d).

(2) The Pre-License Application Presiding Officer shall be designated at such time
during the pre-license application phase as the Commission finds it appropriate, but in
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any event no later than fifteen days after the DOE certification of initial compliance under
§ 2.1009(b).

(b) The Pre-License Application Presiding Officer shall rule on any claim of document
withholding to determine--

(1) Whether it is documentary material within the scope of this subpart;

(2) Whether the material is excluded under § 2.1005;

(3) Whether the material is privileged or otherwise excepted from disclosure under §
2.1006;

(4) If privileged, whether it is an absolute or qualified privilege;

(5) If qualified, whether the document should be disclosed because it is necessary to a
proper decision in the proceeding;

(6) Whether the material should be disclosed under a protective order containing such
protective terms and conditions (including affidavits of nondisclosure) as may be
necessary and appropriate to limit the disclosure to potential participants, interested
governmental participants and parties in the'proceeding, or to their qualified witnesses
and counsel. When Safeguards Information protected from disclosure under section 147
of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, is received and possessed by a potential
party, interested governmental participant, or party, other than the Commission staff, it
shall also be protected according to the requirements of § 73.21 of this chapter. The Pre-
License Application Presiding Officer may also prescribe-such additional procedures as
will effectively safeguard and prevent disclosure of Safeguards Information to
unauthorized persons with minimum impairment of the procedural rights which would be
available if Safeguards Information were not involved. In addition to any other sanction'
that may be imposed by the Pre-License Application Presiding Officer for violation of an
order pertaining to the disclosure of Safeguards Information protected from disclosure
under section 147 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the entity in violation
may be subject to'a civil penalty imposed pursuant to § 2.205. For the purpose of
imposing the criminal penalties contained in section 223 of the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, as amended, any order issued pursuant to 'this paragraph with respect to
Safeguards Information shall be deemed to be an order issued under section 161 b of the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended.

(c) Upon a final determination that the material is relevant, and not privileged, exempt
from disclosure, or otherwise 'exempt from production under § 2.1005, the potential
party, interested governmental participant, or party who asserted the'claim of withholding
must make the document available in accordance with the provisions of this subpart
within five days. ' - ' ; ; :

(d) The service of all pleadings anidanswers, orders, and decisions during the pre-
license-application phase shall be made according to the procedures specified in §
2.1013(c) and entered into the pre-license application electronic docket.
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(e) The Pre-License Application presiding officer possesses all the general powers
specified in §§ 2.319 and 2.321 (c).

(f) The Commission, in designating the Pre-License Application Presiding Officer in
accordance with paragraphs (a) (1) and (2) of this section, shall specify the jurisdiction of
the Officer.

[63 FR 71738, Dec. 30,1998 as amended at 66 FR 29466, May 31, 2001; 69 FR 2265,
Jan.14,2004]

§ 2.1011 Management of electronic information.
(a) Electronic document production and the electronic docket are subject to the
provisions of this subpart.

(b)(1) The NRC, DOE, parties, and potential parties participating in accordance with the
provision of this subpart shall be responsible for obtaining the computer system
necessary to comply with the requirements for electronic document production and
service.

(2) The NRC, DOE, parties, and potential parties participating in accordance with the
provision of this subpart shall comply with the following standards in the design of the
computer systems necessary to comply with the requirements for electronic document
production and service:

(i) The participants shall make textual (or, where non-text, image) versions of their
documents available on a web accessible server which is able to be canvassed by web
indexing software (i.e., a "robot", "spider", "crawler") and the participant system must
make both data files and log files accessible to this software.

(ii) The participants shall make bibliographic header data available in an HTTP
(Hypertext Transfer Protocol) accessible, ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) and SQL
(Structured Query Language)-compliant (ANSI IX3.135091992/ISO 9075091992)
database management system (DBMS). Alternatively, the structured data containing the
bibliographic header may be made available in a standard database readable (e.g., XML
(Extensible Markup Language http://www.w3.org/xml/), comma delimited, or comma
separated value (.csv)) file.

(iii) Textual material must be formatted to comply with the ISO/IEC 8859091 character
set and be in one of the following acceptable formats: ASCII, native word processing
(Word, WordPerfect), PDF Normal, or HTML.

(iv) Image files must be formatted as TIFF CCITT G4 for bi-tonal images or PNG
(Portable Network Graphics) per [http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-png-multi.html]) format for
grey-scale or color images, or PDF (Portable Document Format--Image). TIFF, PDF, or
PNG images will be stored at 300 dpi (dots per inch) or greater, grey scale images at
150 dpi or greater with eight bits of tonal depth, and color images at 150 dpi or greater
with 24 bits of color depth. Images found on participant machines will be stored as single
image-per-page to facilitate retrieval of no more than a single page, or alternatively,
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images may be stored in an image-per-document format if software is incorporated in
the web server that allows image-per-page representation and delivery.

(v) The participants shall programmatically link, preferably via hyperlink or some other
automated process, the bibliographic header record with the text or image file it
represents. Each participant's system must afford the LSN software enough information
to allow a text or image file to be identified to the bibliographic data that describes it.

(vi) To facilitate data exchange, participants shall adhere to hardware and software
standards, including, but not limited to:

(A) Network access must be HTTP/1.1 [http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc2O68.html] over TCP
(Transmission Control Protocol, [http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc793.html]) over IP (Internet
Protocol, [http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc791.html]).

(B) Associating server names with IP addresses must follow the DNS (Domain Name
System), [http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfcl034.html] and
[http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfcl 035.html].

(C) Web page construction must be HTML [http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-html4O/].

(D) Electronic mail (e-mail) exchange between e-mail servers must be SMTP (Simple
Mail Transport Protocol, [http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc821.html]).

(E) Format of an electronic mail message must be per
[http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc822.html] optionally extended by MIME (Multipurpose
Internet Mail Extensions) per [http://www.faqs.orgfrfcs/rfc2O45.html]) to accommodate
multipurpose e-mail.

(c) The Licensing Support Network shall be coordinated by the LSN Administrator, who
shall be designated before the start of the pre-license application phase. The LSN
Administrator shall have the responsibility to--

(1) Identify technical and policy issues related to implementation of the LSN for LSN
Advisory Review Panel and Commission consideration;

(2) Address the consensus advice of the LSN Advisory Review Panel under paragraph
(e)(1) of this section that is consistent with the requirements of this subpart;

(3) Identify any problems experienced by participants regarding LSN availability,
including the availability of individual participant's data, and provide a recommendation
to resolve any such problems to the participant(s) and the Pre-License Application
Presiding Officer relative to the resolution of any disputes regarding LSN availability,
including disputes on the availability of an individual participant's data;

(4) Identify any problems regarding the integrity of documentary material certified in
accordance with § 2.1009(b) by the participants to be in the LSN, and provide a
recommendation to resolve any such problems to the participant(s) and the Pre-License
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Application Presiding Officer relative to the resolution of any disputes regarding the
integrity of documentary material;

(5) Provide periodic reports to the Commission on the status of LSN functionality and
operability.

(6) Evaluate LSN participant compliance with the basic design standards in paragraph
(b)(2) of this section, and provide for individual variances from the design standards to
accommodate changes in technology or problems identified during initial operability
testing of the individual documentary collection websites or the "central LSN site".

(7) Issue guidance for LSN participants on how best to comply with the design standards
in paragraph (b)(2) of this section.

(d) The Secretary of the Commission shall reconstitute the LSS Advisory Review Panel
as the LSN Advisory Review Panel, composed of the interests currently represented on
the LSS Advisory Review Panel. The Secretary of the Commission shall have the
authority to appoint additional representatives to the LSN Advisory Review Panel
consistent with the requirements of the Federal Advisory Committee Act, 5 U.S.C. app. I,
giving particular consideration to potential parties, parties, and interested governmental
participants who were not members of the NRC HLW Licensing Support System
Advisory Review Panel.

(e)(1) The LSN Advisory Review Panel shall provide advice to--

(i) NRC on the fundamental issues of the type of computer system necessary to access
the Licensing Support Network effectively under paragraph (b) of this section; and

(ii) The Secretary of the Commission on the operation and maintenance of the electronic
docket established for the HLW geologic repository licensing proceeding under the
Commission's Rules of Practice (10 CFR part 2).

(iii) The LSN Administrator on solutions to improve the functioning of the LSN;

(2) The responsibilities of the LSN Advisory Review Panel shall include advice on--

(i) Format standards for providing electronic access to the documentary material certified
by each participant to be made available in the LSN to the other parties, interested
governmental participants, or potential parties;

(ii) The procedures and standards for the electronic transmission of filings, orders, and
decisions during both the pre-license application phase and the high-level waste
licensing proceeding;

(iii) Other duties as specified in this subpart or as directed by the Secretary of the
Commission.

[63 FR 71738, Dec. 30, 1998 as amended at 66 FR 29466, May 31, 2001]
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§ 2.1012 Compliance.
(a) If the Department of Energy fails to make its initial certification at least six months
prior to tendering the application, upon receipt of the tendered application,
notwithstanding the provisions of § 2.101 (f)(3), the Director of the NRC's Office of
Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards will not docket the application until at least six
months have elapsed from the time of the certification. The Director may determine that
the tendered application is not acceptable for docketing under this subpart if the
application is not accompanied by an updated certification pursuant to § 2.1009(b), or if
the Secretary of the Commission determines that the application is not submitted on
optical storage media in a format consistent with NRC regulations and guidance, or for
non-compliance with any other requirements identified in this subpart.

(b)(1) A person, including a potential party given access to the Licensing Support
Network under this subpart, may not be granted party status under § 2.309, or status as
an interested governmental participant under § 2.315, if it cannot demonstrate
substantial and timely compliance with the requirements of § 2.1003 at the time it
requests participation in the HLW licensing proceeding under § 2.309 or § 2.315.

(2) A person denied party status or interested governmental participant status under
paragraph (b)(1) of this section may request party status or interested governmental -

participant status upon a showing of subsequent compliance with the requirements of §
2.1003. Admission of such a party or interested governmental participant under §§ 2.309,
or 2.315,' respectively, is conditioned on accepting the status of the proceeding at the
time of admission.

(c) The Presiding Officer shall not make a finding of substantial and timely compliance
pursuant to paragraph (b) of this section for any person who is not in compliance with all
applicable orders of the Pre-License Application Presiding Officer designated pursuant
to § 2.1010.

[54 FR 14944, Apr. 14,1991, as amended at 56 FR 7796, Feb.26,1991; 63 FR 71739,
Dec. 30, 1998;'66 FR 29466, May 31, 2001; 69 FR 2265, Jan. 14, 2004; 69 FR 32849,;
June 14, 2004]

§ 2.1013 Use of the electronic docket during the
proceeding.

(a)(1) As specified, in § 2.303, the Secretary of the Commission will maintain the official
docket of the proceeding on the application for construction authorization for a high-level
radioactive waste repository at a geologic repository operations area under parts 60 or
63 of this chapter, and for applications for a license to receive and possess high level
radioactive waste at a geologic repository operations area under parts 60 or 63 of this
Chapter.

(2) The Secretary of the Commission will establish an electronic docket to contain the
official record materials of the high-level radioactive waste repository licensing
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proceeding in searchable full text, or, for material that is not suitable for entry in
searchable full text, by header and image, as appropriate.

(b) Absent good cause, all exhibits tendered during the hearing must have been made
available to the parties in electronic form before the commencement of that portion of the
hearing in which the exhibit will be offered. The electronic docket will contain a list of all
exhibits, showing where in the transcript each was marked for identification and where it
was received into evidence oir rejected. For any hearing session's recorded
stenographically or by other means, transcripts will be entered into the electronic docket
on a daily basis in order to afford next-day availability at the hearing. However, for any
hearing sessions recorded on videotape or other video medium, if a copy of the video
recording is made'available to all parties on a daily basis that affords next-day
availability at the hearing, a transcript of the session prepared from the video recording
will be entered into the electronic docket within twenty-four (24) hours of the time the
transcript is tendered to the electronic docket by the transcription service.

(c)(1) All filings in the adjudicatory proceeding on the application for a high-level
radioactive waste geologic repository under part 60 or 63 of this chapter shall be
transmitted by the submitter to the Presiding Officer, parties, and Secretary of the
Commission, according to the following requirements--

(i) "Simple documents" must be transmitted electronically via EIE;

(ii) "Large documents must be transmitted electronically in multiple transmissions of 50
megabytes or less each via EIE;

(iii) "Complex documents":

(A) Those portions that can be electronically submitted through the EIE, in 50 MB or less
segments, must be transmitted electronically, along with a transmittal letter; and

(B) Those portions that are not capable of being transmitted electronically must be
submitted on optical storage media which must also include those portions of the
document that had been or will be transmitted electronically.

(iv) Electronic submissions must have the following resolution--

(A) Electronic submissions of files created after January 1, 2004 must have 300 dots per
inch (dpi) as the minimum resolution for bi-tonal, color, and grayscale, except in limited
circumstances where submitters may need to use an image scanned before January 1,
2004, in a document created after January 1, 2004, or the scanning process for a large,
one-page image may not successfully complete at the 300 dpi standard resolution.

(B) Electronic submissions of files created before January 1, 2004, or electronic
submissions created after January 1, 2004, which cannot meet the 300 dpi standard for
color and grayscale, must meet the standard for documents placed on LSN participant
Web sites in § 2.101 I(b)(2)(iv) of this subpart, which is 150 dpi for color and grayscale
documents and 300 dpi for bi-tonal documents.
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(v) Electronic submissions must be generated in the appropriate PDF output format by
using:

(A) PDF--Formatted Text and Graphics for textual documents converted from native-
applications;

(B) PDF--Searchable Image (Exact) for textual documents converted from scanned
documents; and

(C) PDF-lmage Only for graphic-, image-, and forms-oriented documents. In addition,
Tagged Image File Format (TIFF) images and the results of spreadsheet applications
must to be converted to PDF, except in those rare instances where PDF conversion is
not practicable.

(vi) Electronic submissions must not rely on hyperlinks to other documents or Web sites
for completeness or access except for hyperlinks that link to material within the same
PDF file. If the submittal contains hyperlinks to other documents or Web sites, then it
must include a disclaimer to the effect that the hyperlinks may be inoperable or are not
essential to the use of the filing. Information contained in hyperlinks to a Web site on the
Internet or to another PDF file, that is necessary for the completeness of a filing,'must be
submitted in its entirety in the filing or as an attachment to the filing.:

(vii) All electronic submissions must be free of author-imposed security restrictions.

(2) The Secretary of the Commission will establish an electronic docket to contain'the'
official record materials of the high-level radioactive waste repository licensing
proceeding in searchable full text, or, for material that is not suitable for entry in
searchable full text, by header and image, as appropriate.

(3) Service upon a party or interested governmental participant is completed when the
sender receives electronic acknowledgment ("delivery receipt") that the electronic
submission has been placed in the recipient's electronic mailbox.

(4) Proof of service, stating the name and address of the person on whom served and
the manner and date of service, shall be' shown for each document filed, by--

(i) Electronic acknowledgment ("delivery receipt");

(ii) The affidavit of the person making the service; or

(iii) The certificate of counsel.

(5) All Presiding Officer and Commission issuances and orders will be transmitted
electronically to the parties and interested governmental participants.

(d) Online access to the electronic docket, iricluding a Protective Order File if authorized
by a Presiding'Officer, shall be provided to the Presiding Officer, the representatives of
the parties and interested governmental participants, and the witnesses while testifying,
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for use during the hearing. Use of paper copy and other images will also be permitted at
the hearing.

[63 FR 71739, Dec. 30,1998, as amended at 66 FR 55788, Nov. 2, 2001; 69 FR 2265,
Jan. 14, 2004; 69 FR 32849, June 14, 2004]

§ 2.1015 Appeals.
(a) No appeals from any Pre-License Application Presiding Officer or Presiding Officer
order or decision issued under this subpart are permitted, except as prescribed in
paragraphs (b), (c), and (d) of this section.

(b) A notice of appeal from a Pre-License Application presiding officer order issued
under § 2.1010, a presiding officer prehearing conference order issued under § 2.1021,
a presiding officer order granting or denying a motion for summary disposition issued in
accordance with § 2.1025, or a presiding officer order granting or denying a petition to
amend one or more contentions under § 2.309, must be filed with the Commission no
later than ten (10) days after service of the order. A supporting brief must accompany
the notice of appeal. Any other party, interested governmental participant, or potential
party may file a brief in opposition to the appeal no later than ten (10) days after service
of the appeal.

(c) Appeals from a Presiding Officer initial decision or partial initial decision must be filed
and briefed before the Commission in accordance with the following requirements.

(1) Notice of appeal. Within ten (10) days after service of an initial decision, any party
may take an appeal to the Commission by filing a notice of appeal. The notice shall
specify:

(i) The party taking the appeal; and

(ii) The decision being appealed.

(2) Filing appellant's brief. Each appellant shall file a brief supporting its position on
appeal within thirty (30) days (40 days if Commission staff is the appellant) after the filing
of notice required by paragraph (a) of this section.

(3) Filing responsive brief. Any party who is not an appellant may file a brief in support of
or in opposition to the appeal within thirty (30) days after the period has expired for the
filing and service of the brief of all appellants. Commission staff may file a responsive
brief within forty (40) days after the period has expired for the filing and service of the
briefs of all appellants. A responding party shall file a single responsive brief regardless
of the number of appellants' briefs filed.

(4) Brief content. A brief in excess of ten (10) pages must contain a table of contents,
with page references, and a table of cases (alphabetically arranged), statutes,
regulations, and other authorities cited, with references to the pages of the brief where
they are cited.
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(i) An appellant's brief must clearly identify the errors of fact orlaw that are the subject of
the appeal. An intervenor-appellant's brief must be confined to' issues which the
intervenor-appellant placed in controversy or sought to place in controversy in the
proceeding. For each issue appealed, the precise portion of the record relied upon in
support of the assertion of error must also be provided.

(ii) Each responsive brief must contain a reference to the precise portion of the record
which supports each factual assertion made.

(5) Brief length. A party shall not file a brief in excess of seventy (70) pages in length;
exclusive of pages containing the table of contents, table of citations and any addendum
containing statutes, rules, regulations, etc. A party may request an increase of this page
limit for good cause. Such a request shall be made by motion submitted at least seven
(7) days before the date upon which the brief is due for filing and shall specify the
enlargement requested.

(6) Certificate of service. All documents filed under this section must be accompanied by
a certificate reflecting service upon all other parties to the proceeding.

(7) Failure to comply. A brief which in form or content is not in'substantial compliance
with the provisions of this section may be stricken, either on motion of a party or by the
Commission on its own initiative.

(d) When, in the judgment of a Pre-License Application presiding officer or presiding
officer, prompt appellate review of an order not immediately appealable under paragraph
(b) of this section is necessary to prevent detriment to the public interest or unusual
delay or expense, the Pre-License Application presiding officer or presiding officer may
refer the ruling promptly to the Commission, and shall provide notice of this referral to
the parties, interested governmental participants, or potential parties. The parties, -

interested governmental participants, or potential parties may also request that the Pre-
License Application presiding officer or presiding officer certify under § 2.319 rulings not
immediately appealable under paragraph (b) of this section.

(e) Unless otherwise ordered, the filing of an appeal, petition for review, referral, or
request for certification of a ruling shall not stay the proceeding or extend the time for the
performance of any act.

[56 FR 7797, Feb. 26,1991, as amended at 56 FR 29410, June 27,1991; 69 FR 2265,
Jan.14,2004]'

§ 2.1017 Computation of time.
In computing any period of time, the day of the act, event,' or default after whi6h the
designated period of time begins to run is not included. The last day of the period so
computed is included unless it is a Saturday, Sunday,' or legal holiday at the place where
the action or event is to'occur, in which 'event the period runs until the end of th6 next
day which is neither a Saturday, Sunday, nor holiday. Whenever a' party, potential party,
or interested governmental participant, has the right or is required to do 'some act within
a prescribed period after the service of a notice'or other document upon it, one day shall
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be added to the prescribed period. If the electronic docket is unavailable for more than
four access hours of any day that would be counted in the computation of time, that day
will not be counted in the computation of time.

[63 FR 71740, Dec. 30,1998]

§ 2.1018 Discovery.
(a)(1) Parties, potential parties, and interested governmental participants in the high-
level waste licensing proceeding may obtain discovery by one or more of the following
methods:

(i) Access to the documentary material made available pursuant to § 2.1003;

(ii) Entry upon land for inspection, access to raw data, or other purposes pursuant to §
2.1020;

(iii) Access to, or the production of, copies of documentary material for which
bibliographic headers only have been submitted pursuant to § 2.1003(a);

(iv) Depositions upon oral examination pursuant to § 2.1019;

(v) Requests for admissions pursuant to § 2.708;

(vi) Informal requests for information not made electronically available, such as the
names of witnesses and the subjects they plan to address; and

(vii) Interrogatories and depositions upon written questions, as provided in paragraph
(a)(2) of this section.

(2) Interrogatories and depositions upon written questions may be authorized by order of
the discovery master appointed under paragraph (g) of this section, or if no discovery
master has been appointed, by order of the Presiding Officer, in the event that the
parties are unable, after informal good faith efforts, to resolve a dispute in a timely
fashion concerning the production of information.

(b)(1) Parties, potential parties, and interested governmental participants, pursuant to
the methods set forth in paragraph (a) of this section, may obtain discovery regarding
any matter, not privileged, which is relevant to the licensing of the likely candidate site
for a geologic repository, whether it relates to the claim or defense of the person seeking
discovery or to the claim or defense of any other person. Except for discovery pursuant
to §§ 2.1018(a)(2) and 2.1019 of this subpart, all other discovery shall begin during the
pre-license application phase. Discovery pursuant to §§ 2.1018(a)(2) and 2.1019 of this
subpart shall begin after the issuance of the first pre-hearing conference order under §
2.1021 of this subpart, and shall be limited to the issues defined in that order or
subsequent amendments to the order. It is not ground for objection that the information
sought will be inadmissible at the hearing if the information sought appears reasonably
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.
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(2) A party, potential party,, o'r interested governmental participant-may obtain discovery
of documentary material otherwise discoverable under paragraph (b)(1) of this section
and prepared in anticipation of, or for the hearing by, or for another party's, potential
party's, or interested governmental participant's representative (including its attorney,
surety, indemnitor, insurer, or similar agent) only upon a showing that the party, potential
party, or interested governmental participant seeking discovery has substantial need of
the materials in the preparation of its case and that it is unable without undue ha-rds'hip to
obtain the substantial equivalent of the materials by other means. In ordering discovery
of these materials when the required showing has been made, the Presiding Off icer shall
protect against disclosure of the mental impressions, conclusions, opinions, or legal
theories of an attorney or other representative of a party, potential party, or interested
governmental participant concerning the proceeding.

(c)(1) Upon motion by a party, potential party, interested governmental participant, or the
person from whom discovery is sought, and for good cause shown, the presiding officer
may make any order that justice requires to protect a party, potential party, interested
governmental participant, or other person from annoyance, embarrassment, oppression,
or undue burden, delay, or expense, including one or more of the following:

(i) That the discovery not be had;

(ii) That the discovery may be had only on specified terms and conditions, including a
designation of the time or place;

(iii) That the discovery may be had only by a method of discovery other than that
selected by the party, potential party, or interested governmental participant seeking
discovery;

(iv) That certain matters not be inquired into, or that the scope of discovery be limited to
certain matters;

(v) That discovery be conducted with no one present except persons designated by the,
presiding officer;

(vi) That, subject to the provisions of §2.390 of this part, a trade secret or other-
confidential research, development, or commercial information not be disclosed or be
disclosed only in a designated way; or

(vii) That studies and eValuations'not be'prepared.

(2) If the motion for a protective order is denied in whole or in part, the presiding off icer
may,-on such terms and conditions'a-sare just, order that anyparty, potential party,
interested governmental participant or other person provide or permit discovery.,

(d) Except as provided in paragraph (b) of this section, and unless the Presiding Off icer
upon motion,'for the convenience of parties, potential parties, interested governmental
participants, 'and witnesses and in the interest of justice, orders otherwise, methods'of
discovery may be used in any sequence, and the'fact that a party,- potential party, or
interested governmental participant is conducting discovery, whether by deposition or
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otherwise, shall not operate to delay any other party's, potential party's, or interested
governmental participant's discovery.

(e) A party, potential party, or interested governmental participant who has made
available in electronic form all material relevant to any discovery request or who has
responded to a requestrfor discovery'with a response that was complete when made is
under no duty to supplement its response to include information thereafter acquired,
except as follows:

(1) To the extent that written interrogatories are authorized pursuant to paragraph (a)(2)
of this section, a party or interested governmental participant is under a duty to
seasonably supplement its response to any question directly addressed to (i) the identity
and location of persons having knowledge of discoverable matters, and (ii) the identity of
each person expected to be called as an expert witness at the hearing, the subject
matter on which the witness is expected to testify, and the substance of the witness'
testimony.

(2) A party, potential party, or interested governmental participant is under a duty
seasonably to amend a prior response if it obtains information upon the basis of which (i)
it knows that the response was incorrect when made, or (ii) it knows that the response
though correct when made is no longer true and the circumstances are such that a
failure to amend the response is in substance a knowing concealment.

(3) A duty to supplement responses may be imposed by order of the Presiding Officer or
agreement of the parties, potential parties, and interested governmental participants.

(f)(1) If a deponent of a party, potential party, or interested governmental participant
upon whom a request for discovery is served fails to respond or objects to the request,
or any part thereof, the party, potential party, or interested governmental participant
submitting the request or taking the deposition may move the Presiding Officer, within
five days after the date of the response or after failure to respond to the request, for an
order compelling a response in accordance with the request. The motion shall set forth
the nature of the questions or the request, the response or objection of the party,
potential party, interested governmental participant, or other person upon whom the
request was served, and arguments in support of the motion. For purposes of this
paragraph, an evasive or incomplete answer or response shall be treated as a failure to
answer or respond. Failure to answer or respond shall not be excused on the ground
that the discovery sought is objectionable unless the person, party, potential party, or
interested governmental participant failing to answer or respond has applied for a
protective order pursuant to paragraph (c) of this section.

(2) In ruling on a motion made pursuant to this section, the Presiding Officer may make
such a protective order as it is authorized to make on a motion made pursuant to
paragraph (c) of this section.

(3) An independent request for issuance of a subpoena may be directed to a nonparty
for production of documents. This section does not apply to requests for the testimony of
the NRC regulatory staff under § 2.709.
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(g) The presiding officer, under § 2.322, may appoint a discovery master to resolve
disputes between parties corncerning informal requests for information as provided in
paragraphs (a)(1) and (a)(2) of this section.

[54 FR 14944, Apr. 14,1989, as amended at 56 FR 7797, Feb.26,1991; 63 FR 71740,
Dec. 30,1998; 69 FR 2266, Jan. 14, 2004]

§ 2.1019 Depositions.
(a) Any party or interested governmental participant desiring to take the testimony 6f any
person by deposition on oral examination shall, without leave of the Commission or the
Presiding Officer, give reasonable notice in writing to every other party and interested
governmental participant, to the person to be examined, and to the Presiding Officer of
the proposed time and place of taking the deposition; the name and address of each
person to be examined, if known, or if the name is not known, a general description
sufficient to identify him or her or the class or group to which he or she belongs, the
matters upon which each person will be examined and the name or descriptive title and
address of the officer before whom the deposition is to be taken.

(b) Within the United States, a deposition may be taken before any officer authorized to
administer oaths by the laws of the United States or of the place where the examination
is held. Outside of the United States, a deposition may be taken before a secretary of an
embassy or legation, a consul general, vice consul or consular agent of the United
States, or a person authorized to administer oaths designated by the Commission..
Deposition's may be conducted by telephone or by video teleconference at the option of
the party or interested governmental participant taking the deposition.

(c) The deponent shall be sworn or shall affirm before any questions are put to him or
her. Examination and cross-examination shall proceed as at a hearing. Each question
propounded shall be recorded and the answer taken down in the words of the witness.
Objections on questions-of evidence shall be noted in short form without the arguments.
The officer shall not decide on the competency, materiality, or relevancy of evidence but
shall record the evidence subject to objection. Objections on questions of evidence not
made before the officer shall not be deemed waived unless the ground of the objection is
one which might have been obviated or removed if presented at that time.''

(d) When the testimony is fully transcribed, the deposition shall be submitted to the'
deponent for examination and signature unless the deponent is ill or cannot be found or
refuses to sign. The officer shall certify the deposition or, if the deposition is not signed
by the deponent, shall certify the reasons for the failure to sign, and shall promptly
transmit an electronic copy of the deposition to the Secretary of the'Commission for'
entry into the electronic docket.

(e) Where the deposition is to be taken on written questions as authorized under §
2.1018(a)(2), the party or interested governmental participant taking the deposition shall
electronically serve a copy of the questions, shbwing each question separately and
consecutively numbered, on' every other party and interested governmental participant '
with a notice stating the name and address of the person who is to answer them, and the
name, description, title, and address of the officer before whom they are to be asked.
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Within ten days after service, any other party or interested governmental participant may
serve cross-questions. The questions, cross-questions, and answers shall be recorded,
and signed, and the deposition certified, returned, and transmitted in electronic form to
the Secretary of the Commission for entry into the electronic docket as in the case of a
deposition on oral examination.

(f) A deposition will not become a part of the evidentiary record in the hearing unless
received in evidence. If only part of a deposition is offered in evidence by a party or
interested governmental participant, any other party or interested governmental
participant may introduce any other parts. A party or interested governmental participant
shall not be deemed to make a person its own witness for any purpose by taking his or
her deposition.

(g) A deponent whose deposition is taken and the officer taking a deposition shall be
entitled to the same fees as are paid for like services in the district courts of the United
States, to be paid by the party or interested governmental participant at whose instance
the deposition is taken.

(h) The deponent may be accompanied, represented, and advised by legal counsel.

(i)(1) After receiving written notice of the deposition under paragraph (a) or paragraph (e)
of this section, and ten days before the scheduled date of the deposition, the deponent
shall submit an electronic index of all documents in his or her possession, relevant to the
subject matter of the deposition, including the categories of documents set forth in
paragraph (i)(2) of this section, to all parties and interested governmental participants.
The index shall identify those records which have already been made available
electronically. All documents that are not identical to documents already made available
electronically, whether by reason of subsequent modification or by the addition of
notations, shall be treated as separate documents.

(2) The following material is excluded from the initial requirements of § 2.1003 to be
made available electronically, but is subject to derivative discovery under paragraph
(i)(1) of this section--

(i) Personal records;

(ii) Travel vouchers;

(iii) Speeches;

(iv) Preliminary drafts;

(v) Marginalia.

(3) Subject to paragraph (i)(6)-of this section, any party or interested governmental
participant may request from the deponent a paper copy of any or all of the documents
on the index that have not already been provided electronically.
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(4) Subject to paragraph (i)(6) of this section, the deponent shall bring a paper copy of all
documents on the index that the deposing party or interested governmental participant
requests that have not already been provided electronically to an oral deposition
conducted pursuant to paragraph (a) of this section, or in the case of a'deposition taken
on written questions pursuant to paragraph (e) of this section, shall submit such
documents with the certified deposition.

(5) Subject to paragraph (i)(6) of this section, a party or interested governmental
participant may request that any or all documents on the'index that have not already
been provided electronically, and on which it intends to rely at hearing, be made'
electronically available by the deponent.

(6) The deposing party or interested governmental participant shall assume the
responsibility for the obligations set forth in paragraphs (i)(1), (i)(3), (i)(4), and (i)(5) of
this section when deposing someone other than a party or interested governmental
participant.

[54 FR 14944, Apr. 14,1989, as amended at 56 FR 7797, Feb. 26,1991; 63 FR 71740,
Dec. 30,1998 as amended at 69 FR 2265, Jan.14, 2004]

§ 2.1020 Entry upon land for inspection.
(a) Any party, potential party, or interested governmental participant may serve on any
other party,- potential party, or interested governmental participant a request to permit
entry upon designated land or other property in the possession or control of the party,
potential party, or interested governmental participant upon whom the request is served
for the purpose of access to raw data, inspection and measuring, surveying,
photographing, testing, or sampling the property or any designated object or operation
thereon, within the scope of § 2.1018 of this subpart.

(b) The request may be served on any party, potential party, or interested governmental
participant without leave of the Commission or the Presiding Officer.

(c) The request shall describe with reasonable particularity the land or other property to
be inspected either by individual item or by category. The request shall specify a
reasonable time, place, and manner of making the inspection and performing the related
acts.

(d) The party, potential party, or interested governmental participant upon whom the
request is served shall serve on the party, potential party, or interested governmental
participant submitting the request a written response within ten days after the service of
the request. The response shall state, with respect to each item or category, that
inspection and related activities will be permitted asrequested, unless the request is
objected to, in which case the r6asons for objection shall be stated. If objection'is made
to part of an item or category, the part shall be specified.

[54 FR 14944, Apr. 14,1991, as amended at 56 FR 7797, Feb. 26,1991]
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§ 2.1021 First prehearing conference.
(a) In any proceeding involving an application for a construction authorization for a HLW
repository at a geologic repository operations area under parts 60 or 63 of this chapter,
or an application for a license to receive and possess high-level radioactive waste at a
geologic repository operations area pursuant to parts 60 or 63 of this chapter, the
Commission or the presiding officer will direct the parties; interested governmental
participants and any petitioners for intervention, or their counsel, to appear at a specified
time and place, within seventy days after the notice of hearing is published, or such
other time as the Commission or the presiding officer may deem appropriate, for a
conference to:

(1) Permit identification of the key issues in the proceeding;

(2) Take any steps necessary for further identification of the issues;

(3) Consider all intervention petitions to allow the Presiding Officer to make such
preliminary or final determination as to the parties and interested governmental
participants, as may be appropriate;

(4) Establish a schedule for further actions in the proceeding; and

(5) Establish a discovery schedule for the proceeding taking into account the objective of
meeting the three year time schedule specified in section 114(d) of the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act of 1982, as amended, 42 U.S.C.10134(d).

(b) The Presiding Officer may order any further formal and informal conferences among
the parties and interested governmental participants including teleconferences, to the
extent that it considers that such a conference would expedite the proceeding.

(c) A prehearing conference held pursuant to this section shall be stenographically
reported.

(d) The Presiding Officer shall enter an order which recites the action taken at the
conference, the schedule for further actions in the proceeding, and any agreements by
the parties, and which identifies the key issues in the proceeding, makes a preliminary or
final determination as to the parties and interested governmental participants in the
proceeding, and provides for the submission of status reports on discovery.

[54 FR 14944, Apr. 14,1991, as amended at 56 FR 7797, Feb. 26,1991; 66 FR 55788,
Nov. 2, 2001; 69 FR 2266, Jan. 14, 2004]

§ 2.1022 Second prehearing conference.
(a) The Commission or the presiding officer in a proceeding on either an application for
construction authorization for a high-level radioactive waste repository at a geologic
repository operations area under parts 60 or 63 of this chapter, or an application for a
license to receive and possess high-level radioactive waste at a geologic repository
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operations area under parts 60 or 63 of this chapter, shall direct the parties, interested
governmental participants, or their counsel to appear at a specified time and place not
later than thirty days after the Safety Evaluation Report is issued by the NRC staff for a
conference to consider: -

(1) Any amended contentions submitted, which must be reviewed under the criteria in §
2.309(c) of this part;

(2) Simplification, clarification, and specification of the issues;

(3) The obtaining of stipulations and admissions of fact and of the contents and
authenticity of documents to avoid unnecessary proof;

(4) Identification of witnesses and the limitation of the number of expert witnesses, and
other steps to expedite the presentation of evidence;

(5) The setting of a hearing schedule;

(6) Establishing a discovery schedule for the proceeding taking into account the
objective of meeting the three year time schedule specified in section 114(d) of the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, as amended,42 U.S.C. 10134(d); and

(7) Such other matters as may aid in the orderly disposition of the proceeding.-

(b) A prehearing conference held pursuant to this section shall be stenographically
reported.

(c) The Presiding Officer shall enter an order which recites the action taken at the
conference and the agreements by the parties, limits the issues or defines the matters in
controversy to be determined in the proceeding, sets a discovery schedule, and sets the
hearing schedule.

[54 FR 14944, Apr. 14,1991, as amended at 56 FR 7797, Feb.26,1991; 69 FR 2266,
Jan.14, 2004]

§ 2.1023 Immediate effectiveness.
(a) Pending review and final decision by the Commission, and initial decision resolving
all issues before the presiding officer in favor of issuance or amendment of either an
authorization to construct a high-level radioactive waste repository at a geologic
repository operations area'under parts 60 or 63 of this chapter, or a'license to'receive
and possess high-level radioactive waste at a geologic repository operations area under
parts 60 or'63 of this chapter will be immediately effective upon issuance except:

(1) As provided in any order issued in accordance with § 2.342 that stays the
effectiveness of an initial decision; "or

(2) As otherwise provided by the Commission in special circumstances.
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(b) The Director of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards,'notwithstanding the filing or
pendency of an appeal or a petition for review pursuant to § 2.1015 of this subpart,
promptly shall issue a construction authorization or a license to receive and possess
high-level radioactive waste at a geologic respository operations area, or amendments
thereto, following an initial decision resolving all issues before the Presiding Officer in
favor of the licensing action, upon making the appropriate licensing findings, except --

(1) As provided in paragraph (c) of this section; or

(2) As provided in any order issued in accordance with § 2.342 of this part that stays the
effectiveness of an initial decision; or

(3) As otherwise provided by the Commission in special circumstances.

(c)(1) Before the Director of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards may issue a
construction authorization or a license to receive and possess waste at a geologic
repository operations area in accordance with paragraph (b) of this section, the
Commission, in the exercise of its supervisory authority over agency proceedings, shall
undertake and complete a supervisory examination of those issues contested in the
proceeding before the Presiding Officer to consider whether there is any significant basis
for doubting that the facility will be constructed or operated with adequate protection of
the public health and safety, and whether the Commission should take action to suspend
or to otherwise condition the effectiveness of a Presiding Officer decision that resolves
contested issues in a proceeding in favor of issuing a construction authorization or a
license to receive and possess high-level radioactive waste at a geologic repository
operations area. This supervisory examination is not part of the adjudicatory proceeding.
The Commission shall notify the Director in writing when its supervisory examination
conducted in accordance with this paragraph has been completed.

(2) Before the Director of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards issues a construction
authorization or a license to receive and possess high-level radioactive waste at a
geologic repository operations area, the Commission shall review those issues that have
not been contested in the proceeding before the Presiding Officer but about which the
Director must make appropriate findings prior to the issuance of such a license. The
Director shall issue a construction authorization or a license to receive and possess
high-level radioactive waste at a geologic repository operations area only after written
notification from the Commission of its completion of its review under this paragraph and
of its determination that it is appropriate for the Director to issue such a construction
authorization or license. This Commission review of uncontested issues is not part of the
adjudicatory proceeding.

(3) No suspension of the effectiveness of a Presiding Officer's initial decision or
postponement of the Director's issuance of a construction authorization or license that
results from a Commission supervisory examination of contested issues under
paragraph (c)(1) of this section or a review of uncontested issues under paragraph (c)(2)
of this section will be entered except in writing with a statement of the reasons. Such
suspension or postponement will be limited to such period as is necessary for the
Commission to resolve the matters at issue. If the supervisory examination results in a
suspension of the effectiveness of the Presiding Officer's initial decision under paragraph
(c)(1) of this section, the Commission will take review of the decision sua sponte and
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further proceedings relative to the contested matters at issue will be in accordance with
procedures for participation by the DOE, the NRC staff, or other parties and interested
governmental participants to the Presiding Officer proceeding established by the
Commission in its written sitatemrent of reasons. If a postpornerent results from a review
under paragraph (c)(2) of this section, comments on the uncontested matters at issue
may be filed by the DOE within ten days of service of the Commission's written
statement.

[54 FR 14944, Apr. 14, 1991, as amended at 56 FR 7797, Feb. 26,1991; 66 FR 55789,
Nov. 2, 2001; 69 FR 2266, Jan. 14, 2004]

§ 2.1025 Authority of the Presiding Officer to
dispose of certain issues on the pleadings. -
(a) Any party may move, with or without supporting affidavits, for a decision by the
Presiding Officer in that party's favor as to all or any part of the matters involved in the
proceeding. The moving party shall annex to the motion a separate, short, and concise
statement of the material facts as to which the moving party contends that there is no
genuine issue to be heard. Motions may be filed at any time. Any other party may file an
answer supporting or opposing the motion, with or without affidavits, within twenty (20)
days after service of the motion. The party shall annex to any answer opposing the
motion a separate, short, and concise, statement of the material facts'as to which it is
contended there exists a genuine issue to be heard. All material facts set forth in the
statement to be filed by the moving party will be deemed to be admitted unless
controverted by the-statement required to be filed by the opposing party. The opposing
party may, within ten (10) days after service, respond in writing to new facts and
arguments presented in any statement filed in support of the motion. No further
supporting statements or responses thereto may be entertained. The Presiding Officer
may dismiss summarily or hold in abeyance motions filed shortly' before the hearing'
commences or during the hearing if the other parties or the Presiding Officer would be
required to divert substantial resources from the hearing in order to respond adequately
to the motion.

(b) Affidavits must set forth those facts that would be admissible in evidence and show
affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated therein. The
Presiding Officer may permit affidavits to be supplemented or opposed by further
affidavits. When a motion for summary disposition is made and supported as provided in
this section, a party opposing the motion may not rest upon the mere allegations or
denials of its answer; its'answer by affidavits or as otherwise provided in this section'
must set forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue of fact. If no such
answer is filed, the decision sought, if appropriate, must be rendered.

(c) The Presiding Officer shall render the decision sought if the filings in the proceeding
show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is
entitled to a decision as a matter of law. However, in any proceeding involving a
construction authorization for a geologic repository operations area, the procedure
described in this section may be used only for the determination of specific subordinate
issues and may not be used to determine the ultimate issue as to whether the
authorization must be issued.
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[56 FR 7798, Feb. 26,1991]

§ 2.1026 Schedule.
(a) Subject to paragraphs (b) and (c) of this section, the Presiding Officer shall adhere to
the schedule set forth in appendix D of this part.

(b)(1) Pursuant to § 2.307, the presiding officer may approve extensions of no more than
fifteen (15) days beyond any required time set forth in this subpart for a filing by a party
to the proceeding. Except in the case of exceptional and unforseen circumstances,
requests for extensions of more than fifteen (15) days must be filed no later than five (5)
days in advance of the required time set forth in this subpart for a filing by a party to the
proceeding.

(2) Extensions beyond 15 days must be referred to the Commission. If the Commission
does not disapprove the extension within 10 days of receiving the request, the extension
will be effective. If the Commission disapproves the extension, the date which was the
subject of the extension request will be set for 5 days after the Commission's disapproval
action.

(c)(1) The Presiding Officer may delay the issuance of an order up to thirty days beyond
the time set forth for the issuance in appendix D.

(2) If the Presiding Officer anticipates that the issuance of an order will not occur until
after the thirty day extension specified in paragraph (c)(1) of this section, the Presiding
Officer shall notify the Commission at least ten days in advance of the scheduled date
for the milestone and provide a justification for the delay.

[56 FR 7798, Feb. 26,1991; 69 FR 2266, Jan. 14,2004]

§ 2.1027 Sua sponte.
In any initial decision in a proceeding on an application for a construction authorization
for a high-level radioactive waste repository at a geologic repository operations area
under parts 60 or 63 of this chapter, or an application for a license to receive and
possess high-level radioactive waste at a geologic repository operations area under
parts 60 or 63 of this chapter, the Presiding Officer, other than the Commission, shall
make findings of fact and conclusions of law on, and otherwise give consideration to,
only those matters put into controversy by the parties and determined to be litigable
issues in the proceeding.

[56 FR 7798, Feb. 26,1991; 69 FR 2266, Jan. 14,2004]
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